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H́k An approximation of Hk in which only the residual Sk is estimated.
H́d,k The modified Hessian matrix at iteration k.





∆f ∆f = fk − fk−1, the change in the image error.
δ A trust region size.
η1 Learning rate of the VS-ARLS algorithm.
η2 Learning rate of the GN-VFF-RLS algorithm.
Ĥ An estimated Hessian.
Ĥk An estimated Hessian at iteration k.
Ĵk An estimated Jacobian at iteration k.
Ŝk An estimated Residual at iteration k.
λ Forgetting factor.
Λk Λk = 1− λk.
(·)k Denotes kth iteration.
‖·‖ l2 norm of a vector.
‖·‖F Frobenius norm of a matrix.
ω An angular speed.
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H The Hessian matrix.
Hk The Hessian matrix at iteration k.
ht ht = tk − tk−1, an increment of time.
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∂θ
, the composite Jacobian.
Jk The Jacobian at iteration k.
mk The affine model of f .
Pk Estimate of the inverse of the correlation matrix of hθ.
qk The quadratic model of the objective function F .
ts Settling time.
tcyc Cycle time.
y Robot EE feature points.
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SUMMARY
In visually guided control of a robot, a large residual problem occurs when the
robot configuration θ is not in the neighborhood of the target acquisition configuration
θ∗. Most existing uncalibrated visual servoing algorithms use quasi-Gauss-Newton
methods which are effective for small residual problems. The solution used in this
study switches between a full quasi-Newton method for large residual case and the
quasi-Gauss-Newton methods for the small case. Visual servoing to handle large
residual problems for tracking a moving target has not previously appeared in the
literature.
For large residual problems various Hessian approximations are introduced in-
cluding an approximation of the entire Hessian matrix,the dynamic BFGS (DBFGS)
algorithm, and two distinct approximations of the residual term, the modified BFGS
(MBFGS) algorithm and the dynamic full Newton method with BFGS (DFN-BFGS)
algorithm. Due to the fact that the quasi-Gauss-Newton method has the advan-
tage of fast convergence, the quasi-Gauss-Newton step is used as the iteration is
sufficiently near the desired solution. A switching algorithm combines a full quasi-
Newton method and a quasi-Gauss-Newton method. Switching occurs if the image
error norm is less than the switching criterion, which is heuristically selected.
An adaptive forgetting factor called the dynamic adaptive forgetting factor (DAFF)
is presented. The DAFF method is a heuristic scheme to determine the forgetting
factor value based on the image error norm. Compared to other existing adaptive
forgetting factor schemes, the DAFF method yields the best performance for both
convergence time and the RMS error.
Simulation results verify validity of the proposed switching algorithms with the
xxviii
DAFF method for large residual problems. The switching MBFGS algorithm with the
DAFF method significantly improves tracking performance in the presence of noise.
This work is the first successfully developed model independent, vision-guided control





Visual sensing is critical for many biological systems but its use in robotic applica-
tions is still relatively limited. One of the reasons is that the vision systems typically
require calibration and frequently this calibration drifts due to operating and envi-
ronmental factors. Uncalibrated visual servoing, on the contrary, has advantages over
the model-based visual control by eliminating requirement of system modeling and
camera calibration.
A number of studies formulate uncalibrated visual servoing as nonlinear opti-
mization problems in which Newton’s method and quasi-Newton methods are typi-
cally used for finding a solution. These methods are powerful techniques that give
quadratic convergence if certain assumptions apply. As a result, various algorithms
incorporate them to give effective tracking performance in uncalibrated systems.
One of the major challenge of the quasi-Gauss-Newton algorithms is that they are
limited to only the zero- or small-residual cases. The residual Sk is a second order
differential term appears in the Hessian Hk matrix. For a visual control problem, a
zero- or small-residual problem refers to the case that the initial robot configuration
θ0 is close to the target acquisition configuration θ
∗ so Sk is likely small and can be
ignored. Consequently, the quasi-Newton method becomes the quasi-Gauss-Newton
method when the residual S is excluded. Often the residual S is computationally
expensive and is set to zero.
However, there exists circumstances where the initial robot configuration θ0 is
not near the desired target configuration θ∗ and the residual Sk becomes significant.
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This is called the large-residual problem. In this case quasi-Gauss-Newton method is
less appropriate and the full quasi-Newton method (including S) should be applied.
Visually guided control to handle large residual problems for moving target tracking
has not appeared in the literature.
1.2 Literature Review
The objective of this study is to develop an uncalibrated visual servoing system for the
large residual problem that accurately tracks a moving target with fast convergence.
Since uncalibrated visual servoing is a sub-set of visual based control, an overview of
visual based control is discussed in Section 1.2.1. Then various studies of uncalibrated
visual servoing related to large residual problems and adaptive forgetting factors are
presented in Section 1.2.2. The chapter is concluded in Section 1.2.3.
1.2.1 Visual Servoing Background
A sensory system that substantially improves autonomous system capabilities as well
as increases the versatility of robotic applications is visual-sensing. Using visual
information to control a robot end-effector position in relation to a target is referred
to as visual servoing. the algorithm has significantly played an important role in a
wide range of robotic applications such as grasping, teleoperation, missile tracking,
or aircraft landing.
In 1979 Hill and Park [33] introduced the first taxonomy of visual servoing. In
1980, Weiss and Sanderson [79] organized visual servo systems into four classifications:
dynamic look-and-move, direct visual servo, positioned-based, and imaged-based vi-
sual servo systems. Later Hutchinson et al. [36] suggest two categories, position-based
and image-based visual servo control. They also distinguish between two degrees of
system observability: endpoint open-loop (EOL) and endpoint closed-loop (ECL) sys-
tems. An EOL system only observes the target while an ECL system observes both
the target and robot end-effector.
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Position-based visual servoing (PBVS) uses visual information in conjunction with
a knowledge of the robot kinematic model, the geometric target model, and the
camera model to minimize error between the current and the desired robot position
in the task space. The desired robot position is obtained by extracting, interpreting,
and transforming image features to approximate target position in relation with the
camera pose. The system is remarkably sensitive to a precise knowledge of kinematic
robot model and accurate camera calibration. Examples of PBVS developments are
presented in [14, 80]. Because it requires robot and camera models, this scheme does
not serve the purpose of the research objective.
When the error between the robot end-effector and target position is directly
described in terms of image feature parameters, this type of visual servo control is
known as image-based visual servo system (IBVS). This scheme servos a robot end-
effector such that the image error is minimized without requiring a spatial robot pose
estimation and is more robust to robot or camera calibration errors. When a robot
kinematic model is available, errors mostly occur in the computation of the image Ja-
cobian or interaction matrix - a map between the robot joint onto the camera space
space. This scenario requires camera calibration to determine intrinsic and extrinsic
camera parameters. Intrinsic parameters include focal length, radial distortion com-
ponents, pixel sampling components, etc. Extrinsic parameters describe the position
and orientation of the camera with respect to a global coordinate frame or an arbi-
trary coordinate frame depending on the system configuration. Two common camera
configurations used in visual servo control are a fixed-camera system known as an
eye-to-hand camera system, and an eye-in-hand system where a camera is attached
to the robot end-effector.
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1.2.2 Literature Review of Uncalibrated Visual Servoing
The objective of this research is to develop a model-free visual-guided control that
effectively tracks a moving target for large residual problems. Uncalibrated visual
servoing control does not require a priori knowledge of camera and robot models.
Hosoda and Asada [34, 35] and Jagersand et al. [37] demonstrate the Jacobian
estimation using the Broyden rank-one method to servo a robot end-effector for static
target tracking. Piepmeier et al. [57] demonstrate a dynamic quasi-Newton approach
in which the dynamic Broyden’s method with an exponentially weighted (by forget-
ting factor λ) recursive least square (RLS) scheme is introduced. It estimates the
composite Jacobian which combines the camera image Jacobian and the robot kine-
matic Jacobian to track a moving target tracking with a stationary camera. In [59]
the algorithm is extended to an eye-in-hand system where a camera is attached to
an end-effector for a moving target tracking. Simulation and experimental results
verify stable and convergent tracking for moving targets with both stationary and
eye-in-hand cameras. The details of these algorithms are reviewed in Chapter 3.
Piepmeier et al. [57, 59] use quasi-Gauss-Newton based algorithms, which assume
zero- or small-residuals so the residual Sk is neglected in the Hessian approximation.
Consequently, for large residual problems the algorithms either slowly converge or
diverge. To overcome this problem, Fu et al. [25] use a secant method to approximate
the residual Ŝk. The estimation of residual Ŝk is done by an algorithm proposed by
Dennis et al. [19, 17] for solving nonlinear least squares problems. This algorithm
uses a trust region method for guaranteeing global convergence, and the dynamic
Jacobian estimation method presented in [57]. Even though simulation results show
improved convergence with desirable accuracy, this algorithm is only applied to a
stationary target.
Kim et al. [40, 38, 39] also propose an uncalibrated visual servoing for large resid-
ual problems. Similar to [25], the full Newton’s method and the secant approximation
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are used to calculate robot joint angles for static target tracking. However, the mathe-
matical formula for updating the residual Ŝk is different. Although simulation results
show improvement of the system control, the trajectories of the robot end-effector
exhibit significant oscillation along target tracking. Due to the close relation to the
work presented in this thesis the details of these algorithms [25, 39] are presented in
Chapter 4.
The secant model is also used in Bonković et al. [5] with the so-called population-
based generalization method to update the composite Jacobian. The major disad-
vantage of this method is considerably more computational cost and complexity of
the Jacobian calculation compared to the Broyden method. The trade off between
Jacobian estimation complexity and system performance improvement has not been
investigated.
Miura et al. [46] present an uncalibrated visual servoing method using a modified
simplex method and a Newton-like method to optimally move the robot to a desired
position. One of the major problems is that an incorrect Jacobian estimation some-
times occurs due to the large motion of the robot between the vertices of the simplex.
A variety of different methodologies are proposed to approximate the Jacobian. For
examples, a depth-independent Jacobian proposed by Wang et al. [78] is used to
estimate linearized camera parameters on-line. Qian and Su [63] propose to use the
Kalman filtering technique to approximate the Jacobian components. Similarly, Lv
and Huang [44] introduce using a Kalman filter to estimate the Jacobian elements
while using a fuzzy logic adaptive controller to improve stability. These algorithms
do not study uncalibrated visual control for large residual problems.
Bilen et al. [4] present a experimental comparison of calibrated and uncalibrated
image based visual servoing in a microsystem application that requires high precision.
Based on their experiment, the calibrated method performed better than the uncal-
ibrated visual servoing with better settling time, accuracy, and precision if timing is
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the task priority. However, there was not large difference between the two approaches.
Uncalibrated visual servoing gives more flexibility control to the task since camera
calibration is tedious and error prone.
Ozgur and Unel [52] present an experimental validation of the dynamic quasi-
Gauss-Newton algorithm presented in [57, 59] for micropositioning and trajectory
following tasks. The dynamic quasi-Gauss-Newton algorithm is shown to position
and trajectory track in a robust manner with micron accuracies. An alternative
controller called Optimal controller [64] is used to evaluate the performance of the
dynamic quasi-Gauss-Newton algorithm with its dynamic Gauss-Newton controller.
the dynamic Gauss-Newton controller yields better results in positioning and following
a square trajectory while the Optimal controller performs better for circular and
sinusoidal trajectory tracking. It is mentioned that if time is crucial for the task
that the calibrated visual control might be a better choice. This work confirms the
feasibility of the algorithms proposed in [57, 59], even for microassembly tasks where
a high level of precision is required.
To improve convergence and precision, this research develops a methodology for
adaptively selecting an appropriate forgetting factor λk at each iteration. Due to the
limited number of RLS algorithms presented for uncalibrated visual servoing, there
exists little literature about an adaptive λk. One important work is presented in
[29] where an adaptive recursive least square (ARLS) algorithm is presented. The λk
value is calculated by solving an optimization problem. Then it is used in the dynamic
quasi-Gauss-Newton method [59] for uncalibrated visual servoing control. The ARLS
shows a smaller mean-square error as compared to using a fixed forgetting factor.
More details of this work are presented in Chapter 5. Since the variable forgetting
factor (VFF) algorithms have been widely studied in RLS adaptive filtering to improve




Although several uncalibrated visual servo system have been developed with various
methods to approximate the Jacobian, only a few studies focus on large residual
problems which are restricted to only tracking a stationary target. The dynamic
quasi-Gauss-Newton algorithms in [57, 59] are shown to be the most robust and
stable algorithms in both simulations and experiments in a number of studies and the
research presented in this thesis uses them as a foundation.
It should be noted that this section gives an overview of the previous work related
to uncalibrated visual servoing for large residual problems and more detail literature
references are given as individual topics are discussed in each chapter.
1.3 Contribution
This work develops a novel uncalibrated visual guided control with an adaptive for-
getting factor for large residual problems. To solve a difficulty encountered in the
dynamic quasi-Gauss-Newton algorithms [57, 59] for handling large residual prob-
lems, the full quasi-Newton method is investigated. The full quasi-Newton is argued
to offer superior tracking due to the inclusion of the residual Sk term in the Hessian
approximation. Despite the fact that the residual Sk is usually difficult to determine
analytically, various algorithms to approximate the Hessian matrix are proposed. One
solution is to approximate the whole Hessian using the dynamic BFGS (DBFGS) algo-
rithm. The second solution is to approximate the residual Ŝk using the modified BFGS
(MBFGS) or dynamic full Newton method with BFGS (DFN-BFGS) algorithms, by
assuming that the Jacobian Jk is already available.
To ensure fast convergence and stability yet attain robust tracking performance, a
switching algorithm that alternates between the proposed full quasi-Newton method
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and the dynamic quasi-Gauss-Newton method for a given switching criterion is in-
troduced and has lead to the switching DBFGS-DB, the MBFGS-DB, and the DFN-
BFGS-DB algorithms.
To further improve the performance of the switching algorithms, an adaptive for-
getting factor λk called the dynamic adaptive forgetting factor (DAFF) is introduced.
This is a heuristic method to adapt λk with respect to the image error norm ‖fk‖. Al-
though there are several existing variable forgetting factor (VFF) schemes presented
in the RLS adaptive filtering literature, these algorithms are complex and do not
appear effective for uncalibrated visual servoing.
Simulation results show that the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm with the DAFF
method consistently yields the best results for a variety of robot degrees-of-freedom,
camera configurations, trajectories, and target speeds. The DAFF algorithm is shown
to significantly offer the best overall tracking accuracy and convergence, especially in
the presence of noise. The number of cameras and the camera arrangement are shown
to significantly affect noise compensation. These results validate the effectiveness of
the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm with the DAFF scheme to improve tracking
performance for large residual problems in the presence of noise.
1.4 Organization
The thesis is organized in the following manner:
Chapter 1 discusses the motivation of the research, the contributions, the uncal-
ibrated visual servoing literature review, and outlines the study.
Chapter 2 provides the theoretical background of Newton and quasi-Newton
methods for solving unconstrained optimization problems.
Chapter 3 reviews the dynamic quasi-Gauss-Newton algorithms either with or
without partitioning for Broyden’s method developed by Piepmeier et al. [57, 59].
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Since this work is built on the dynamic quasi-Gauss-Newton algorithms, the mathe-
matical background of these algorithms are fundamental to the study in this thesis.
A few major difficulties of these algorithms, which have lead to derivation of the
proposed algorithms, are discussed.
Chapter 4 develops the DBFGS, DFN-BFGS, MBFGS methods for residual ap-
proximation for large residual problems. The derivation of these algorithms are analo-
gous to the BFGS algorithm. Two distinct methods for solving large residual problems
are presented: i) approximation of the whole Hessian matrix, ii) approximation of the
residual term included in the Hessian matrix with an assumption that linear portion
JTJ is available. The DBFGS algorithm is an approximation of the whole Hessian
matrix, while the DFN-BFGS and the MBFGS algorithms are the approximations of
the residual terms. Unlike the Hessian approximation using the BFGS method, the
DBFGS algorithm includes the dynamic term ∂f
∂t
ht into the secant equation used for
the Hessian approximation. The DFN-BFGS method, on the other hand, is derived
by directly employing the BFGS algorithm to approximate the residual term, while
the MBFGS method is derived by modifying a denominator of a term in the DFN-
BFGS formula. Its significance is due to the fact that curvature information of the
objective function is enforced into the residual approximation. A convergence proof is
given for the MBFGS method. A hybrid between the dynamic quasi-Gauss-Newton
method and the (full) Newton method, with the approximated residual using a pro-
posed residual approximation method is developed. A discussion of the alternative
hybrid methods and a heuristic selection of the switching criterion are presented.
Chapter 5 presents the derivation of the DAFF algorithm. This method is in-
spired by observing λk behavior that is in analogy to a step response of a first-order
differential system. Various VFF algorithms that are widely studied in RLS adap-
tive filtering areas are also reviewed. The effect of the DAFF method on improving
tracking performance is compared with various VFF algorithms in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6 simulates the proposed switching algorithms, the switching MBFGS-
DB, DBFGS-DB, and DFN-BFGS-DB algorithms on three and six DOF robot with
various camera configurations and trajectories. Comparison is made between the
proposed switching algorithms and dynamic quasi-Newton methods with or without
partitioning for Broyden’s method. Overall, the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm
provides the best results in terms of RMS errors, ts, and stability for a higher DOF
robot, a complex trajectory, or a fast target speed. The different VFF algorithms
presented in Chapter 5 are investigated to validate tracking improvement. Compar-
ison is made between the DAFF method, various existing VFF algorithms, and a
fixed forgetting factor that are implemented in the switching MBFGS algorithms for
large residual problems with the presence of noise. The switching MBFGS with the
DAFF algorithm consistently yields the fastest convergence and the smallest RMS
tracking for a variety of trajectories and target speeds. The effects of multiple cam-
eras and the camera arrangement on noise compensation are investigated. The effect
of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (LMA) implemented with various switching
algorithms and the adaptive forgetting factor schemes are presented. The LMA only
marginally improves tracking performance for all tested cases.
Chapter 7 summarizes the results and discusses possible future research.
In summary, this work derives and simulates uncalibrated visual servoing with
an adaptive forgetting scheme for large residual problems. This work is the first
successfully developed visual guided control to handle large residual problems for
uncalibrated moving target tracking.
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CHAPTER II
NEWTON’S METHOD AND QUASI-NEWTON
METHODS BACKGROUND
In this study visual servoing is formulated as a nonlinear optimization problem and
algorithms such as Newton’s method and quasi-Newton methods are typically used
for finding a solution. The theoretical background of Newton’s method for scalar
and multi-variable functions is presented in Section 2.1. Quasi-Newton methods in
which the derivative of a function is approximated rather than analytically calculated
is discussed in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 presents the modified Newton’s method in
which a Hessian matrix is adjusted to guarantee positive definiteness. Section 2.4 and
Section 2.5 provide the basic fundamentals of line search and trust-region methods
respectively. The summary of this chapter is presented in Section 2.6.
2.1 Newton’s Method
2.1.1 Newton’s Method for a One-Variable Scalar Function
In numerical analysis, Newton’s method or the Newton-Raphson method is often used
to solve for the root of a function. For a one-variable scalar function f (x) where
x ∈ R Newton’s method can be derived from Taylor series approximation of f (x)
around xk,
f (x) = f (xk) + f
′ (xk) (x− xk) + . . . (2.1)
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Dropping the higher order term yields an affine model1 mk (x) that retains the con-
stant and linear portion of f (x),
mk (x) = f (xk) + f
′ (xk) (x− xk) (2.2)
Figure 2.1 shows a geometrical representation of an affine model in which f (x) is
approximated about xk.
Figure 2.1: A geometrical representation of an affine model.
Newton’s method is obtained by setting (2.2) to zero,
0 = f (xk) + f
′ (xk) (x− xk) (2.3)
where f ′ (x) is the first-order derivative of f (x). Solving (2.3) for x = xk+1 gives




This is called Newton’s method for successively finding a root of a function f(x).
Newton’s method quickly converges to a solution if the initial value (x0) is relatively
close to the solution (x∗). The process is repeated until a sufficiently-accurate root is
found.
1an affine model corresponds to an affine subspace through (x, F (x)) in which a line does not
necessary pass through the origin (a line must pass the origin in a linear subspace)
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If f (x) is a linear function, Newton’s method locates the solution in one iteration.
For nonlinear problems, this process generates a sequence of points that is expected
to converge to a solution. For a complex nonlinear function, a quadratic model is
often used to approximate f (x).
Newton’s method is also well-known to be used for finding local minima or local
maxima of an objective fucntion F (x), which is known as optimization problem. In
this case, an affine model Mk(x) of F (x) is
Mk (x) = F (xk) + F
′ (xk) (x− xk) (2.5)
Newton’s method is obtained by solving for the root of F ′ (x) = 0 as
0 = F ′ (xk) + F
′′ (xk) (x− xk) (2.6)
Solving (2.6) yields




where F ′′ (x) is the second-order derivative of the objective function F (x).
2.1.2 Newton’s Method for a Multiple-Variable Function
Consider a nonlinear function f : Rm → Rn that is continuously differentiable at
x ∈ Rm. A solution x∗ where f(x∗) = 0 can be found using the Newton’s method
similar to (2.4). An affine model mk that approximates f(x) about xk is
f(x) ∼= mk (x) = f (xk) + Jk (x− xk) (2.8)





. A successive xk+1 can be
approximated from the current xk by solving
mk(xk+1) = f (xk) + Jk (xk+1 − xk) = 0
to give
xk+1 = xk − J−1k f (xk) (2.9)
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This is known as Newton’s method for solving a set of m equations.
For unconstrained minimization problems, consider a scalar objective function
F (x) : Rm → R where m > 1 is continuously differentiable at x ∈ Rm and a solution
x∗ is a locally/globally minima of the objective function F (x). The derivation of
Newton’s method for m-dimensional minimization problems is similar to the one-
dimensional function in Section 2.1.1. The Taylor series of F (x) can be expressed
as
F (x) = F (xk) +∇Fk (x− xk) +O(x2) (2.10)
where ∇Fk is the first partial derivatives of F (x) with respect to the m variables and
is called the gradient of F at xk. Dropping the higher order term O(x
2) in (2.10)
yields an affine model Mk(x) of F (x) around xk,
F (x) ∼= Mk (x) = F (xk) +∇Fk (x− xk) (2.11)




= ∇Fk +Hk (x− xk) (2.12)





is the Hessian matrix of F (x) at xk. The Hessian H is
an n by n matrix and is always symmetric if F (x) is twice continuously differentiable
[19]. Solving (2.12) at x = xk+1 gives
(xk+1 − xk) = −H−1k ∇Fk (2.13)
xk+1 = xk −H−1k ∇Fk (2.14)
Equation (2.14) is known as Newton’s method for solving a minimization problem
where −H−1k ∇Fk is called the Newton direction. Figure 2.2 shows a pseudo-code
algorithm utilizing Newton’s method to solve unconstrained minimization problems.
A spacial case of unconstrained optimization is a nonlinear least-squares problem.
It is well-known in data fitting applications in which the best fit is obtained by
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Pseudo-code: Newton’s method
Given: F : Rm → R ; x ∈ Rm ; H ∈ Rn×n ; ∇F ∈ Rm×1
Initialize ε, x0, and x1
Calculate F (x0)
for k = 1, . . . do
Calculate F (xk), ∇Fk, and Hk
Find x∗ ∈ Rm for which F (x) is minimized
if
∣∣∣∣F (xk)− F (xk−1)F (xk−1)
∣∣∣∣ < ε then
break // Convergence criterion met.
end if
xk+1 = xk −H−1k ∇Fk // (k + 1)th solution
end for
Figure 2.2: Pseudo-code of Newton’s method for solving unconstrained optimization
problems
minimizing the sum of squared error between a measured value and the approximated
value from a model. Since visual servoing problems seek the robot joint angles θ that
minimize the error between the robot and target features, they are cast as nonlinear
least-squares problems. For this reason, Newton’s and other related methods used
for solving nonlinear least-squares problems in general are focused on in this chapter,
then nonlinear least-squares visual servoing problems are discussed in Chapter 3.








where the error function f(x) : Rm → Rn is continuously differentiable at x ∈ Rm. A
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solution of (2.15) can be found by Newton’s method given in (2.14). In this context,
∇Fk = JTk f(x) (2.16)
Hk = J
T









Substituting them in (2.14) gives
xk+1 = xk −
(
JTk Jk + Sk
)−1
JTk f(xk) (2.18)
Sk is the second-order term of the Hessian Hk and is known as the residual. Often
the residual S is computationally expensive so it is assumed to be zero and can be
neglected if x0 is in the neighborhood of a solution x
∗ (see Chapter 3). Then (2.18)
reduces to





and is known as the Gauss-Newton method.
Newton’s method is a powerful technique that gives quadratic convergence if ∇Fk
at the solution x∗ is nonzero. However, the initial value x0 is required to be sufficiently
near the true solution x∗ to guarantee convergence so Newton’s method is often
referred as a local technique. Further, the method will fail if the HessianHk is singular.
The other main drawback is due to the requirement of the analytical derivatives of
F (x). When the derivatives are difficult to analytically obtain or unavailable and
an approximation of either ∇Fk or the Hessian Hk is used instead, then Newton’s
method is called a quasi-Newton method.
Without a loss of generality, the capital letter described an objective function
F (x) that is a scalar function while the lower case letter described a function such as
f (x) where x ∈ Rn.
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2.2 Quasi-Newton Methods
In many applications a function F (x) cannot be analytically expressed so its deriv-
atives are not available and must be approximated. Approximation schemes such as
a finite-difference approximation or a secant approach can be used to estimate the
Jacobian Jk and the Hessian matrix Hk. The secant approximation of Jk is typically
simpler than the secant approximation of the Hessian matrix Hk. The most popular
secant method used for the Jacobian estimation is known as Broyden’s method and
is discussed in Section 2.2.1. Secant methods used for estimating Hk are reviewed in
Section 2.2.2.
2.2.1 Broyden’s method






A solution of (2.15) can be found by Newton’s method given in (2.18) or in (2.19). If





is not available, the approximate Ĵk can be determined using
a secant technique.
The affine model of the error function f (x) is defined as in (2.8),
mk (x) = f (xk) + Jk (x− xk) (2.8)
The model mk is required to exactly represent the function at x = xk−1 as
mk (xk−1) = f (xk−1) (2.20)
Substituting (2.20) into (2.8) at x = xk−1 yields
f (xk−1) = f (xk) + Jk (xk−1 − xk) (2.21)
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and rearranging gives,
Jk (xk − xk−1) = f (xk)− f (xk−1) (2.22)
Equation (2.22) is known as the secant equation. Substituting hk−1 = xk − xk−1 and
yk−1 = f (xk)− f (xk−1) gives
Jk hk−1 = yk−1 (2.23)
One of the most successful approaches to approximate Jk was introduced by C.
Broyden in 1965 [19]. Broyden suggested using a rank-one update to estimate Ja-
cobian Ĵk from the previous Jacobian Ĵk−1 by taking a solution of secant equation
(2.23) that gives the minimal changes between the current and previous Jacobians,
i.e., minimizing the Frobenius norm of the Jacobian difference
∥∥∥Ĵk (x)− Ĵk−1 (x)∥∥∥
F
as







which is called Broyden’s method. Dennis and Schnabel [19] give a proof to show that
the quasi-Newton method using the Jacobian Ĵk from Broyden’s method converges to
x∗ superlinearly if the initial x0 is close to x
∗ and the initial Jacobian Ĵ (x0) is close
to the actual initial Jacobian J (x0) if Ĵ (x
∗) is nonsingular.
2.2.2 Hessian Approximation
When the Hessian matrix H requires a significant calculation cost, a secant method
similar to the one presented in Section 2.2.1 can be used to efficiently approximate H.
Hessian approximation methods, including the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell (DFP) up-
date, the PSB (Powell-symmetric-Broyden) update, and the Broyden-Fletch-Goldfarb-
Shanno (BFGS) method, are briefly discussed in this section.
Secant techniques similar to those used for Jacobian estimation can be applied to
the Hessian approximation. The secant equation for the Hessian matrix Hk, analogous
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to equation (2.23), is
Hk hk−1 = gk−1 (2.25)
where gk−1 = ∇F (xk)−∇F (xk−1). Similar to the Jacobian approximation, Broyden’s
method can be used to approximate Hk as







where Ĥk is an approximation of Hk. However, Ĥk obtained from (2.26) is not
guaranteed to be symmetric even if Ĥk is symmetric. Since the Hessian matrix is
always symmetric and often positive definite, the Powell-symmetric-Broyden (PSB)
update can be used to ensure symmetric



















The details of this method is presented in [19]. Even though this method converges
superlinearly [7], a Ĥk+1 update using the PSB method may not be positive definite.
The solution of Newton’s method or a quasi-Newton method gives a critical point
that can be either a minima, a maxima, or a saddle point. In order to ensure that
this critical point is a minima, it requires the Hessian Hk to be positive definite. For
this reason, Hessian approximations that preserve positive definiteness such as BFGS
and DFP are more popular methods in solving nonlinear optimization.
The BFGS method [19] is











The DFP method [19] is




















The main advantages of the BFGS and DFP methods is due to the resulting
positive-definite Ĥk approximation if the initial Hessian Ĥ0 is positive definite. The
DFP method sometimes generates a numerically singular Hessian estimation so the
BFGS method is preferred over the DFP method.
Regardless of the method for approximating the Hessian Ĥ, the quasi-Newton step
hk is similar to the Newton step (2.13) and a update xk+1 is similar to the equation
(2.14) (only that now the Hessian Hk is substituted with Ĥk) as
hk = −Ĥ−1k ∇Fk (2.30)
or
xk+1 = xk − Ĥ−1k ∇Fk (2.31)
where hk = xk+1 − xk. The iteration quadratically converges to a minimum if the
starting value x0 is sufficiently close to the solution x
∗. If the Hessian matrix Ĥk is
positive definite, the Newton direction −Ĥ−1k ∇F (xk) is guaranteed to be a descent
direction, i.e., xk+1 yields a decreasing value of the objective function F (x) such that
F (xk + hk) < F (xk). In practice, the Hessian matrix Ĥk is not necessarily positive
definite at a point far from a minimum so the approximated model may not have a
minimum. As a result, a modification suggested to assure the positiveness of Ĥk is
discussed in Section 2.3.
2.3 Damped Hessian
A critical point obtained from Newton’s method or a quasi-Newton method is guar-
anteed a minima only if the Hessian matrix Ĥk is positive definite. If the Hessian Hk
or Ĥk is not positive, some useful modifications are suggested in literature such as
[19, 42, 45, 50] by including an additional term such as
Hd,k = Hk + µkI (2.32)
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where I is the identity matrix and µk is a scalar multiplier that is sometimes referred
as a damping parameter. If Ĥk is safely positive definite then µk = 0 . Otherwise,
µk > 0 is selected to be sufficiently large so Hd,k is guaranteed to be positive definite.
The modified Hessian is sometimes called the damped Hessian and is used in a quasi-
Newton method as
hk = −H−1d,k∇f (xk) (2.33)
or
xk+1 = xk −H−1d,k∇f (xk) (2.34)
This is called the modified Newton’s method in [19].
The damped Hessian was first introduced by Levenberg [42] for nonlinear least-
squares curve fitting applications. He proposed the damped Gauss-Newton method
as (
JTk Jk + µkI
)
hk = −JTk f (xk) (2.35)
This is similar to the Gauss-Newton method in (2.19) except that now the Hessian
Hk = J
T
k Jk is replaced by Hd,k = J
T
k Jk + µkI where µk is updated at each iteration.
The update is based on the rate of objective function reduction. For example, if
the reduction rate of the objective function is fast, µk is decreased. On the other
hand, if the reduction rate is inadequate, µk may be increased. Varying µ in fact
interpolates the resulting solution between the Gauss-Newton algorithm (smaller µ)
and gradient descent method (larger µ). The greatest disadvantage of this method




is not meaningful. As a
result, Marquardt [45] proposed
(




hk = −JTk f (xk) (2.36)
in which the identity matrix I is substituted with the diagonal of JTk Jk and the equa-
tion (2.36) is known as the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (LMA). The brief details
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of the LMA implementation developed by [47] to calculate the damping parameter µ
and a diagonal matrix, instead of using JTJ as in (2.36), are discussed in Chapter 6.
Marquardt [45] proved that the solution of minimizing the damped model (using
the damped Hessian in (2.32)) is the same as of minimizing the original model in
a restricted region. This region is referred to the trust region where a ball, for ex-
ample, centered about the current iteration is created using a local model (usually a
quadratic model) and is restricted to values which accurately model the function. A
new iteration is limited to remain inside this a trusted region. This is an important
concept in nonlinear optimization problems. In fact, there are two strategies that
can be implemented with Newton’s method and quasi-Newton methods to improve
stability and convergence namely line search and trust region methods.
2.4 Line Search
In the line search technique a direction pk is first determined and then a search along
this direction from the current xk is performed so that the next iteration yields a
lower objective function value,
F (xk+1) < F (xk) (2.37)




F (xk + αpk) (2.38)
A method that provides an exact solution of (2.38) is called an exact line search.
On the other hand, if a solution of (2.38) is loosely estimated, i.e., a calculation of
α yields a sufficient reduction in F (xk + αpk) so that it is approximately close to a
minima, the method is called an inexact line search. An exact line search is usually
expensive and unnecessary so an inexact line search is more practical.
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The direction pk that has been considered up to this point is the Newton direction
or a quasi-Newton direction. For simplicity let sk ≡ H−1k ∇Fk is the Newton direction
and ŝk ≡ Ĥ−1k ∇Fk is a quasi-Newton direction. The direction sk or ŝk does not
always yield a descent direction so F (xk +αsk) may not reduce. These directions are
only guaranteed to be descent directions if Hk or Ĥk is positive definite. Therefore,
Hk or Ĥk is always assumed to be positive definite when implemented with a line
search method in this study. This requirement further emphasizes the advantage of
the Hessian modification in Section 2.3. The next iterate xk+1 using a quasi-Newton
direction, for example, is
xk+1 = xk + αkŝk (2.39)
The other common search direction pk is the steepest-descent direction where pk =
− ∇Fk
‖∇Fk‖2
. This direction is the steepest downhill direction from the current iteration
xk. Without a loss of generality, pk is used for the steepest-descent direction, while sk
represents the Newton direction for the remainder of this study. An exact line search
example from [1] is shown in Figure 2.3 where a search along the steepest-descent
direction starts from x0 then converges to the solution x
∗ after a few iterations.
One advantage of the steepest descent method is that it only requires ∇Fk and
not the Hessian Hk. However, in general the steepest descent method is not recom-
mended due to its slower convergence compared to Newton’s method or quasi-Newton
methods. Moreover, this method is scale variance of x, while the Newton direction
is not [19]. Since the steepest-descent method is less preferable, this section only
focuses on Newton’s method or a quasi-Newton method with an inexact line search
algorithm.
Even though xk+1 satisfies the simple condition in (2.37), there is no assurance
that xk+1 will converge to a solution. As a result, the inequality conditions known as
the Wolfe conditions are often recommended with inexact line search algorithms [50],
1. F (xk + αksk) ≤ F (xk) + c1αksTk∇Fk
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Figure 2.3: An example of an exact line search [1] starting from x0 to reach the
solution x∗ along the steepest-descent direction at each iteration.
2. sTk∇F (xk + αksk) ≥ c2sTk∇Fk
where 0 < c1 < c2 < 1. It is typically recommended to select c1 to be small and c2
to be much larger. For example, Nocedal and Wright [50] recommend c1 = 10
−4 and
c2 = 0.9 for the Newton or a quasi-Newton method. The first condition is known as
the Armijo rule and imposes a sufficient reduction in F (x). The second condition is
known as the curvature condition and enforces a sufficient reduction of the slope of
F (x) for the step length αk.
The search proceeds along a quasi-Newton direction ŝk until (2.37) is acheived.
If α = 1, the quasi-Newton step becomes the full quasi-Newton step which is usu-
ally recommended whenever (2.37) is satisfied [19]. If xk + αkŝk is not acceptable
then αk will be reduced until a desired value is found; this strategy is called back-
tracking method. Common methods such as bisection, the golden section search, and
polynomial/cubic methods are used to reduce the step length α.
Since a backtracking strategy prevents small steps, the curvature condition is
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Pseudo-code: Backtracking line search method with the Armijo rule
Given: F : Rm → R ; x ∈ Rm ; α, ρ ∈ R; ∇F ∈ Rn×1 ; c1 ∈ (0, 12); 0 < l < u < 1
Initialize ε, x0, and x1
for k = 1, . . . do
Determine a descent direction sk
Start with αk = 1
while F (xk + αksk) ≤ F (xk) + c1αksTk∇Fk do
αk = ραk // for some ρ ∈ [l, u]
ρ = line search(ĥk) // Determine the line search gain
end while
xk+1 = xk + αksk // (k + 1)
th solution
end for
Figure 2.4: Pseudo-code for backtracking line search with Newton’s method
typically not necessary in practice. The pseudo-code summary of backtracking line-
search algorithm with only the Armijo rule is illustrated in Figure 2.4. Then pseudo-
code is used to summarize a quasi-Newton method using BFGS to approximate the
Hessian matrix with the backtracking line-search algorithm in Figure 2.5.
When the full quasi-Newton step does not satisfy condition (2.37), it might indi-
cate that the model does not properly reflect the actual function in a neighborhood
around the current xk. Since line search algorithms only continually search along the
quasi-Newton direction which is obtained from a ‘not-so-good ’ model in this case,
other searching methods known as trust-region methods may offer more suitable ap-
proaches.
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Pseudo-code: The BFGS algorithm with backtracking line-search technique
Given: F : Rm → R ; x ∈ Rm ; H ∈ Rn×n ; ∇F ∈ Rn×1 ; s ∈ Rn×1; α, ρ ∈ R;
c1 ∈ (0, 12); 0 < l < u < 1
Initialize ε, x0, and x1
for k = 1, . . . do
Calculate F (xk), ∇Fk, and Hk
if
∣∣∣∣F (xk)− F (xk−1)F (xk−1)
∣∣∣∣ < ε then
break // Convergence criterion met.
end if
Calculate Ĥk
ĥk−1 = xk − xk−1
gk−1 = ∇Fk −∇Fk−1










ŝk = −Ĥ−1k ∇Fk // Determine the BFGS step
Start with αk = 1
while F (xk + αkŝk) ≤ F (xk) + c1αkŝTk∇Fk do
αk = ραk // for some ρ ∈ [l, u]
ρ = line search(ĥk) // Determine the line search gain
end while
xk+1 = xk + αkŝk // (k + 1)
th solution
end for




Trust region methods share some duality to line search approaches. While line search
methods seek for an appropriate step size α along a known searching direction, trust
region algorithms first calculate a proper size of the trust region and then choose
an appropriate step direction. A trust region is referred to a restricted neighborhood
around the current iteration xk of which a local model adequately represents a function
F (x). For a nonlinear function, a quadratic modelMquad,k is a more appropriate model
than an affine model and it can be described as
F (x) ∼= Mquad,k(x) = F (xk) +∇F Tk (x− xk) +
1
2
(x− xk)THk(x− xk) (2.40)
This local quadratic model is minimized to solve the following constrained opti-
mization subproblem at each iteration,




subject to ‖hk‖2 ≤ δk (2.42)
where ‖·‖2 refers to the Euclidean norm and δk > 0 determines the size of a trust-
region. Typically a trust region is determined as a sphere centered at the current xk
with a radius δk in which the update xk+1 is limited to only stay inside this region
where the current model is trusted as shown in Figure 2.6. This is an example of a
trust region of a function F (x1, x2) = −10x21 +10x22 +4 sin(x1x2)−2x1 +x41 [76] where
the red dot is the center of the trust region at xk = (0.7,−3.3) and the successive
xk+1 is limited to be within the radius δk from the current xk.
The solution of (2.41) is restricted by the size of the trust region δk. If this
solution is undesirable, the trust-region radius will be decreased which in fact alters
the direction of the resulting solution. This behavior is the major difference between
a trust region method and a line search algorithm in which a search direction is never
changed.
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Figure 2.6: An example of a trust region [76] with a radius δk centered at xk where
the next update xk+1 is restricted to be inside the trust region.
The concept of trust region methods, though this terminology was not used orig-
inally, was introduced in [42]. Recall the damped Gauss-Newton method (2.35),
(
JTk Jk + µkI
)
hk = −JTk f (xk) [2.35]
An improved version of (2.35) in [45] leads to the LMA as briefly described in Section
2.3. However, the LMA heuristically adjusts the damping parameter µk according to
how F (x) is effectively reduced in the previous step and no clear connection between
(2.35) with trust region methods was presented in the original work. The connection
between the LMA with trust region methods was firmly established in [47]. Although
various strategies of calculating µk and a diagonal matrix instead of the identity
matrix in (2.35) are introduced, this study uses the algorithm presented in [47] as a
basis. The detailed history of trust region methods can be found in [9].
In [19] it is shown that the solution of (2.41) is the same as the modified quadratic
model Mmod,k in which the Hessian Hk in (2.40) is now substituted by the damped
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Hessian H̃k (2.32) as
F (x) ∼= Mmod,k(x) = F (xk) +∇F Tk (x− xk) +
1
2
(x− xk)THd,k(x− xk) (2.43)
when hk is constrained by
‖hk‖2 ≤ δk
So (2.41) is solved by
hk(µk) = −(Ĥk + µkI)−1JTk fk = −H−1d,kJ
T
k fk (2.44)
If µk = 0 and ‖hk(0)‖ ≤ δk, then (2.44) is a quasi-Gauss-Newton step hk = −Ĥ−1k JTk fk.
Otherwise, (2.44) is the solution of (2.41) for any unique µk > 0 such that ‖hk(µk)‖ =
δk [50].
If δk <
∥∥H−1d,kJTk fk∥∥2 then µk is needed to be solved for such that
‖hk(µk)‖2 =
∥∥H−1d,kJTk fk∥∥2 ∼= δk (2.45)
which is a nonlinear equation in µk. Various methods are reviewed in [19, 50] to
approximate µk in this situation.
The direction of (2.44) is altered away from a quasi-Newton direction to the
steepest descent direction if the damping parameter µk is increased [43]. It is also
mentioned in [19] that varying the value of µk allows a smooth changing direction
of hk(µk) between a quasi-Gauss-Newton direction (when µk = 0) and the steepest-
descent direction where hk(µk) ∼= − 1µkJ
T
k fk when µk is large.
Since (2.44) is constrained to satisfy ‖hk(µk)‖2 ∼= δk, changing the size of trust
region δk changes the direction of hk(µk). When δk is very small, the direction of
hk(µk) is close to the steepest-descent direction. If the current solution xk is far from
the desired solution x∗, the algorithm uses a steepest-descent method in which it
typically guarantees convergence but the rate of convergence is only linear. However,
if the current xk is close to x
∗, the trust region algorithm behaves like a quasi-
Gauss-Newton method; taking an advantage of a quadratic convergence rate of a
quasi-Newton method.
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The effects of changing µ to the change of δ are summarized in [77] as
• Decreasing µ results in increasing δ so the direction of the resultant solution
moves closer to the Newton direction
• Increasing µ results in decreasing δ so the direction of the resultant solution
moves closer to the steepest descending direction
The size of trust region δk can be controlled based on how well the predicted
model fits the actual function. In general, the size of trust region increases if the
current model well predicts the function and decreases if the model poorly estimates
the function. The most common strategy is to compare the actual reduction of the
function with a predicted value obtained from its quadratic model Mquad,k as in [23].
The ratio ρk between the actual and predicted reduction of the function at current
iteration can be described as
ρk =
F (xk + sk)− F (xk)
Mquad,k (xk + sk)−Mquad,k (xk)
(2.46)
If ρk is close to unity, the current model well approximates the actual reduction of the
function. Hence, the trust region can be expanded for the next iteration. If ρk > 0
but not close to unity, the trust-region radius maintains its same size. Otherwise,
the trust region should be contracted since the current model poorly agrees with the
actual function reduction. Examples of updating the trust-region radius can be found
in [50] and [23].
2.6 Summary
In an unconstrained minimization problem a minima of an objective function F (x)
where x ∈ Rm is determined by using Newton’s method:
xk+1 = xk −H−1k ∇Fk [2.14]





is the Hessian matrix of F (x) at xk.
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For a nonlinear least-squares problem, a spacial case of unconstrained optimiza-







where f(x) is an error function. A local minima of F (x) can be calculated using
Newton’s method in (2.14) where
Hk = J
T
k Jk + Sk
∇Fk = JTk f(xk)
Substituting these terms into (2.14) gives
xk+1 = xk −
(
JTk Jk + Sk
)−1
JTk f(xk) [2.18]
If the Jacobian Jk is not analytically available, it can be approximated using
Broyden’s method,







In the case that the Hessian Hk expensively requires computation cost, a variety
of Hessian approximations can be used. For example, the BFGS method,











As a result, Newton’s method using either the approximate Jacobian Ĵk, the
approximate Hessian Ĥk, or a combination of both yields a quasi-Newton method,
xk+1 = xk − Ĥ−1k ∇Fk [2.31]
If Sk in the Hessian Hk is neglected, (2.18) becomes the Gauss-Newton method,






Newton’s method or a quasi-Newton method is guaranteed to converge to a min-
ima only if Hk is positive definite. In a case that Hk is not positive definite, a damped
Hessian Hd,k is often applied as
xk+1 = xk −H−1d,k∇f (xk) [2.34]
where
Hd,k = Hk + µkI [2.32]
The identity matrix I is sometimes replaced by a diagonal matrix Dk. An algorithm
such as the LM algorithm is used to update the damping parameter µk and a diagonal
matrix Dk so that Hd,k is positive definite.
To improve stability and convergence of Newton’s method or a quasi-Newton
method, line searches and trust region methods are recommended. Line search meth-
ods seek for a proper step length along a known searching direction while trust region




DYNAMIC BROYDEN’S METHOD WITH
RECURSIVE-LEAST-SQUARES (RLS) UPDATE
The control of mechanical systems such as a robotic manipulator often relies on an
accurate nominal model. However as systems grow in size and complexity so do the
models. Further, inclusion of effects that is more difficult to successfully model such
as friction, backlash, and viscoelasticity may be necessary to increase response and
fidelity for control. As systems rely less on modeling they usually compensate for it
by increased sensing. Visual sensing is critical for many biological systems but its use
in robotic applications is still relatively limited. One of the reasons is that the vision
systems typically require calibration and frequently this calibration significantly drifts
during operation due to operating and environmental factors. This chapter reviews an
uncalibrated visual servoing algorithm using a robot manipulator to track a moving
target without an a priori model of either the robot or the camera. The algorithm is
introduced by Piepmeier et al. [57, 59, 60] who develop a dynamic Broyden’s method
to estimate a compound Jacobian, the transformation from robot joint velocities to
the target velocities on the camera plane. It is used to generate robot joint commands
via a dynamic quasi-Newton method that solves a nonlinear least squares problem.
An overview of visual servoing schemes is presented in Section 3.1. Some earlier
studies implementing quasi-Newton methods for image-based visual servoing prob-
lems related to this development are summarized in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 reviews
fundamental development of the dynamic Broyden’s method using recursive least-
squares estimation (DBM-RLS) for a stationary camera. Then the study is extended
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to the dynamic Gauss-Newton algorithm with partitioned Broyden’s method (DGN-
PBM) where a camera is attached to a robot end-effector. A few major limitations
of these algorithms are discussed in Section 3.4. Then the chapter is summarized in
Section 3.5.
3.1 Overview
In robotic applications visual servoing is an algorithm in which a robotic manipulator
can be controlled to track a target using visual information from one or more cameras.
As a target and a robotic manipulator are viewed and an error between them is
determined, the robotic system is controlled to reach the target in the direction that
minimizes the error. In image-based visual servoing (IBVS) systems the error is
formed on the camera image planes, usually between selected feature points on the
target and the robotic end-effector (EE). For properly selected features, making the
errors in the image plane vanish also make errors in the task space vanish.
The velocity relationship (and similarly the small motion relationship) between
robot EE feature points y in the image plane and the robot joint angles θ is
ẏ = Jθ̇ (3.1)
where
J = JcameraJrobot
is the composite Jacobian that directly maps the robot joint rate θ̇ into the image
feature velocity ẏ. Individually, the robot Jacobian maps joint rates into an EE twist
T = Jrobotθ̇, and the camera Jacobian transforms the EE twist into the image velocity
ẏ = JcameraT of the selected feature points. The dimensions of Jk are determined by
the number of image feature coordinates and the number of actuators.
An error f is formed from the target image feature vector y∗ and the EE image
feature vector y in units of pixels and can be determined directly from the camera
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image. For example, if a robot is tracking a moving target using a stationary camera
system the error f is given as
f (θ, t) = y (θ)− y∗ (t) (3.2)
where the EE image feature vector y is only a function of the joint angles θ and the
target image feature vector y∗ is only a function of time t. The form of the error f
is dependent on the camera system setup. Two different vision system settings are
discussed in the context of a single camera though it immediately extends to multiple
cameras.
1. Eye-to-hand system - the camera system is stationary and views both the end-
effector and the target as in Figure 3.1. There are two distinct situations:
(a) Static target - the robot is controlled to reach a static location y∗ and the
error is f (θ) = y (θ)− y∗
(b) Moving target - the robot is controlled to track a moving target y∗ (t) and
the error is f (θ, t) = y (θ)− y∗ (t)
Figure 3.1: For an eye-to-hand system the camera is remote from the robot and the
target.
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2. Eye-in-hand system - the camera system is attached to the EE. The EE image
features are seen as stationary points, with one often coinciding with the camera
optical axis at the origin of the image frame, as in Figure 3.2. The two distinct
situations are:
(a) Static target - the robot is controlled to reach a static location y∗ and the
error is f (θ) = y − y∗(θ)
(b) Moving target - the robot is controlled to track a moving target y∗ (t) and
the error is f (θ, t) = y − y∗ (θ, t)
Figure 3.2: For an eye-in-hand system the camera is attached to the robot EE.
For the remainder of the development the most general case is assumed f ≡ f(θ, t)
since it applies to the special cases with small modifications.
The goal of visual servo control is to determine the joint angles θ that minimize
the error f at any given time t. This problem can be described as a nonlinear least
squares optimization problem where the objective function F (θ, t) to be minimized
is a function of the squared error between the EE image features y and the desired
target image features y∗ as seen on the image plane
F (θ, t) =
1
2
fT (θ, t) f (θ, t) (3.3)
and is homogeneous in the units of (pixels)2.
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The solution of (3.3) can be found using either Newton’s method (if an analytic
derivative of f is available) or using quasi-Newton methods (if an analytic derivative
of f is not available). Because a priori knowledge of the robot kinematic model
and the camera model is assumed unknown the derivatives of f are not analytically
available and quasi-Newton methods are applicable. A novel uncalibrated visual
servoing that utilizes a dynamic quasi-Newton method with the dynamic Broyden’s
method to track a moving target is introduced by Piepmeier et al. [57, 59, 60]. This
model independent visual servoing provides robust steady-state tracking behavior
when significant changes in the robot kinematic model or in the orientation of the
camera occur. The theoretical fundamentals of the algorithm is briefly reviewed in
Section 3.3.
3.2 Previous Work in Nonlinear Visual Servoing Optimiza-
tion
The earlier developments of uncalibrated visual servoing algorithms utilizing nonlinear
least-square optimization with quasi-Newton methods are done by Hosoda and Asada
[34] and Jagersand, Fuentes, and Nelson [37]. Hosoda and Asada [34] introduced
a nonlinear least squares method with exponential weighting matrix to recursively
estimate the Jacobian Ĵk at the k
th iteration as

















where ∆f = fk − fk−1, hθ = θk − θk−1, P is a full rank weighting matrix, and
0 < λ ≤ 1 is called the forgetting factor. If λ = 1, then Ĵk is estimated by averaging
all past information. If λ < 1, old data is deweighted by increasing powers of λ
so the calculation relies more on recent data and “forgets” older data. As a rough






so when λ = 1 the memory is infinite. Though equation (3.4) is only applicable for
the time-invariant Jacobian J(θ), slow motion control can be achieved by tuning the
forgetting factor λ. The control algorithm they introduced (for the kth iteration) is
θ̇ = Ĵ+ẏ∗ +
(
I − ĴT Ĵ
)
k −KĴTf (3.5)
where k is a gain vector and K is a positive definite gain matrix which must be
selected. They also use the same Jacobian estimation (3.4) in conjunction with a
known robot Jacobian in [35] for an adaptive hybrid control algorithm. The hybrid
algorithm combines vision and force sensory information to calculate robot joint rate
θ̇ as
θ̇ = J−1robot (uforce + uimg)
where uforce is the force feedback output and uimg is the control output based on the





where Ĵ+img is the pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian estimated by (3.4). Successful sim-
ulation and experimental results for a stationary camera are provided in [34] but the
case of a moving target is not addressed, except when it can be approximated as
stationary.
Jagersand et al. [37] propose using Broyden’s method to estimate the Jacobian
for tracking a static target scenario using a stationary camera system from







∆f = fk − fk−1
hθ = θk − θk−1
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This estimated Ĵk is then used in a quasi-Newton method to solve for the next step
hθ. In order to ensure the convergence of this algorithm, a trust region method is
used to automatically adapt the maximum allowable step length α. The general idea
of this trust-region method is similar to the trust-region concept presented in Chapter
2. The step size δk is a solution of the constrained equation,
Minimize
‖δk‖<αk
∥∥∥yk − y∗ + Ĵkδk∥∥∥2 (3.7)
The restriction ‖δk‖ < αk ensures that the robot never moves outside a region where
the current model approximation cannot be trusted. The successive value of αk+1 is








αk if dk ≤ dlower
αk if dlower < dk ≤ dupper
max (2 ‖δ‖ , α) if dk > dupper
Extensive experiments are performed with three, six, and twelve DOF robots
to verify that this estimation can improve stability and convergence of the robot
controllers.
These proposed quasi-Newton methods only address static target tracking using
a stationary camera. Consequently, tracking convergence for a moving target is not
guaranteed unless the appropriate derivatives are included [60]. As a result, Piep-
meier et al. [57, 59, 60] propose a dynamic Broyden’s method to update Ĵk as part
of a quasi-Newton method for moving target tracking. They show that the algorithm
converges asymptotically. The contributions of this novel method over the aforemen-
tioned algorithms are summarized as
1. Development of an uncalibrated visual servoing algorithm for moving target
tracking that applies to camera systems that arbitrarily move and includes the
eye-to-hand and eye-in-hand cases
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2. Derivation of the dynamic Broyden’s update with a recursive least-squares tech-
nique as a part of the dynamic quasi-Newton’s method that solve nonlinear
visual servoing problems
3.3 Dynamic Quasi-Newton Method via Recursive Least
Squares Estimation
3.3.1 Theoretical Fundamental
For moving-target tracking problems, the objective function F (θ, t) in (3.3) is gener-
ally a function of the robot joint angles θ and time t which are assumed independent.
This section first considers the eye-to-hand case where the camera is stationary, then
extend it to the eye-in-hand case with a moving camera.
The Newton method is derived by expanding (3.3) in a Taylor series about (θ, t),
F (θ + hθ, t+ ht) = F (θ, t) + Fθhθ + Ftht +O(h
2
θ) (3.8)
where Fθ and Ft are partial derivatives of F with respect to θ and t while hθ and ht
are increments of θ and t respectively. At a given sampling period ht, the function F
is minimized by solving
0 =
∂F (θ + hθ, t+ ht)
∂θ
0 = Fθ + Fθθhθ + Fθtht +O(h
2
θ) (3.9)
Dropping the higher order term O(h2θ) and substituting in hθ = θk+1 − θk yields
Newton’s method,
θk+1 = θk − (Fθθ)−1(Fθ + Fθtht) (3.10)
Equation (3.10) is referred as the dynamic Newton’s method [57] due to the inclusion
of the term Fθtht.
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Sk is a second-order term in the second derivative of F and is known as the residual.
There is a significant distinction between zero-residual, small-residual, and large-
residual cases for nonlinear least-squares problems [19]. For example, in data-fitting
application if x∗ fits the model m (x∗) of the measured data exactly then S (x∗) is
zero and this problem is called the zero-residual problem. However, in nonlinear
optimization the residual S can be significant and often analytically unavailable or
computationally expensive. So nonlinear least-squares algorithms typically assume
zero- or small-residual condition. In those cases S is ignored so (3.12) reduces to
















JTk is the overcon-
strained pseudo-inverse of the full column rank matrix Jk. Since the range space of
Jk is homogeneous in the units of pixels there are no problems of units noninvariance.
In order to eliminate the need for an analytical model to calculate Jk, [57, 59,
60] propose an explicit time dependent algorithm that modifies Broyden’s rank one
method in (3.6),
Ĵk = Ĵk−1 +
(









Pseudo-code: Dynamic Broyden’s Method with RLS estimation (DBM-RLS)
Given: f : Rn → Rm ; θ0, θ1 ∈ Rn ; Ĵ0 ∈ Rm×n, P0 ∈ Rn×n, λ ∈ (0, 1)
Initialize: J0, θ0, θ1, and P0
for k = 1, . . . do
∆f = fk − fk−1
hθ = θk − θk−1


































Figure 3.3: A pseudo-code for the DBM-RLS
This method is called the dynamic Broyden’s method and using it in (3.13) yields the
dynamic quasi Gauss-Newton method,
















ht in equations (3.14) and (3.15). In effect fk
is substituted by fk +
∂fk (t)
∂t
ht and that offers a better estimation of the next error
term fk+1 which is used to compute the update θk+1.
The Broyden estimator only uses the most recent data but this can be adapted for
exponentially deweighted data in a manner similar to (3.4) with a forgetting factor
λ. The result is the dynamic Broyden’s method using recursive least square (RLS)
estimation or DBM-RLS and is summarized by the pseudo-code in Figure 3.3.
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The proof showing convergence in the neighborhood of a moving target is pre-
sented in [60]. Furthermore, it is also shown that the standard Newton’s method is
not guaranteed convergence for a moving target.





















For the eye-in-hand system a similar simple estimation is not possible because the
target features vector y∗ is now a function of both the robot joint angles θ and time
t. y∗ may change due to either robot movement, target motion, or a combination of
both. Instead [59] introduces the dynamic Gauss-Newton algorithm with partitioned




















3.3.2 Simulation and Experimental Results
3.3.2.1 The DBM-RLS Algorithm
The dynamic Broyden’s method and the DBM-RLS algorithm are evaluated by sim-
ulations using the one, two, and six DOF robotic systems with a stationary camera
system in [57]. From these results the dynamic Broyden’s method demonstrates su-
perior tracking performance over the static Broyden’s method, but its tracking ability
is degraded with the presence of noise. However, the DBM-RLS algorithm demon-
strates a significant improvement to provide stable and convergent tracking even in
the presence of system noise.
The stability and convergence of the DBM-RLS algorithm is also analyzed exper-
imentally using a two-DOF planar robot to track a moving target in [57]. Two types
of target trajectories are performed: a synthetic and a real target trajectory. For
synthetic target tracking a computer generates an elliptical target path in the image
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Pseudo-code: Dynamic Gauss-Newton Algorithm with Partitioned Broyden’s
Method (DGN-PBM)





∈ Rm×1; P0 ∈ Rn+1×n+1 ;
λ ∈ (0, 1)






for k = 1, . . . do
∆f = fk − fk−1
hθ = θk − θk−1












































Figure 3.4: A pseudo-code for the DGN-PBM method
plane, while for a real target tracking the target motion is generated by rotating a
arm, attached with a 10 mm white disc at its end, in a circular arc.
Synthetic Target
The results show that the steady-state tracking can be achieved with a variety of




where ht is a sampling period. However its
performance varies with target speeds. The tracking errors exponentially increase as
target speed increases but they are bounded within a relatively small range and the
EE still follows the target motion. Further, increased noise in target motion increases
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the tracking errors but convergence or stability is not affected in this range of target
speeds.
The performance comparison between the DBM-RLS and the calibrated visual
servoing method is also studied for the same target motion. While the calibrated
method presents some overshoot, the DBM-RLS method produces somewhat better
tracking. Moreover, the DBM-RLS method yields a more robust algorithm when the
camera or the robot model is reconfigured. In this case, the calibrated method is
completely degraded and fails to converge after the camera is moved. The DBM-RLS
performance, on the other hand, is not affected by the reconfiguration and presents
no loss of tracking accuracy.
Actual Target
With the same setup and algorithm used in the synthetic target case, the robot EE
is controlled to follow a 10 mm white disc attached at the end of a arm rotating in
a circular arc. The DBM-RLS method effectively provides a stable and convergent
tracking for a moving target, though its performance is decreased due to presence
of noise in image processing and the imprecise target motion. In addition, effects of
varying the forgetting factor λ is briefly investigated. An optimal value of λ evidently
exists (the detail of this matter is discussed in Section 3.4).
3.3.2.2 The DGN-PBM Algorithm
In [59] the simulation results of the DGN-PBM method using a six DOF robot with
an eye-in-hand camera system are presented. Different controllers used to calculate












the algorithm presented in the pseudo-code in Figure 3.4 yields the best results by
offering the least numbers of trials when the system lost track of the target and the
control becomes unstable.
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Experimental results implementing the DGN-PBM method into an eye-in-hand,
planar two-DOF robot was presented in [58]. The DGN-PBM method illustrates
stable convergent tracking behavior even though the orientation of the camera or the
kinematic model of the robot is significantly changed.
3.3.2.3 Conclusion
From simulation and experimental results these methods robustly provide stable and
convergent tracking with a variety of robot DOF, target motions, and speeds. More-
over, these uncalibrated visual servoing schemes significantly improve tolerance to
robot and camera configuration changes. Hence, they are independent from analyt-
ical models, calibration, and parameter tuning and can be efficiently applied to any
type of manipulator and camera systems. However, these algorithms present a num-
ber of disadvantages that still needed to be addressed. Section 3.4 discusses some of
these challenges.
3.4 Limitations
Three major challenges existing in the DBM-RLS algorithms either with or without
partitioning for Broyden’s method are discussed in this study:
1. Large initial error for a dynamic target tracking
2. Selection of an optimal forgetting factor λ
3. A singular or ill-conditioned Hessian matrix Fθθ = J
T
k Jk + Sk
3.4.1 Large Initial Error
Even though the above algorithms exhibit robust uncalibrated visual servoing schemes
in both eye-to-hand and eye-in-hand systems, they are limited to only the zero- or
small-residual cases where the Gauss-Newton method is applicable. The initial robot
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configuration θ0 is assumed to be in the neighborhood of the target acquisition config-
uration θ∗. Convergence is only guaranteed if Fθθ (θ
∗) is positive definite, but generally
it is not. Hao et al. [30] note that the performance of the algorithms substantially
depends on a proper initial estimation of the Jacobian matrix. If the initial choice of
Jacobian differs too greatly from the actual Jacobian, the robot may move erratically
for a few iterations.
With the small-residual condition, the Gauss-Newton method can be expected to
perform well if any of the following conditions hold [49]:
1. The error f is small
2. The function is linear or close to linear
Unfortunately, these assumptions are overly restrictive situations. If the initial
error, or a subsequent error, is large then S = ∂J
T
∂θ
f in (3.12) becomes substantial
and an estimation of S is necessary. For the visual servoing problem, the residual
error becomes large if the target is significantly far from the initial configuration of
the robot or if the target is located outside of the robot workspace. Figure 3.5 shows
an initial large-error simulation result using a six DOF robot with an eye-in-hand
camera similar to one presented in [59] utilizing the DGN-PBM method (excluding
the S approximation). This example demonstrates that the transient tracking trajec-
tory may be uncontrollable before the robot converges to the steady-state tracking
if the S approximation is not properly included. Since the Gauss-Newton method
becomes less effective on large-residual problems, methods that attempt to improve
this problem is investigated in Chapter 5.
3.4.2 Selection of Optimal Forgetting Factor
While a constant value of the forgetting factor λ is utilized in the DBM-RLS and the
DGN-PBM algorithms, the optimal performance of these schemes is dependent on its
selection [57]. Simulation results show that a lower value of λ improves convergence
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Figure 3.5: A simulation result of a six DOF robot with an eye-in-hand system using
the DGN-PBM method when an initial error is significant shown in the task space
view.
time but deteriorates steady-state tracking performance. In contrast, a higher λ in-
duces difficulties in acquiring the target, yet steady-state tracking ability is enhanced.
A switching scheme that utilizes a lower λ initially then changes to a higher value
when the image error norm is below a certain criteria demonstrates some improve-
ment in both transient and steady-state tracking. Simulation results using the same
system setup as in the large initial error case show that an inappropriate choice of λ
can cause uncontrollable motion before the robot converges to steady-state tracking
as shown in Figure 3.6. In some complex trajectory tracking this problem leads to
failure in tracking. As a result, an adaptive forgetting factor λ that may lead to a
more robust dynamic quasi-Newton method is discussed in Chapter 6.
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Figure 3.6: A simulation result of an eye-in-hand, six DOF robot using the DGN-PBM
method with a constant λ shown in the task space view.
3.4.3 Ill-conditioned Hessian Matrix
Nonlinear optimization problems sometimes yield an ill-conditioned or, in the worst
case, a singular approximate Hessian matrix Ĥk(= F̂θθ). Since the quasi-Newton
method (3.12) requires the inverse of the Hessian matrix, the ill-conditioning usually
leads to numerical problems that results in slow or no convergence. A scheme such as
the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [42] that modifies the Hessian matrix to ensure
positive definiteness may be implemented to overcome this deficiency. In addition,
methods are available in [19] guarantee a positive definite approximate Hessian, even
if the actual Hessian is not positive definite. Though this introduces nonphysical
artifacts, it may improve effective near singularities. A proper strategy to cope with
this limitation is investigated in Chapter 6.
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3.5 Summary
The brief reviews of the DBM-RLS algorithms either with or without partitioning
for Broyden’s method (the DBM-RLS and the DGN-PBM algorithms) developed by
Piepmeier et al. [57, 59, 60] are presented in this chapter. These methods are shown to
be effective for moving target tracking with the eye-to-hand and eye-in-hand camera
configurations. Depending on a camera system setup, generally the error vector f(θ, t)
between the EE image feature y and the desired target image features y∗ as seen on
the image plane can be measured,
f (θ, t) = y (θ)− y∗ (t) [3.2]
A visual servoing problem is cast as a nonlinear least squares optimization problem
where the objective function F (θ, t) to be minimized is the squared error fT (θ, t) f (θ, t),
F (θ, t) =
1
2
fT (θ, t) f (θ, t) [3.3]
A solution θ∗ that minimizes (3.3) can be calculated using the Gauss-Newton method,












in which it is assumed that the initial Robot configuration θ1 is in the neighborhood
of the desired robot configuration θ∗. Since a priori knowledge of the robot kinematic
model and the camera model are assumably unknown, i.e., an analytical model to
calculate Jk is unavailable, the Jacobian Jk can be recursively estimated using a
dynamic Broyden’s method with the recursive least square method as
Ĵk = Ĵk−1 +
(








Substituting an approximation of Ĵk into (3.13) yields the dynamic quasi Gauss-
Newton method,













A significant improvement of the DBM-RLS algorithms over the previous work in
[34, 37] is due to the dynamic time-dependent term
∂fk (t)
∂t
ht in equations (3.14) and
(3.15).
From simulation and experimental results the DBM-RLS algorithms robustly pro-
vide stable and convergent tracking with a variety of robot DOF, target motions,
and speeds. Furthermore, they improve tolerance to robot and camera configuration
changes. However, there exists a number of challenges using these novel uncalibrated
visual servoing algorithms:
1. Large initial error for a dynamic target tracking
2. Selection of an optimal forgetting factor λ
3. A singular or ill-conditioned Hessian matrix Fθθ = J
T
k Jk + Sk




MODIFIED METHODS FOR THE LARGE-RESIDUAL
VISUAL SERVOING PROBLEM
One of the major disadvantages of the DBM-RLS and the DGN-PBM algorithms is
that they are limited to only the zero- or small-residual cases since the algorithms
exploit the quasi-Gauss-Newton method in which the residual S is neglected. This
chapter introduces the theoretical fundamentals of the nonlinear least-squares visual
control problem for the large-residual case in which the initial robot configuration
θ0 is not in the neighborhood of the target acquisition configuration θ
∗. In this
case, S becomes substantial and the inclusion of the residual S can significantly
improve the overall performance of the algorithms. Due to difficulties in the analytical
computation of the residual S, various methods are used to approximate the residual
S.
This chapter starts with Section 4.1 where a brief summary of the related ter-
minologies and fundamentals for solving large-residual visual servoing problems are
reviewed. Various algorithms used to solve large-residual cases for optimization are
discussed in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 presents previous attempts for solving large-
residual cases in uncalibrated visual servoing applications. Due to the fact that only
static target tracking has appeared in literature, various algorithms are proposed for
solving moving target tracking for large-residual cases and is presented in Section
4.4. In this section a novel algorithm called the modified BFGS (MBFGS) method
is developed. Then the convergence analysis of the MBFGS algorithm and its con-
vergence rate are discussed in Section 4.5 and Section 4.6 respectively. Section 4.7
discusses a hybrid method known as the switching modified BFGS-dynamic Broyden
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or switching MBFGS-DB algorithm which is a combination of the MBFGS algorithm
and the DGN-PBM method. This novel hybrid attains fast convergence with a low-
ered computational cost for solving large-residual visual servoing problems because
it only employs the MBFGS algorithm when the error is greater than a criteria and
switches to the DGN-PBM method otherwise. Lastly the summary of this chapter is
presented in Section 4.8.
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3 the visual servoing problem is cast as nonlinear least-squares optimiza-
tion problem seeking the solution of
Minimize F : Rm → R (4.1)
in which F is an objective function defined as
F (θ, t) =
1
2
fT (θ, t) f (θ, t) (4.2)
where f : Rm → Rn is an image plane error vector in pixels between the robot EE
feature vector y and the target feature vector y∗.
A solution of the minimization problem (4.2) can be found by the dynamic New-
ton’s method as
θk+1 = θk − (Fθθ)−1(Fθ + Fθtht) (4.3)
where Fθθ is also known as the Hessian matrix Hk



























where Sk is known as the residual and the Hessian matrix Hk is
Hk = J
T
k Jk + Sk (4.6)
Substitution into (4.5) yields,






This is known as the full dynamic Newton method due to the inclusion of the residual
Sk in the Hessian Hk.
The algorithms presented in Chapter 3 implement a quasi-Gauss-Newton method
in which the residual Sk is neglected and (4.6) reduces to Hk = J
T
k Jk. These algo-
rithms robustly provide stable and convergent tracking if the initial robot configu-
ration θ0 is close to the target acquisition configuration θ
∗, i.e., the zero- or small-
residual case. If the residual Sk becomes significant, the nonlinear least-squares prob-
lem (4.1) is called the large-residual problem. Even though the LMA can generally
be used to solve for a solution of the large-residual problem, the rate of convergence
can be unacceptably slow or sometimes fail to converge [67].
In order to improve this problem various algorithms are introduced to approximate
the Hessian Hk and can be categorized into two classes:
1. Approximation of the whole Hessian Hk giving Ĥk
2. Approximation of only the residual Sk giving Ŝk
4.2 Approximation of the Hessian for Large-Residual Prob-
lems Background
The original algorithms developed for the large-residual problems are introduced for
general nonlinear optimization using Newton’s method or a quasi-Newton method
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that do not include the dynamic time-dependent term ∂fk
∂t
ht as in (4.7). For such a
case (4.7) becomes
θk+1 = θk −H−1k J
T
k fk (4.8)
The algorithms reviewed in this section are developed using Newton’s method (4.8)
for the large-residual problems in general nonlinear least squares optimization. To
improve uncalibrated visual servoing algorithms (the DBM-RLS and the DGN-PBM
algorithms in Chapter 3) a modified BFGS method for approximating the residual
Sk is developed in Section 4.4. In that case the developed algorithm employs the
dynamic Newton’s method (4.7) to efficiently deal with the error vector f that is a
function of two independent variables, robot joint angles θ and time t.
4.2.1 Approximation of the Whole Hessian
The approximation of the Hessian Hk (4.6) can be done using secant techniques
similar to those in Section 2.2.2 in Chapter 2. In this context, the Hessian Hk is
approximated as Ĥ such that it satisfies
Ĥkhk−1 = gk−1 (4.9)
where
hk−1 = θk − θk−1 (4.10)
gk−1 = ∇Fk −∇Fk−1
= JTk fk − JTk−1fk−1 (4.11)
Then Ĥk can be updated from Ĥk−1 using rank 1 and rank 2 Hessian updates. For
example, the rank 1 update [67] is












The two well-known rank 2 Hessian approximations are the BFGS method [19],











and the DFP method [19],


















The approximated Hessian Ĥk is used in the quasi-Newton method to calculate
θk+1,
Ĥkhk = −JTk fk (4.15)
where hk = θk+1 − θk.
Nazareth [48] introduces a hybrid method that combines a quasi-Newton method
and the Gauss-Newton method so that the resultant search direction is a weighted
average between the quasi-Newton and the Gauss-Newton directions and is controlled




k Jk + (1− φk) Ĥk
]
hk = −JTk fk (4.16)
where Ĥk is an approximation of Hk, and 0 ≤ φk ≤ 1 is adaptively chosen according
to how well the Gauss-Newton model can be trusted. To examine the Gauss-Newton
method performance [48] compares the actual reduction in the function Fk−1 value
with the predicted value from a Gauss-Newton model. This is implemented with the




k Jk + (1− φk) Ĥk + µkI
]
hk = −JTk fk (4.17)
A strategy for selecting µk is similar to choosing φk. The Hessian Ĥk is assumed to
be positive semi-definite and Davidon’s optimally conditioned algorithm [13] is used
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for approximating the Hessian Ĥk in [48]. As k increases and φk gets close to being
zero, this method yields superlinear convergence (a property of the Gauss-Newton
method). If the initial H0 is approximated as J
T
1 J1 with µ1 = 0, then for linear
problems the algorithm converges in one step.
4.2.2 Approximation of the Residual S
One disadvantage of approximating the whole Hessian Ĥk is that Jk is already avail-
able either analytically or from approximation using finite differences so JTk Jk, which
is often the dominant portion of Ĥk in (4.6), is already known. In order to minimize
computing costs a number of studies focus on algorithms that only approximate the
residual Sk. Since Sk is an n×n symmetric matrix, similar to the Hessian matrix Hk,
an approximation of Sk can be done using secant techniques similar to the Hessian
Ĥk approximation as in Section 4.2.1. As a result, H́k is used to distinguish this type
of the Hessian approximation from the approximation of Ĥk in Section 4.2.1. For the
remainder of this development, Ĥk is referred to as an approximation of the whole
Hessian Hk, while H́k is referred to as an approximation of Hk in which only the
residual Sk is approximated,
H́k = J
T
k Jk + Ŝk (4.18)
where Ŝk is an approximation of the residual Sk.
Although in this study only the approximation of Jacobian Ĵk is available, for
simplicity of notation presented in this chapter Jk is used to represent general cases.
Methods that adapt the Hessian approximation techniques for estimating Sk in-
cluding the Broyden-Dennis (BD) method [15], the Betts (B) method [3], and the
early version of NL2SOL [16] ([49] referred this method as the DGW method) are
discussed in this section.
Recall the secant equation of the Hessian approximation as
Hkhk−1 = gk−1 [4.9]
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where




k fk − JTk−1fk−1 [4.11]
Substituting Hk from (4.6) and gk−1 from (4.11) into (4.9) gives
(




k fk − JTk−1fk−1 (4.19)
or more concisely,




k fk − JTk−1fk−1 − JTk Jkhk−1 (4.21)
Equation (4.20) is the secant equation which is similar to (4.9) for the Hessian
approximation. As a result, the residual Sk approximation can be done by simply
substituting Ŝ instead of Ĥ in the formulas such as in (4.12)-(4.14). Differences
between the BD method, the B method, and NL2SOL is how γBD,k in (4.20) is
defined and what approach is applied to approximate Sk. The form of γBD,k in (4.21)
is known as the Broyden-Dennis method or the BD method [15]. This approach
applies Powell’s symmetric rank 2 update (or the PSB method, see Chapter 2) for Ŝk
approximation [61].
A slight modification of γBD,k was proposed by Betts [3] that leads to
γB,k = J
T
k fk − JTk−1fk−1 − JTk−1Jk−1hk−1 (4.22)
in which Betts uses Davidon’s symmetric rank 1 to update Ŝk [12].
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Lastly Dennis et al. [16] introduced
γDGW,k = J
T
k fk − JTk−1fk − JTk−1Jk−1hk−1 (4.23)
where Ŝk is updated using the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell (DFP) method. Equation
(4.23) is used in their nonlinear least-squares code NL2SOL of which the later version
is presented in [17, 20]. The details of this algorithm are discussed in Section 4.3.2.
Dennis et al. [17] tested the various choices for γk,
• The Broyden-Dennis: γBD,k = JTk fk − JTk−1fk−1 − JTk Jkhk−1
• The Betts: γB,k = JTk fk − JTk−1fk−1 − JTk−1Jk−1hk−1
• The Dennis-Gay-Welsch (NL2SOL): γDGW,k = JTk fk − JTk−1fk − JTk−1Jk−1hk−1
and concluded that the choice used in NL2SOL gives the best results.
Nazareth [49] tested the B method, the BD method, the early version of NL2SOL
[16], a full quasi-Newton method (DQN), the LMA, and his own hybrid algorithm (N)
(4.17). All methods were implemented with a trust region algorithm so differences
between these methods are only confined to the different ways in approximating the
Hessian Ĥk. He tested six zero-residual and five large-residual problems and measured
the numbers of function and Jacobian evaluations for efficiency comparison between
these methods.
Nazareth concluded that algorithms B, BD, and NL2SOL perform well in the
large-residual problems, but the DGW method is the clear winner. For the zero-
residual cases the LMA yields the most efficient method except for one function that
the hybrid algorithm (N) did better than the LMA.
Seber and Wild [67] summarize their observations from Nazareth’s results into 3
themes:
1. For zero-residual problems the Hessian approximation using a Gauss-Newton
method with the LMA implementation seems to be best
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2. For large-residual problems the DGW method appears to be best
3. Better overall performance of these algorithms may be improved through some
forms of hybridization
The other interesting observation from Nazareth’s result is that for a zero-residual
problem where the solution of a function is badly scaled, NL2SOL (the DGW method)
requires less than half the numbers of function and Jacobian evaluations compared to
the LMA or the N method. Although this observation was not mentioned in either
[49] or [67], it may lead to a potential improvement in the case of an ill-conditioned
or badly-scaled Hessian approximation which is further discussed in Chapter 6.
4.2.3 The Gill-Murray Method
The Gill-Murray (GM) method [26] qualitatively differs from the above methods.
This method is motivated from the fact that any vector direction p can be written in
a form p = p1 + p2 where p1 lies in the range space of Jk and p2 lies in the null space
of JTk , where rank(Jk) = q < n. Similarly, the Newton step hk can be expressed as
hk = h1,k + h2,k where h1,k is in the range space of J
T
k Jk with dimension q and h2,k
is in the null space of JTk Jk with dimension n − q. As a result, it is believed that
the Gauss-Newton method is deficient because it only includes the component in the
range space of JTk Jk but excludes the component in the null space of J
T
k Jk.
In [26] the GM method calculates hk as a sum of a set of q eigenvectors T1 corre-
sponding to the first q largest dominant eigenvalues of JTk Jk and a set of eigenvalues
for its complementary space T2 with dimension n − q corresponding to the lesser
eigenvalues of JTk Jk. The parameter q is called the grade and is needed to be selected
to properly determine the size of the dominant and the complementary sets of T1 and
T2. The Newton step becomes
hC,k = T1c̃1 + T2c̃2 (4.24)
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which is known as the corrected Gauss-Newton step [67]. In this case T1c̃1 is h1,k and
T2c̃2 is h2,k where c̃1 and c̃2 are vectors that have dimension q and n− q respectively.
Three alternatives are detailed in [26] for solving (4.24):
1. Explicit second derivatives
2. Finite-difference approximation
3. Quasi-Newton approximation
The corrected Gauss-Newton step is the sum of a Gauss-Newton step which is
spanned by the q-dimensional eigenvectors in T1 corresponding to the q largest eigen-
values of JTk Jk and a Newton step which is spanned by the n − q eigenvectors in
T2 corresponding to the smallest n − q eigenvalues of JTk Jk. If Jk has full rank n,
then the corrected step hC,k (4.24) is the Gauss-Newton step. On the contrary, if the
current corrected step hC,k yields poor progression, then more eigenvalues are moved
into the lesser eigenvalue set by decreasing q. Thus, the corrected Newton step hC,k
behaves more like or becomes the Newton step in the case that q = 0. As a result,
the GM method offers an interpolation between the Gauss-Newton step (q = n) and
the Newton step (q = 0) [67].
Nazareth [49] did not include the GM method in his study so no comparative
performance between the DWG method (or NL2SOL) and the GM method has been
studied. However, it is recommended in [67] that a combination between NL2SOL
and the GM method should be empirically developed.
4.3 Review of Large-Residual Visual Servoing Problems
For visual servoing problems, the residual error Sk is crucial when the target is signif-
icantly far from the initial configuration of the robot or the target is located outside
the robot workspace. However, only a few studies have been done for large-residual
cases in visual servoing problems. This section discusses two main studies that have
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been done by Kim et al. [40, 38, 39] and Fu et al. [25]. For simplicity the original
terminologies and notations are adapted to be consistent with those defined in Section
4.1.
4.3.1 Kim et al. Studies
Kim and Lee [40] propose an uncalibrated visual servoing algorithm using the full
Newton’s method and the secant approximation to calculate robot joint angles for
the large-residual case. The objective function in this context is slightly different
from (4.2) because it is only used for static target tracking with a stationary camera






f(θ) = y(θ)− y∗ (4.26)
and y∗ is constant. Similar to (4.2) f : Rm → Rn is an error vector between a robot
EE feature vector y and a static target image feature vector y∗ in unit pixels as seen
on the image plane except that now the objective function F is only a function of
robot joint angles θ. As a result, the full Newton’s method for this application does
not use the dynamic time-dependent term ∂fk
∂t
ht and the next robot joint angles can
be found using (4.8) as
θk+1 = θk −H−1k J
T
k fk [4.8]
Kim and Lee [40] applied a secant technique to the residual term Sk as
Skhk−1 = (Jk − Jk−1)T fk (4.27)
where hk−1 = θk − θk−1. The approximation of Sk is given in [40] as
Sk =




Then the calculated Sk is used in (4.8) to solve for the successive robot joint angles
θk+1.
The method in (4.28) using a secant technique for the residual Sk update is imple-
mented in conjunction with a Jacobian approximation similar to the one presented
in the DBM-RLS algorithm [57]. Since this algorithm is developed for static target
























Both simulation and experimental results are performed in [39] to validate the
performance of the algorithm using the Sk update in (4.28) with a non-recursive
Jacobian update for tracking a moving target with the eye-to-hand configuration.
Experiments are performed to validate the efficiency of this algorithm against a model-
based visual servoing algorithm. This algorithm reduces the average error norm in
comparison to the model-based visual servoing.
4.3.2 Fu et al. Studies
Fu et al. [25] also use a full Newton’s method with a Jacobian approximation for
solving large-residual visual servoing problems. They develop an uncalibrated visual
servoing algorithm for static target tracking in an eye-to-hand configuration similar
to Kim and Lee’s work [40, 38, 39]. In this context, the objective function F (θ) and
the error vector f(θ) are the same as in (4.25) and in (4.26) respectively.
The full Newton’s method (4.8) is also employed for determining θk+1,
θk+1 = θk −H−1k J
T
k fk [4.8]
where Hk = J
T
k Jk + Sk.
In this work the recursive Jacobian approximation (4.29) and (4.30) are also uti-
lized for the Jacobian estimation to achieve model-free static target tracking.
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The three major contributions presented in [25] that differs from Kim and Lee in
[40, 38, 39] are:
1. A different method is used to approximate the residual Sk
2. A trust region method is implemented to improve the algorithm stability
3. Different camera configurations are studied to improve the algorithm perfor-
mance
1. The approximation of the residual Sk
In order to approximate the residual Sk a secant technique used in NL2SOL [17, 20]





where ∇2fi is a third order tensor. Dennis et al. [17, 20] introduce a secant approxi-







Recall that ∇fi(θk+1) = JTk+1 so
Sk+1hk ∼= JTk+1fk+1 − JTk fk+1 ≡ z∗k (4.31)
where hk = θk+1 − θk.
To update Sk+1 from Sk and satisfy (4.31), Dennis et al. [17, 20] employ an
algorithm that slightly differs from the DFP method (a very well-known method for
Hessian approximation),




















where gk = ∇Fk+1 −∇Fk = JTk+1fk+1 − JTk fk. The difference between gk and z∗k is
gk − z∗k =
(




JTk+1fk+1 − JTk fk+1
)
= JTk (fk+1 − fk)
2. Trust region method
Fu et al. [25] embed a trust region method presented in [23] into their algorithm
to guarantee global convergence. In this case the quadratic model qk is used as a













JTk Jk + Sk
)
(θ − θk) (4.33)
The least-squares solution of the objective function F (θ) is now obtained by solving













JTk Jk + Sk
)
(θ − θk) (4.34)
such that
‖θ − θk‖ ≤ δk
where δk determines the size of the trust region.
To solve (4.34) they employ the LMA yielding the modified Newton method,
θk+1 = θk −
(





where αk is the Levenberg-Marquardt parameter or the damping parameter and Dk
is a diagonal matrix. Both αk and Dk are updated using Moré’s approach [47].
The size of the trust region δk is calculated according to how well the model qk
approximates the objective function Fk. To evaluate the performance of the current
model qk, the ratio r between the actual reduction of the function and the predicted
value obtained from the model qk is computed. The actual reduction of the objective
function is
∆F = Fk−1 − Fk (4.36)
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while, the predicted reduction is
∆q = Fk − qk+1 (4.37)





The value of r determines whether the trust region size δk needs to be adjusted. The
closer r is to unity, the better the approximation of Fk using the current model qk.
Fu et al. follows Fletcher’s conditions [23] for updating δk,
δk+1 =

0.5‖Dkhk‖2 if r ≤ 0.25
2‖Dkhk‖2 if r ≥ 0.75
‖Dkhk‖2 if otherwise
3. Effects of camera configuration in improving precision tracking
Two stationary cameras are used in [25] and camera arrangements are studied to
improve precision in robot motion control. Two cases of camera configurations are
discussed: 1) the two cameras views (optical axes) are nearly parallel and, 2) the
two cameras are arranged such that the optical axes are perpendicular to each other.
When the cameras are arranged as in case 1), both cameras may become insensitive to
the target motion parallel to the optical axes. In contrast, the second case significantly
improves upon this problem.
A summary of the required steps implementing the Fu et al. algorithm [25] is
shown in the pseudo-code in Figure 4.1.
Simulations using a spatial RRR robot to track a static target in an eye-to-hand
configuration are performed to validate the efficiency of the algorithm in comparison
with the Gauss Newton method in which a Jacobian estimation is done using (4.29)
and (4.30). Each algorithm is used to calculate θk+1 for both small- and large-residual
cases. From these results, their algorithm outperforms the latter algorithm in both
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Pseudo-code: Summary of the algorithm in [25] for the large-residual visual
servoing problem
Given: f : Rn → Rm ; θ0, θ1 ∈ Rn ; Ĵ0 ∈ Rm×n, P0 ∈ Rn×n, λ ∈ (0, 1)
Initialize: Ĵ0, θ0, θ1, , y0, y
∗, S0 = 0, and P0




k Jk + Sk
Compute θk+1
θk+1 = θk −
(






∆f = fk − fk−1, hk−1 = θk − θk−1























Update trust region size δk
δk+1 =

0.5‖Dkhk‖2 if r ≤ 0.25
2‖Dkhk‖2 if r ≥ 0.75
‖Dkhk‖2 if otherwise
Update the residual Sk






















k+1fk+1 − ĴTk fk+1
gk = Ĵ
T
k+1fk+1 − ĴTk fk
end for
Figure 4.1: Pseudo-code for the algorithm in [25]
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cases. For the large-residual case, the algorithm presented by Fu et al. quickly con-
verges to the desired robot configuration θ∗ while the other method fails to converge.
In addition, the average error is substantially reduced when the two cameras are
arranged perpendicularly to each other.
4.4 Modified Hessian Approximations for the Large-Residual
Visual Servoing Problem
Both previous studies are mainly developed for static target tracking in an eye-to-hand
configuration. An algorithm for moving target tracking in an eye-in-hand configura-
tion for the large-residual cases does not seem to have appeared in the literature.
Although Kim et al. [39] briefly presented moving target tracking in an eye-to-hand
configuration the theoretical development was not given. As a result, this section
is devoted to a development of a novel algorithm for solving the large-residual vi-
sual servoing problems without a priori requirement of a kinematic robot model or a
camera calibration.
This development is originally inspired by the work of Fu et al. [25]. An attempt
to implement Fu’s algorithm for a moving target tracking has been made. For sim-
plicity, the eye-to-hand camera configurations with a RRR robot presented in [25]
are initially used to simulate both static and moving target tracking. For static tar-
get tracking similar simulation results presented in [25] are obtained. However, for
the moving target tracking case the performance of this algorithm deteriorates and
often diverges. It is worth mentioning that Fu’s algorithm embeds three different
issues, i.e., estimating Sk, a trust region method, and the LMA, of which imperfect
implementation of any issue may affect the overall performance of the algorithm. In
addition, the residual Sk approximation in [25] follows NL2SOL [17, 20] which is a
complex FORTRAN code containing 2360 lines excluding comments. Furthermore,
the algorithm for updating the damping parameter αk and the diagonal matrix Dk
might yield a size of the trust region δk that satisfies (4.34) but is still too large
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for small-approximation Jacobian based control in robotic applications. Therefore,
a novel algorithm that offers improved stability for moving target tracking with less
complexity and calculation costs is developed in this section.
Since the ideas of implementing a trust-region method and the LMA in [25] demon-
strates a potential to improve the efficiency and stability of the algorithm, the LMA
similar to those used in [25] are also parts of this novel algorithm and they are dis-
cussed in more detail in Chapter 6.
In this section three distinct algorithms are proposed for the Hessian Hk approx-
imation:
1. Approximation of the whole Hessian Hk using the DBFGS update
2. Approximation of the residual Sk
(a) Using the BFGS update
(b) Using the modified BFGS update
4.4.1 Approximation of the whole Hessian Hk using the DBFGS update
For the most general case of visual servoing problems the objective function F (θ, t)
is defined as in (4.2) since it applies to the special cases, i.e., an eye-to-hand camera
configuration, with small modifications. From
F (θ, t) =
1
2
fT (θ, t) f (θ, t) [4.2]
and expanding (4.2) in a Taylor series about (θ, t) gives
F (θ + hθ, t+ ht) = F (θ, t) + Fθhθ + Ftht +O(h
2
θ) (4.39)
where Fθ and Ft are partial derivatives of F with respect to θ and t while hθ and ht
are increments of θ and t respectively. At a given sampling period ht, the function F
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is minimized by solving
0 =
∂F (θ + hθ, t+ ht)
∂θ
0 = Fθ + Fθθhθ + Fθtht +O(h
2
θ) (4.40)
Dropping the higher order term O(h2θ) yields
0 = Fθ + Fθθhθ + Fθtht (4.41)
Rearranging (4.41) gives




= −∇ (F + Ftht) (4.42)





where hk = θk+1 − θk. However, in this case from (4.42) g∗k is defined differently as
g∗k = ∇ (F + Ftht)k+1 −∇ (F + Ftht)k (4.44)
















It should be emphasized that (4.45) differs from gk−1 (4.11) in Section 4.3.2 due






ht. For simpler ref-
erencing the secant equation (4.43) is referred to as the dynamic secant equation.
Since the Hessian Hk is symmetric and often positive symmetric, an algorithm
that preserves symmetric positiveness of Hk such as the BFGS method is preferred.
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As a result, the derivation of the Hessian Hk update that satisfies the dynamic secant
equation can be done analogously to the BFGS derivation. The following derivation
of the Hk+1 approximation follows the steps presented in [19].










k for given hk, g
∗
k ∈ Rn and hk 6= 0 (4.47)




MTk+1hk = vk (4.49)
The following procedures are suggested in [19] for solving (4.47),
1. Mk+1 is selected such that Mk+1vk = g
∗
k. In this step Mk+1 is a function of vk
and g∗k
2. vk is selected to satisfy M
T
k+1hk = vk




In order to properly choose Mk+1 for step 1, Broyden’s method is used to approximate
Mk+1 with the minimal changes from Kk , i.e., minimizing the Frobenius norm of the
difference between the two matrices,




Substituting (4.51) into vk = M
T
k+1hk in step 2 gives,
vk = K
T


















and then substituting (4.54) into (4.53), multiplying through by the denominator











































































































































































Finally, using Hk = KkK
T
k yields































Although (4.59) appears to be in the same form of the well-known BFGS update
[19], in this case g∗k is defined differently by (4.45) due to the inclusion of the time-
dependent terms. Consequently, (4.59) is referred as the dynamic BFGS (DBFGS)
update. In summary the DBFGS update is






























hk = θk+1 − θk (4.61)
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Pseudo-code: The DBFGS method
Given: Rn → Rm ; θ0, θ1 ∈ Rn ; Ĵ0 ∈ Rm×n, P0 ∈ Rn×n, λ ∈ (0, 1)
Initialize: J0, θ0, θ1, H0 and P0
for k = 1, . . . do
Calculate: Ĵk using the dynamic Broyden’s method for a Jacobian
estimation
∆f = fk − fk−1
hk−1 = θk − θk−1





























































Calculate: θk+1 using the quasi-Newton’s method












Figure 4.2: A pseudo-code for the DBFGS update
The DBFGS update is implemented with the dynamic Broyden’s method for a
Jacobian approximation similar to the DGN-PBM algorithm as shown in the pseudo-
code of Figure 4.2.
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The Hessian approximation Hk using the standard BFGS method,






















k fk − JTk−1fk−1 (4.63)
is used as a comparative method to the DBFGS update (4.59). For future reference
the Hessian approximation (4.62) where gk−1 is defined as in (4.63) is referred as the
standard BFGS update.
4.4.2 Approximation of the residual Sk using the BFGS method
In Section 4.2.2 a secant technique used for the Hessian Ĥk approximation is extended
to estimate the residual Sk. As presented in [49], NL2SOL [17, 20] demonstrates
a stability improvement for solving the large-residual optimization problems. This
method further shows a potential to provide a more rapid and robust algorithm
to achieve static target tracking [25] for the large-residual visual servoing problem.
As a result, two approaches inspired by the residual Sk approximation presented in
NL2SOL are developed for moving target tracking, namely the BFGS method and
the modified BFGS method. This section reviews an approximation of the residual
Sk using the BFGS method, then Section 4.4.3 discusses the residual approximation
using a novel modified BFGS method.
Dennis et al. [17, 20] introduce a secant equation for the residual Sk as
Skhk−1 = J
T
k fk − JTk−1fk ≡ z∗k−1 [4.31]
Instead of using the DFP-like method to approximate Sk from Sk−1 as in [17, 20],
the BFGS method, which is well-known to be more robust and stable than the DFP
method, can be used,

















k fk − JTk−1fk
Then Ŝk from (4.64) is used to approximate H́k as
H́k = Ĵ
T
k Ĵk + Ŝk (4.65)
where Ĵk can be approximated using the dynamic Broyden’s method as in the DGN-
PBM algorithm [59]. Since in this case the objective function F (θ, t) is now a function
of both the robot joint angles θ and time t, the image error vector f(θ, t) may change
due to either robot movement, target motion, or a combination of both. The inclusion
of the time-varying term
∂fk
∂t




Then the dynamic full quasi-Newton method is utilized to estimate θk+1 as












This algorithm is called the dynamic full Newton method with BFGS algorithm or
DFN-BFGS. The pseudo-code summarizing the implementation of the DFN method
is shown in Figure 4.3.
4.4.3 Approximation of the residual Sk using the MBFGS update



















k fk − ĴTk−1fk
gk−1 = Ĵ
T
k fk − ĴTk−1fk−1
This is called the modified BFGS method or MBFGS for estimating the residual Sk.
The MBFGS method is also implemented in conjunction with a Jacobian estima-
tion presented in the DGN-PBM algorithm [59] to approximate θk+1 as in (4.66). The
summary of this approach is shown in the pseudo-code in Figure 4.4.
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Pseudo-code: The Dynamic Full Newton Method with BFGS Algorithm
(DFN-BFGS)
Given: Rn → Rm ; θ0, θ1 ∈ Rn ; Ĵ0 ∈ Rm×n, P0 ∈ Rn×n, λ ∈ (0, 1)
Initialize: J0, θ0, θ1, H0 and P0
for k = 1, . . . do
Calculate: Ĵk using the DGN-PBM algorithm [59]
∆f = fk − fk−1
hk−1 = θk − θk−1
































Update the residual Ŝk



















k Ĵk + Ŝk
Calculate: θk+1 using the dynamic full quasi-Newton method












Figure 4.3: Pseudo-code for the DFN-BFGS approach
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The main difference is that the denominator z∗k−1
Thk−1 in (4.64) is replaced by
gTk−1hk−1 in (4.67). In order to understand the impact of these quantities recall that
the Hessian Hk approximation satisfies the secant equation,
Hkhk−1 = gk−1 [4.9]
where




k fk − JTk−1fk−1 [4.11]




The quantity gTk−1hk−1 is known as the approximate curvature [27] of the objective
function Fk−1. The new quadratic model qk of the function Fk can be approximated
using the update Ĥk satisfying (4.9),
qk(θ) = Fk +∇F Tk (θ − θk) +
1
2
(θ − θk)THk(θ − θk) (4.69)
Equation (4.68) implies that the approximate curvature gk−1
Thk−1 implements the
exact curvature of the new quadratic model qk in the direction of hk−1.
A similar derivation of z∗k−1
Thk−1 in (4.64) can be done. Each Ŝk update from
(4.64) satisfies the secant equation,
Skhk−1 = J
T











Since Sk is only a component of Hk, i.e., Hk = J
T
k Jk + Sk, the approximate
curvature z∗k−1
Thk−1 only represents a part of the curvature information of quadratic
model qk. As a result, replacing the approximate curvature gk−1
Thk−1 as in (4.67)
basically enforces the curvature information of the function Fk into the residual Sk
approximation. Although the exact relationship between z∗k
Thk and the approximate
curvature gk
Thk of the function F (θ, t) has not been established, simulation results
in Chapter 6 shows significant improvement using (4.67) over the method in (4.64).
Another aspect of (4.67) can be established by multiplying the second term of the








































































Substituting Hk = J
T
k Jk + Ŝk gives
















Comparing (4.75) with (4.67) requires that
hTk−1
(






















Therefore, for the case that hTk−1Ŝkhk−1 is relatively large compared to the term
hTk−1J
T
k Jkhk−1, the MBFGS method is the same as using the unmodified BFGS
method for approximating Ŝk (4.64). Otherwise, the MBFGS method generates dif-
ferent results from the unmodified BFGS method. Simulation results in Chapter 6
show that the approach in Figure 4.4 outperforms approaches in Figure 4.3 and in
Figure 4.2 when ‖Sk‖F is relatively the same as of ‖ĴTk Ĵk‖F where ‖·‖F refers to the
Frobenius norm.
To minimize computational cost this novel MBFGS method is only employed on
the large-residual problem (not necessarily restricted to only the case that Sk is dom-
inant compared to the linear term ĴTk Ĵk). If the residual Sk becomes relatively small
so that Sk can be approximated as zero, then the quasi-Newton method becomes the
quasi-Gauss-Newton method and the DGN-PBM approach is used instead. Conse-
quently, a switching method where the algorithm presented in Figure 4.4 is applied
whenever ‖fk‖ is greater than a criteria and the DGN-PBM approach is employed
otherwise is created to efficiently calculate the next θk+1 when the residual error is
significant. The details of the switching method are discussed in Section 4.7.
4.5 Convergence Analysis of the MBFGS Method
In optimization problems the BFGS method is a well-known and widespread approach
for approximating the Hessian matrix in a quasi-Newton method with satisfactory
convergence properties. For example, Powell [62] proved a global convergence using
the BFGS method with an inexact line search. Byrd, Nocedal, and Yuan [8] extended
the proof of Powell [62] for convergence analysis of other algorithms in Broyden’s
class formula excluding the DFP method where κ = 1 in (4.78). The Broyden’s class
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Pseudo-code: The Modified BFGS method for the Residual Approximation
(MBFGS)
Given: Rn → Rm ; θ0, θ1 ∈ Rn ; Ĵ0 ∈ Rm×n, P0 ∈ Rn×n, λ ∈ (0, 1)
Initialize: Ĵ0, θ0, θ1, H0 and P0
for k = 1, . . . do
Calculate: Ĵk using a Jacobian estimation in the DGN-PBM algorithm [59]
∆f = fk − fk−1
hk−1 = θk − θk−1
































Update the residual Ŝk














k fk − ĴTk−1fk
gk−1 = Ĵ
T




k Ĵk + Ŝk
Calculate: θk+1 using the dynamic full quasi-Newton method












Figure 4.4: Pseudo-code for the MBFGS approach
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formula [6] for Hessian approximation is















where κ ∈ [0, 1],
gk = ∇Fk+1 −∇Fk














so that gk becomes
gk ≡ dk+1 − dk
For κ = 0, (4.78) yields the BFGS method and for κ = 1, it gives the DFP
method. Even though it has been shown in [21] that all members of this class give
the same result with exact line searches, Byrd et al. [8] states that the performance
of this class varies with inexact line searches, which are more efficient and require less
computational cost compared to exact line searches. Since the MBFGS method is
developed from the BFGS method, the convergence analysis of the MBFGS method
heavily depends on the proof of the Broyden’s class method presented in [8] where
κ = 0 with inexact line searches.
The Hessian approximation from (4.78) is used in a quasi-Newton method for
determining θk+1,
θk+1 = θk + αksk (4.79)
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where
sk = −Ĥ−1k dk (4.80)
α is a step length parameter that is selected using an inexact line search algorithm that
satisfies the Wolfe Conditions [8, 50] to ensure a sufficient reduction of the objective
function F (θ) as
Fk+1 ≤ Fk + c1αkdTk sk (4.81)
c2d
T
k sk ≤ dTk+1sk (4.82)
where c1, c2 are positive constants such that 0 < c1 <
1
2
and 0 < c1 < c2 < 1.
If the objective function F (θ, t) has a minimizer θ∗ at a given time t then Ĥ(θ∗),
it is assumed to be positive definite. Dennis and Moré [18] proved that if the step
length αk is always chosen as 1, it satisfies conditions (4.81) and (4.82), and
∞∑
k=0
‖θk − θ∗‖ <∞ (4.83)
so θk converges superlinearly to θ
∗.
Other representative studies related to the BFGS and Broyden class approaches
are presented in [28, 66, 72, 74].
The goal of solving an optimization problem in this analysis is to find θk+1 that
minimizes the objective function F (θ, t) at any given instant t so t is held constant
and is dropped from the convergence analysis for simplicity. Since Byrd et al. [8] have
already established the convergence analysis for the Broyden’s class formula used in
conjunction with a line search algorithm, the MBFGS convergence analysis mainly
follows the same process. The major difference is due to the fact that in [8] the BFGS
method (4.78) is used to approximate the whole Hessian matrix Ĥk in (4.80), which
is subsequently used in the quasi-Newton method to calculate θk+1 as in (4.79). In
contrast, the MBFGS method is used to approximate the residual Sk which is only a
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component of the Hessian H́k, i.e., H́k = Ĵ
T
k Ĵk + Ŝk. Consequently, the resulting Sk
update using the MBFGS method is indirectly used to calculate θk+1.
For the remainder of the convergence analysis, the Jacobian Jk is assumed to be
known and is positive definite. A proper method dealing with a case when the Hessian
is ill-conditioned or becomes singular is discussed in Chapter 6.
4.5.1 Convergence Analysis of the BFGS method
This section reviews the convergence analysis of the Broyden’s class formula for ap-
proximating the Hessian Ĥk presented in [8] that is implemented with an inexact line
search for determining a solution of unconstrained optimization using a quasi-Newton
method. It shows that if the objective function is assumed to be uniformly convex,
the sequence of θk from (4.79)-(4.80) using the Hessian approximation Ĥk from (4.78)
with κ ∈ [0, 1) converges to a solution linearly. The study in [8] further implies the
results of Dennis and Moré [18] and of Griewank and Toint [28] for superlinear con-
vergence if the step length αk = 1 is always chosen when it is permissible. However,
this convergence analysis implies that θk is sufficiently close to the minimizer θ
∗ and
the sequence of θk remains in the neighborhood of the solution. In [8] it is also shown
that the iterates generated by (4.79)-(4.80) gives superlinear convergence even if the
different values of κ ∈ [0, 1) are applied in (4.78) as long as cos(ϑk), the angle be-
tween the gradient vector dk and the Newton step hk, is bounded away from zero.
This concept is in fact the key attribute applied to the MBFGS algorithm for proving
its convergence in Section 4.5.2.
Since a similar analysis with the same line search, the same assumptions, and
some of the lemmas developed in [8] can be extended to the MBFGS algorithm, it is
appropriate to review these assumptions, lemmas, and theorems herein as fundamen-
tal knowledge for the extended convergence study of the MBFGS algorithm, which is
developed in Section 4.5.2. Since only the BFGS algorithm is relevant, the review of
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the Broyden’s class formula is only focused on the BFGS method i.e., κ = 0 in (4.78).
The following two assumptions hold throughout the remainder of the develop-
ment. Note that Assumption 1 is originally presented as a preliminary rather than
an assumption in [8]. However, for simplicity of the extended analysis development
(the MBFGS algorithm), it is suitable to present these conditions as Assumption 1.
Assumption 1. The objective function F (θ) is assumed to be twice continuously dif-
ferentiable and is uniformly convex on the level set D where D = {x ∈ Rm : F (θ) ≤ F (θ1)}.





H̄ is an average value of the Hessian H(θ) over the interval between θk and θk+1.
Also let θ∗ be the unique minimizer of F (θ) in D and the true Hessian at that point
is H(θ∗). The approximated Hessian Ĥk is assumed to be positive definite and conse-
quentially the inequality
gTk hk > 0 (4.84)
holds for all values of k.
Assumption 2 (Byrd et al. [8]). The level set D is convex and m1 and m2 are
positive constants such that
m1‖q‖2 ≤ qTH(θ)q ≤ m2‖q‖2 (4.85)
for all q ∈ Rm and all θ ∈ D.
The average Hessian H̄ satisfies the following secant equation
gk = H̄hk (4.86)




k H̄ for q
TH(θ) in (4.85) yields
m1‖hk‖2 ≤ gTk hk ≤ m2‖hk‖2 (4.87)
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From the definition of gk,
gk = dk+1 − dk (4.88)
Transposing and multiplying (4.88) by hk gives
gTk hk = d
T
k+1hk − dTk hk (4.89)
From the condition in (4.82), the approximate curvature gTk hk is constrained by
−(1− c2)dTk hk ≤ gTk hk = dTk+1hk − dTk hk (4.90)
The quantity dTk hk directly relates to the angle ϑk between the steepest descent di-
rection −dk and the step hk,
−dTk hk = ‖dk‖‖hk‖ cosϑk (4.91)
The angle ϑk plays a crucial role determining the length of the step hk that results in
the reduction of the function F (θ) at each iteration and is presented in a number of
studies such as [62, 74]. Indeed, the angle ϑk is the key variable used for convergence
proof of the Broyden’s class formula in [8]. In order to understand the effect of cos(ϑk)
on the sequence of θk obtained from (4.79)-(4.80) using the Hessian approximation
Ĥk from (4.78), it is necessary to review the following lemmas from [8].
From (4.87), (4.90), and (4.91) the lower and the upper bounds of ‖hk‖ can be
established. The range of ‖hk‖ and the upper bound of Fk+1 − F ∗ are concluded in
Lemma 2.1 in [8] which is herein presented as Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 respectively.
Lemma 1 (Lemma 2.1 [8]). (see proof on p. 97)
Consider the resultant iteration, θk+1 = θk +αksk, using (4.79), where αk satisfies
the Wolfe conditions (4.81) and (4.82). If Assumption 1 and Assumption 2 hold, then
c3‖dk‖ cosϑk ≤ ‖hk‖ ≤ c4‖dk‖ cosϑk (4.92)







The upper bound of Fk+1 − F ∗ is
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Lemma 2 (Byrd et al. [8]). (see proof on p. 99)
Fk+1 − F ∗ ≤
[
1− c1m1c3 cos2 ϑk
]
(Fk − F ∗) (4.93)
Equation (4.93) requires that cosϑk needs to be bounded away from zero so that
θk converges to θ
∗. Byrd et al. [8] proved this statement by using the trace of the








where Tr(Ĥk+1) is the trace of Ĥk+1.
It is shown that each term in (4.94) is bounded (see Lemma 3.1 in [8]),










The proof of each inequality is presented in [8].
Substituting the inequalities (4.95) and (4.96) in (4.94) gives




Because the approximated Ĥk is assumed to be positive definite, so is its trace Tr(Ĥk)










Thus cosϑk is small when (i) αk is small or (ii) Tr(Ĥk) is large. Two cases are
considered in [8]. The first case assumes that the step length αk is bounded away
from zero and that cosϑk is arbitrarily small so the third term of the right-hand
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side in (4.97) becomes dominant and Tr(Ĥk+1) is reduced. However, from (4.98)
if cosϑk+1 becomes arbitrarily small, the bound of Tr(Ĥk+1) becomes large (since
αk+1 is assumed to be bounded away from zero). Thus the calculated Tr(Ĥk+1) is
self-conflicting that limits its value to impossibly become too large. Therefore, the
tendency of cos(ϑk) becoming close to zero is self limiting if αk is assumably bounded
away from zero.
The second case assumes that the step length αk tends to zero. In this case consider












When αk is close to zero,
hTk Ĥkhk
‖hk‖2
becomes very small and the trace equation






















Note that ‖·‖ of a vector is referred to the Euclidean norm where as ‖·‖F of a matrix is
referred to the Frobenius norm of a matrix throughout the remainder of the analysis.
The derivation of (4.101) is presented in the proof of Lemma 10 on p. 107.
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and it can be concluded that if
hTk Ĥkhk
‖hk‖2
goes to zero, which is due to small eigenvalues
of Ĥk, Tr(Ĥk) becomes very small and so does its determinant. The determinant of







Equations (4.102) and (4.103) are used to show that Tr(Ĥk+1) ≤ ck0 where c0 is a
positive constant [8]. Then the relation between the trace and the determinant of Ĥk




















where n is the number of eigenvalues of Ĥ. From (4.104) αk is in fact bounded away
from zero (see Lemma 3.2 in [8] for details) and is presented herein as
Lemma 5 (Byrd et al. [8]). If κ ∈ [0, 1], there exists a constant c > 0 such that
k∏
i=1
αi ≥ ck (4.105)
for all k ≥ 1
Lemma 5 contradicts to the assumption of the second case whereas the step length
αk is assumed to be arbitrarily small, thus this case is not possible. Due to the result
from the first case in which the tendency of cos(ϑk) to zero is self-limiting Tr(Ĥk) from
becoming negative. Byrd et al. [8] conclude that “all the updates in the restricted
Broyden class have a strong self correcting property with respect to the determinant.”
Then Byrd et al. [8] introduce Theorem 3.1 that is presented as
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Theorem 4.5.1 (Byrd et al. [8]). Assume that the function F (θ) satisfies Assumption
1 and Assumption 2 and let θ1 be a starting point, then for any positive definite Ĥ1,
the sequence of θk, generated by (4.78)-(4.80) with κ ∈ [0, 1) and line search satisfying
(4.81)-(4.82), converges to θ∗.
To prove this theorem, recall the trace inequality as




Since it is proved that αk is bounded from below in Lemma 5, if there are too many
iterates such that {cosϑk} becomes arbitrarily small then Tr(Ĥk+1) can become neg-
ative, which violates the fact that Ĥk+1 is positive definite. As a result, Theorem
4.5.1 is proved by contradiction in which it seeks to prove that (4.97) is satisfied even
if {cosϑk} → 0. It is shown that Tr(Ĥk+1) is negative for sufficiently large k when
{cosϑk} → 0, thus it is impossible to satisfy (4.97). As a result, cosϑk is bounded
from below. Then combining this result with Lemma 2 , Byrd et al. conclude that
the iterates θk converge to the solution.
4.5.2 Convergence Analysis of the MBFGS method
The Hessian approximation in the case of the MBFGS method is
H́k = J
T
k Jk + Ŝk (4.106)
in which the MBFGS method is used to update Ŝk as












hk = θk+1 − θk
z∗k = J
T
k+1fk+1 − JTk fk+1
gk = J
T
k+1fk+1 − JTk fk
≡ dk+1 − dk
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In this section the Jacobian Jk is again assumed to be known and is positive
definite. For simplicity of referencing, the BFGS-QN algorithm is referred to the
quasi-Newton method in which the BFGS method presented in Byrd et al. [8] where
κ = 0 is used to approximate Ĥk in calculating of θk+1. The MBFGS-QN algorithm
is referred to as the quasi-Newton method in which the MBFGS method is used to
approximate H́k in calculating of θk+1. Both approaches are assumed to satisfy the
Wolfe conditions (4.81)-(4.82) to generate the sequence θk+1 as
θk+1 = θk + αkśk (4.108)
or
hk = αkśk (4.109)
where
śk = −H́−1k dk (4.110)
Since śk is approximated from H́k, which is different from the sk calculation using
Ĥk in the previous sections, the notation śk is introduced to distinguish between
the two approaches. Note that, dk = ∇Fk = JTk fk is the same for both methods.
Furthermore, Assumption 1 and Assumption 2 are still valid and are also assumed
in this section (both assumptions are hold in regardless of how the Hessian matrix
is approximated). In addition, the following assumptions are applied in the MBFGS
method.
Assumption 3. The objective function F (θ) is assumed to be twice continuously dif-
ferentiable and is uniformly convex on the level set D where D = {x ∈ Rm : F (θ) ≤ F (θ1)}.
Let S(θ) be the true value of ∇2F (θ) and let S̄ is an average value of ∇2F (θ) over






For this section it is assumed that the approximated residual Ŝk is positive definite
and consequentially the inequality
z∗k
Thk > 0 (4.111)
holds for all values of k.
Assumption 4. The level set D is convex and w1 and w2 are positive constants such
that
w1‖q́‖2 ≤ q́TS(θ)q́ ≤ w2‖q́‖2 (4.112)
for all q́ ∈ Rm and all θ ∈ D.
The average residual S̄ satisfies the following secant equation
z∗k = S̄hk (4.113)
Substituting hk for q and z
∗
k
T = hTk S̄ for q
TS(θ) in (4.112) yields
w1‖hk‖2 ≤ z∗k
Thk ≤ w2‖hk‖2 (4.114)
Since Ŝk, which is a component of the Hessian H́k, is calculated from the MBFGS
approach, the relationship between z∗ and cosϑk and between sk and hk as in (4.91)
in Section 4.5.1 can be established. Transposing both sides of (4.113) and multiplying
through by hk yields




= ‖z∗k‖‖hk‖ cos γk (4.116)
where γk is the angle between z
∗
k and hk. Recall
−dTk hk = ‖dk‖‖hk‖ cosϑk [4.91]
and
hk = −αkH́−1k dk [4.109]
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which is rewritten as
H́khk = −αkdk (4.117)
Transposing, and multiplying through by hk yields
hTk H́khk = −αkdTk hk (4.118)
To obtain the relation between cosϑk and cos γk, substituting (4.106) for H́k and
(4.91) for dTk hk gives
hTk
(
JTk Jk + Ŝk
)
hk = αk‖dk‖‖hk‖ cosϑk (4.119)
If Ŝk ∼= S̄ is assumed, then substituting (4.116) into (4.119) gives
‖Jkhk‖2 + ‖z∗k‖‖hk‖ cos γk = αk‖dk‖‖hk‖ cosϑk (4.120)
For Hessian approximations Ĥk and H́k both dk and cosϑk retain their original
definitions so (4.92) and (4.93) in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 are still valid in the MBFGS
approach. Then the convergence analysis of the MBFGS method can be done anal-
ogously to the BFGS algorithm. To prove that the sequence θk generated by the
MBFGS algorithm converges to θ∗ when both Wolfe conditions are satisfied, it is
necessary to prove that cosϑk is bounded away from zero so Lemma 2 is satisfied.
Using the trace equation analogous to that in [8] gives
Tr(H́k+1) = Tr(J
T
k+1Jk+1) + Tr(Ŝk+1) (4.121)
Because the Jk+1 is positive definite, Tr(J
T
k+1Jk+1) is a positive number. Therefore
only Tr(Ŝk+1) can reduce Tr(H́k+1) and for simplicity only Tr(Ŝk+1) is considered.
The trace equation of Ŝk+1 using the MBFGS method is







Each of the terms in (4.122) is bounded and the following lemmas hold,
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where w3 is a constant.
Lemma 7. (see proof on p. 101)
αk‖dk‖ − σk‖hk‖ ≤ ‖Ŝkhk‖ ≤ αk‖dk‖+ σk‖hk‖ (4.124)
where σk ≡ ‖Jk‖F =
√
Tr(JTk Jk).











A similar convergence analysis of the MBFGS-QN algorithm can be done analo-
gously to the BFGS-QN algorithm by using the trace equation in (4.122). Substituting
the inequalities (4.123) and (4.125) into (4.122) yields











Since Ŝk+1 is assumed to be positive definite, then Tr(Ŝk+1) is positive. The




. This term becomes large if (i) αk is large, or (ii) cosϑk is
very small. As a result, similar reasoning and analysis as in [8] are applied in this
case in which the two scenarios are also considered. The first case assumes that the
step length αk is bounded away from zero and the cosϑk is arbitrarily small, thus
Tr(Ŝk) is reduced since
αk
c4 cosϑk





it can be implied that Tr(Ĥk) becomes large if cosϑk tends to be arbitrarily small.
Although a large value of Tr(Ĥk) may be a result of a large value of Tr(J
T
k+1Jk+1)
even if Tr(Ŝk) is small, this is not the case being considered here since the MBFGS-
QN algorithm is only utilized when the residual Sk is significant. Thus the value of
Tr(Ŝk) is assumed at least to be as significant as of Tr(J
T
k+1Jk+1). Since Tr(Ŝk) varies
due to the value of cosϑk, (4.98) implies that an arbitrarily small value of cosϑk is
somewhat a result of a large value of Tr(Ŝk). Hence, this phenomenon demonstrates
the self-correcting property of the MBFGS approach when cos(ϑk) tends to go to zero
if αk is assumed to be bounded away from zero.
The second case assumes that the step length αk tends to zero. From Lemma 4
when αk is close to zero,
hTk Ĥkhk
‖hk‖2
becomes very small and so does the determinant
of Ĥk. Similar to the analysis in Section 4.5.1 that the trace equation (4.97) is no
longer useful, it is necessary to carry on the study using the determinant of Ŝk+1 and









Lemma 9 leads to Lemma 10 and finally Lemma 11 in which the mean of αk is
proved to be bounded away from zero.









for all k ≥ 1.
Lemma 11. (see proof on p. 111) There exists a constant c6 > 0 such that
k∏
i=1
αi ≤ ck6 (4.129)
for all k ≥ 1.
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Since αi is bounded away from zero as in Lemma 11, the only factor that can
reduce Tr(Ŝk+1) is due to cosϑk. Equation (4.126) is rewritten as,









If too many steps generate cosϑk ≈ 0, the last term on the right-hand side of (4.130)
can make Tr(Ŝk+1) negative. Hence, the assumption that Tr(Ŝk+1) is positive definite
is violated. Thus, cosϑk is required to bounded away from zero to satisfy (4.130),
i.e., the trace of Ŝk+1 is positive. Consequently, the following theorem is presented.
Theorem 4.5.2. For the starting iterate θ1 for which the objective function F (θ)
satisfies Assumptions 1, 2, 3, and 4, then for any positive definite H́1, the MBFGS
method (4.106)-(4.110) that satisfies the Wolfe conditions (4.81)-(4.82) generates θk
that converge to θ∗
Proof. This proof can be done by contradiction analogous to the BFGS-QN approach
presented in the previous section. As a result, the following steps attempt to show that
the trace Tr(Ŝk+1) remains positive for sufficiently large k even if {cosϑk} becomes
arbitrarily small. If {cosϑk} → 0, then ηk gets close to −∞. As a result, there is





. Then starting from i = K0,
(4.130) can be expressed as







































































Substituting (4.134) into (4.132) gives






































From the second term on the right-hand side, Tr(Ŝk+1) becomes negative for suf-
ficiently large k and thus contradicts the assumption that H́k and Ŝk are positive
definite. Consequently, cosϑk is bounded away from zero. From (4.93) in Lemma 2,
Fk+1 − F ∗ ≤
[
1− c1m1c3 cos2 ϑk
]
(Fk − F ∗) [4.93]
it can be concluded that the sequence θk generated by using the MBFGS method
converges to θ∗.
4.5.3 Proofs of Lemmas
Proof of Lemma 1. Into (4.90) is substituted the upper bound for gTk hk from (4.87)
and −dTk hk from (4.91),
(1− c2)‖dk‖‖hk‖ cosϑk ≤ m2‖hk‖2
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canceling ‖hk‖ from both sides and rearranging gives





The upper bound of ‖hk‖ can be calculated by using a Taylor series approximation
of the function F (θ) about θk,















hTk H̄hk ≤ c1dTk hk
and then introducing the inequality (4.87) yields
1
2
m1‖hk‖2 ≤ −(1− c1)dTk hk
into which dTk hk is substituted from (4.91),
1
2
m1‖hk‖2 ≤ (1− c1)‖dk‖‖hk‖ cosϑk










> 0. From (4.135) and (4.136), ‖hk‖ is in a range of
c3‖dk‖ cosϑk ≤ ‖hk‖ ≤ c4‖dk‖ cosϑk
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Proof of Lemma 2. The proof is a review of Lemma (4.93) from [8]. From the first
Wolfe condition (4.81),
Fk+1 − Fk ≤ c1αkdTk sk
is substituted αksk = hk from (4.79),
Fk+1 − Fk ≤ c1dTk hk
Introducing (4.91) yields,
Fk+1 − Fk ≤ −c1‖dk‖‖hk‖ cosϑk (4.137)
and then substituting the lower bound of ‖hk‖ from the inequality in (4.92) gives
Fk+1 − Fk ≤ −c1c3‖dk‖2 cos2 ϑk (4.138)
Since the function F (θ) is convex on the level set D, then
Fk − F ∗ ≤ dTk (θk − θ∗)
≤ ‖dk‖‖θk − θ∗‖ (4.139)





(θ∗)(θk − θ∗) (4.140)
Since the gradient dk can be expressed as
dk = H̄(θk − θ∗) (4.141)
then transposing and multiplying (4.141) by (θk − θ∗) gives
dTk (θk − θ∗) = (θk − θ∗)T H̄(θk − θ∗) (4.142)
Equation (4.142) also satisfies (4.85), that is
m1‖θk − θ∗‖2 ≤ (θk − θ∗)T H̄(θk − θ∗) ≤ m2‖θk − θ∗‖2 (4.143)
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Taking the lower bound of (4.143),
m1‖θk − θ∗‖2 ≤ (θk − θ∗)Tdk (4.144)
the right hand side is expanded as
m1‖θk − θ∗‖2 ≤ ‖θk − θ∗‖‖dk‖
Canceling ‖θk − θ∗‖ from both sides,




and substituting ‖θk − θ∗‖ from (4.145) into (4.139) yields
‖dk‖2 ≤ m1(Fk − F ∗) (4.146)
Substituting ‖dk‖2 from (4.146) and adding Fk − F ∗ to both sides of (4.138) finally
yields,
Fk+1 − F ∗ ≤
[
1− c1c3m1 cos2 ϑk
]
(Fk − F ∗)












b́k ≡ S̄1/2hk (4.148)
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where S̄1/2S̄1/2 = S̄k. Then substituting (4.148) into (4.147) gives
‖z∗k‖2 = b́Tk S̄b́k
Since b́Tk S̄b́k satisfies (4.112), it also follows (4.114). Thus the upper bound of
‖z∗k‖2
gTk hk
can be calculated by substituting the upper bound of z∗k
Thk from (4.114) and the











Proof of Lemma 7. Into
H́khk = −αkdk [4.117]
substitute H́k = J
T









‖Ŝkhk‖ = ‖αkdk + JTk Jkhk‖
Using the triangle inequality for the right-hand side gives
‖Ŝkhk‖ ≤ αk‖dk‖+ ‖JTk Jkhk‖ (4.150)
The lower bound of ‖Ŝkhk‖ can be calculated from
H́k = J
T
k Jk + Ŝk (4.151)
Multiplying by hk on both sides and rearranging the equation gives
































hk‖ ≤ ‖Ŝkhk‖ (4.156)











hk‖ ≤ ‖Ŝkhk‖ (4.157)





hk‖ ≤ ‖Ŝkhk‖ ≤ αk‖dk‖+ ‖JTk Jkhk‖ (4.158)
Since Jk is positive definite then
‖Jk‖F =
√
Tr(JTk Jk) ≡ σ
1/2
k (4.159)
where σk > 0. Hence
‖JTk Jk‖F = Tr(JTk Jk) = σk (4.160)





hk‖ ≤ ‖JTk Jk‖F‖hk‖
≤ σk‖hk‖ (4.161)
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Substituting (4.161) into (4.158) yields,
αk‖dk‖ − σk‖hk‖ ≤ ‖Ŝkhk‖ ≤ αk‖dk‖+ σk‖hk‖
Proof of Lemma 8. Since Ŝk is assumed to be positive, h
T
k Ŝkhk > 0, then applying
the matrix norms inequality gives
hTk Ŝkhk ≤ ‖Ŝkhk‖‖hk‖ (4.162)





































































From Sylvester’s determinant theorem [31], it is stated that for any n×m matrix A,
m× n matrix B, and invertible n× n matrix X,





where I is the n×n identity matrix. It is also true that for any column vector u and
























































































The first parentheses on the right-hand side of (4.175) is simplified by applying



























is required. This can be calculated using the Sherman-Morrison
formula for calculating the sum of an invertible matrix X and uvT (which is called the
dyadic product) where u is a column vector and vT is a row vector and 1+vTX−1u 6= 0.


















































































































































































































Expanding the second parentheses in the right-hand side of the equation gives,
det(Ŝk+1) = det(Ŝk)
(

























































In fact ‖Ŝk‖F in (4.180) can be related to Tr(Ŝk). The trace norm of a matrix X





where |Λi| is the absolute value of the ith eigenvalue of X. In [65] it is proved that
‖X‖F ≤ ‖X‖tr ≤
√
rank (X)‖X‖F (4.182)
where ‖·‖F is the Frobenius norm of a matrix. Since Ŝk is assumed to be positive




≤ ‖Ŝk‖F ≤ Tr(Ŝk) (4.183)
The substitution of (4.183) into (4.167) yields
αk
c4 cosϑk




≤ Tr(Ŝk) + σk (4.184)
From the trace inequality (4.126),





and substituting in (4.184) gives





Tr(Ŝk+1) ≤ w3 (4.185)










The lower bound of det(Ŝk+1) is established by taking the minimum value of z
∗T
k hk
and the maximum values of gTk hk and h
T






and the upper bound of gTk hk from (4.87) gives
gTk hk ≤ m2‖hk‖2 [4.87]
The upper bound of hTk Ŝkhk can be obtained by first recalling
hTk Ŝkhk ≤ ‖Ŝkhk‖‖hk‖ [4.162]
where the upper bound of ‖Ŝkhk‖ is
‖Ŝkhk‖ ≤ αk‖dk‖+ σk‖hk‖ [4.124]
Substituting the upper bound of ‖Ŝkhk‖ into (4.162) yields
hTk Ŝkhk ≤ (αk‖dk‖+ σk‖hk‖) ‖hk‖ (4.186)








































































 ≤ det(Ŝk+1) (4.189)
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The geometric/arithmetic mean inequality [73] states that for n nonnegative num-
bers x1, x2, . . . , xn
n
√
x1 · x2 · · ·xn ≤
x1 + x2 + · · ·+ xn
n
Since a determinant of a matrix is the product of all its eigenvalues, using the









































Because the left hand side of (4.191) is lesser or equal to a constant, then its









for all k ≥ 1 since αi, c4, and σi are positive.
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From (4.182) ‖H́k‖F in (4.192) relates to Tr(H́k) as







In analogy to (4.183), (4.192) relates to Tr(H́k) as
‖H́khk‖
‖hk‖
≤ ‖H́k‖ ≤ Tr(H́k) (4.194)













αk ≤ c4Tr(H́k) ≡ c6 (4.195)





























4.6 Rate of Convergence of the MBFGS method
In this section the linear convergence analysis analogous to the treatment presented
in [8] for the linear convergence of the MBFGS method is presented. Byrd et al. [8]
applies Theorem 6.4 of Dennis and Moré [16] to conclude superlinear convergence of
the BFGS-QN approach if admissible αk = 1 is employed for all sufficiently large
k. Due to the fact that the MBFGS-QN method yields similar linear convergence
to the BFGS-QN approach, it is reasonably to expect that the MBFGS-QN method
analogously offers superlinear convergence for all sufficiently large k if admissible
αk = 1 is applied.
The linear convergence analysis of the MBFGS-QN method can be induced from
(4.93) in Lemma 2 as
Lemma 12. There exists a constant 0 ≤ c8 < 1 such that
Fk+1 − F ∗ ≤ ck8(F1 − F ∗) (4.197)
for all sufficiently large k.
Proof. Recall




Starting from Tr(Ŝ1), (4.126) can be expressed as




























αi ≤ ck6 [4.129]








Starting from the objective function F1, (4.93) is expressed as




1− c1m1c3 cos2 ϑi
)
(F1 − F ∗) (4.201)
Applying the geometric/arithmetic mean inequality gives







1− c1m1c3 cos2 ϑi
)]k
(F1 − F ∗)
Using the geometric/arithmetic mean inequality again,




)1/kk (F1 − F ∗) (4.202)
Substituting in (4.200) yields










Since the linear convergence analysis of the MBFGS-QN algorithm yields results
analogous to the BFGS-QN approach [8], it can be reasonably hypothesized that the
same reasoning and proof for the superlinear convergence presented in [8, 16, 28] can
be directly applied to the MBFGS-QN method.
In [8] Broyden’s class formula is proved to yield superlinear convergence if the
following additional assumption is applied,
Assumption 5. The Hessian matrix H is Hölder continuous at θ∗ in which there
exists nonnegative real constants p,L such that
‖H(θ)−H(θ∗)‖ ≤ L‖θ − θ∗‖p (4.203)
for all θ in a neighborhood of θ∗
Hence, [8] proved in their Theorem 4.1 that if the BFGS-QN algorithm, including
Broyden’s class formula when κ ∈ [0, 1), satisfies (4.81)-(4.82) and employs αk = 1
whenever it is permissible, i.e., satisfying (4.81)-(4.82) when Assumption 1,2 and
(4.203) hold, it produces the sequence θk that q-superlinearly converges to θ
∗. The






which is the proposition proved by Griewank and Toint [28]. Byrd et al. [8] used
Theorem 6.4 of Dennis and Moré [16] to conclude that αk = 1 “is admissible for all
sufficiently large k and that the rate of convergence is superlinear.”
Because the convergence analysis of the MBFGS-QN algorithm is analogously
derived and yields results similar to the BFGS-QN method, it is reasonably assumed
that the MBFGS-QN algorithm, which satisfies Assumptions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 as
well as the Wolfe conditions (4.81)-(4.82), is expected to generate the sequence θk
that superilearly converges to θ∗. Therefore, it is rational to hypothesize that the
proposition (4.204) proved by Griewank and Toint [28] can be directly implied and
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the conclusion of Byrd et al. [8] using Theorem 6.4 of Dennis and Moré [16] can be
analogously applied to the MBFGS-QN algorithm. Consequently, it is hypothesized
that if the MBFGS-QN algorithm produces the sequence θk of which αk = 1 is
employed for sufficiently large k, the rate of convergence is reasonably expected to
be superlinear. Since the proof of the superlinear convergence is too involved, it is
not included in this analysis. However, the details of aforementioned theorems can
be found in [16, 28].
4.7 Switching MBFGS-DB Algorithm
Although the developed algorithms are motivated to improve the performance of a
quasi-Gauss-Newton method on the large residual case, as the procedure proceeds the
residual S should ideally converge to zero or at least become relatively small for which
the quasi-Gauss-Newton method should perform well. Consequently, it is not always
necessary to include Ŝk into the Hessian Ĥk. Due to the fact that all of the proposed
methods (the approaches presented in Sections 4.4.1-4.4.3, NL2SOL in [17, 20], and
the algorithm proposed in [25]) recursively update Ŝk from Ŝk−1, the approximation
of Ŝk may not go to zero even if fk and z
∗
k−1 become zero. For this reason NL2SOL
[17, 20] sometimes applies the Gauss-Newton method for small final residuals while
using their novel algorithm for approximating Ŝk when the residual is large since a
quasi-Gauss-Newton method tends to work well for the zero- or small-residual case
[17, 19]. It is suggested in [17, 20] to multiply a scaling factor ς to Ŝk−1 before each
update so that the approximated Ŝk accurately accommodates to the small- or zero-
residual case. This scaling method is inspired by direct modification of the self-scaling
technique presented in [51] so that the approximation of Ŝk is updated from ςŜk−1








A similar idea is introduced by Nazareth [48] as reviewed in Section 4.2.1 in which a
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hybrid weighted average between the quasi-Newton and the Gauss-Newton directions
is proposed through controlling a weighting parameter φ as[
φkJ
T
k Jk + (1− φk) Ĥk
]
hk = −JTk fk [4.16]
where 0 ≤ φk ≤ 1 is adaptively chosen according to how well the Gauss-Newton
model can be trusted.
Furthermore, Nazareth [49] also recommended using a similar hybrid as in (4.16)
for the DGW Hessian approximation (the earlier development of NL2SOL) as
JTk Jk + (1− φk)Sk (4.206)






k fk − JTk−1fk
Although the details of this idea are not presented in [49], it is assumed that the
selection of φk is the same as mentioned in (4.16).
To have the improved capability of the proposed algorithms in the large-residual
case yet attaining fast convergence of the quasi-Gauss Newton method when the resid-
ual becomes relatively small, a similar hybrid method to those presented in [48, 49] is
developed. This development is motivated by observations made during the compar-
ative simulations between the DGN-PBM algorithm in Chapter 3 and the algorithms
in Section 4.4.1-4.4.3. It is observed that the proposed algorithms, especially the
MBFGS algorithm, yield significant improvement over the DGN-PBM algorithm by
offering faster convergence if the initial error is substantial. Furthermore, the trajec-
tory of the EE motion moving from its initial configuration to reach the steady-state
tracking configuration is more direct compared to the quasi-Gauss-Newton method
(the DGN-PBM algorithm). However, the RMS tracking error during the steady state
is significant. If the initial error between the EE initial configuration and the target
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is small, the DGN-PBM algorithm generates steps that rapidly converge to the target
with higher reliability and outperforms the MBFGS method, which in the worse case
diverges. Moreover, during steady-state tracking the DGN-PBM algorithm always
performs better than the MBFGS algorithm.
Instability occurs in simulations when utilizing the MBFGS algorithm for the zero-
or small-residual problem may be explained through the fact that the approximation
of Ŝk is included into the Hessian even though the actual residual term is zero or
become small. Because the update residual Ŝk is recursively calculated from Ŝk−1, it
may not go to zero even if fk becomes zero. Furthermore, since the uncalibrated visual
servoing application assumes no knowledge about the robot and camera models, the
approximation of the residual Ŝ is done using the approximated Jacobian Ĵ which is
obtained from the dynamic Broyden estimator. Hence the estimated Jacobian does
not represent the actual Jacobian matrix but in some sense only a partial Jacobian
since it is only able to update the Jacobian in the “direction” of the trajectory. Thus
the updated residual Ŝ only partially represents the actual residual S term. As a
result, redundant inclusion of the residual term may significantly deteriorate tracking
performance in the small image error norm case.
These observed results agree with Dennis et al. [17] noting that the Gauss-Newton
method performs better than the inclusion of the residual approximation into the
Hessian due to inadequate capability of the Ŝk update to converge to zero for the
zero- or small-residual problems. Thus the approximation of the residual Ŝk should
only be employed only when necessary, i.e., for the large residual case where the Ŝk
is significant. As a result, a hybrid between the DGN-PBM algorithm and a residual
approximation algorithm (for example, the MBFGS method is used to approximate Ŝk




k Ĵk + ϕkŜk (4.207)
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where ϕk is the switching parameter and is either zero or one. This method is referred
as the switching method. Unlike (4.16) and (4.206) in which 0 ≤ φk ≤ 1 or Sk can be
scaled as proposed in [17, 19], the switching algorithm either includes or excludes Ŝk.
A proper switching criterion for determining ϕk is crucial to the performance of
these algorithms. An inappropriate value can lead to tracking failure. For example,
if the criterion is too small, more steps are calculated using the MBFGS algorithm
though the residual is small at the time. On the other hand, if the criterion is too
great, inadequate steps from the MBFGS algorithm may be generated so slower or
even unsuccessful tracking may occur. Since the objective of the developed algorithms
is to calculate the commanded robot joint angles θk for large residual tracking case,
the initial image error is assumed to be maximum, the switching criterion swcrit is
chosen to be a specified percentage υ of the initial error norm ‖f1‖ as
swcrit = υ ‖f1‖ (4.208)
Then the switching parameter ϕk is determined with the following condition,





In this study υ is heuristically selected in which the effect of the switching crite-
ria swcrit is discussed and compared to other hybrid methods including the scaling
method in [17, 19] and the hybrid algorithms in [49] in Chapter 6.
When the MBFGS algorithm is utilized to approximate Ŝk in the switching method,
this algorithm is referred as the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm and it is summa-
rized as shown in the pseudo-code in Figure 4.5. In fact, the DBFGS and DFN-BFGS
algorithms are similarly implemented into switching schemes as well and are referred
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to as the switching DBFGS-DB and the switching DFN-BFGS-DB algorithms re-
spectively. Tracking performance of each switching algorithm is then evaluated and
discussed in Chapter 6.
4.8 Summary
Since the major disadvantage of the DBM-RLS and the DGN-PBM algorithms pre-
sented in Chapter 3 are their application to the zero- or small-residual cases, various
algorithms are presented in this chapter for solving the large-residual visual servoing
problem. It appears in [25] that an algorithm implementing NL2SOL [17, 20] with
a trust region method and the LMA shows an improvement over the quasi-Gauss
Newton method when dealing with the large-residual problem. However, this algo-
rithm is mainly developed for static target tracking in an eye-to-hand configuration,
yet an algorithm for moving target tracking in an eye-in-hand configuration for the
large-residual cases does not seem to have appeared in literature. Inspired by [25],
three novel algorithms are proposed in this chapter:
1. Approximation of the whole Hessian Hk using the DBFGS update
The DBFGS update is used to approximate Hk−1






























hk−1 = θk − θk−1
Then











2. Approximation of the residual Sk using the BFGS update
The BFGS method is used to approximate Ŝk,














Pseudo-code: The Switching MBFGS-DB Algorithm
Given: Rn → Rm ; θ0, θ1 ∈ Rn ; Ĵ0 ∈ Rm×n, P0 ∈ Rn×n, λ ∈ (0, 1)
Initialize: Ĵ0, θ0, θ1, H0 and P0
for k = 1, . . . do
Calculate: Ĵk using a Jacobian estimation in the DGN-PBM algorithm [59]
































Calculate the switching parameter ϕk




Update the residual Ŝk


















k Ĵk + ϕkŜk
Calculate: θk+1 using the dynamic full quasi-Newton method

















k fk − ĴTk−1fk
Ŝk from (4.64) is used to approximate H́k as
H́k = Ĵ
T
k Ĵk + Ŝk
Then the dynamic full quasi-Newton method is utilized to estimate θk+1 as











This algorithm is called the dynamic full Newton method with BFGS algorithm or
DFN-BFGS.
3. Approximation of the residual Sk using the modified BFGS update
The MBFGS method is used for estimating the residual Sk,















k fk − ĴTk−1fk
gk−1 = Ĵ
T
k fk − ĴTk−1fk−1
Ŝk from (4.67) is used to approximate H́k as
H́k = Ĵ
T
k Ĵk + Ŝk
Then θk+1 is given by,











For the case that Ŝk is relatively large compared to J
T
k Jk, the MBFGS method is
the same as using the unmodified BFGS method (4.64) for approximating Ŝk .
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For all algorithms the Jacobian is estimated using the DGN-PBM algorithm as
∆f = fk − fk−1
hk−1 = θk − θk−1
ht = tk − tk−1
h̃ =





























Since the first and the second algorithms use the BFGS method, which provides
superlinear convergence under reasonable assumptions, a convergence proof is only
required to validate the MBFGS algorithm. Consequently, the convergence analysis
of the MBFGS method is studied in analogy to the convergence analysis of Broyden’s
class formula (including the BFGS method) presented in [8]. As a result, the novel
MBFGS algorithm assumably yields superlinear convergence if the specified assump-
tions hold. Finally the criteria for switching between the MBFGS algorithm and
the DGN-PBM algorithm is discussed to optimally handle the large-residual problem
effectively. The summary of the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm is shown in the
pseudo-code in Figure 4.5.
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CHAPTER V
DYNAMIC ADAPTIVE FORGETTING FACTOR
ALGORITHM
Since the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm is developed from the the dynamic-Gauss-
Newton algorithms with partitioning for Broyden’s method (DGN-PBM), it inherits
the same difficulties presented in the DGN-PBM algorithm including, 1) the selection
of an optimal forgetting factor λ and, 2) a proper action dealing with a singular or ill-
conditioned Hessian matrix approximation. This chapter discusses various approaches
for adaptively selecting an appropriate forgetting factor at each iteration. For the
singular Hessian problem the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (LMA) is investigated
in Chapter 6.
The organization of this chapter is as follow. Section 5.1 briefly reviews the
effect of the forgetting factor λ on the DGN-PBM algorithm presented in previous
studies. Due to the fact that variable forgetting factor (VFF) algorithms are mostly
developed to improve the performance of the RLS algorithm, Section 5.2 presents
fundamental background for the RLS algorithm. Then various VFF algorithms that
have been widely studied in RLS adaptive filtering are discussed in Section 5.3. Since
the existing VFF algorithms propose complex mathematic models that require a
number of parameters to be selected by the user, a novel adaptive forgetting factor
approach called the dynamic adaptive forgetting factor (DAFF) method is developed




Although the dynamic Gauss-Newton algorithms, the DBM-RLS and the DGN-PBM
algorithms presented in Chapter 3, offer efficient approaches to recursively estimate
the Jacobian Ĵk from the previous information, these algorithms utilize the recursive
least-squares (RLS) algorithm in which the performance is dependent on the expo-
nential weighting factor or forgetting factor λ [53]. The kth iteration of the Jacobian
Ĵk is estimated as
Ĵk = Ĵk−1 +
(


















∆f = fk − fk−1
hθ = θk − θk−1
and P is a full rank weighting matrix. The forgetting factor λ has the range
0 < λ ≤ 1





When λ = 1 the memory is infinite and Ĵk is estimated by equally averaging all past
information so the RLS algorithm becomes the ordinary least-squares algorithm. If
λ < 1, old data is deweighted so that the calculation of Ĵk relies more on recent data
and forgets older data.
Although the RLS algorithm with a constant forgetting factor has fast convergence
with a small mean square error (MSE) in stationary environments [41], it does not offer
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the optimal performance in time-varying environments. There exists a compromise
between applying small and large values of the forgetting factor λ in a RLS-based
algorithm. A small value of λ results in large steady-state error but improves tracking
while a greater value of λ yields slower convergence but provides lower steady-state
error and good stability [53].
The effect of the forgetting factor λ on the dynamic Gauss-Newton algorithms
was briefly investigated in [57]. Simulation results show that a lower λ improves
convergence time but hurts the steady-state tracking performance. In contrast, a
higher λ enhances steady-state tracking capability but increase difficulties in target
acquisition. A switching scheme that utilizes a lower λ when the image error norm is
relatively large and then switches to a higher λ when the image error norm is lower
than a certain criterion provides improved performance of the DGN-PBM algorithm
for both transient and steady-state tracking. However, [57] only alternates λ between
two constants, i.e., low and high values of λ that need to be selected.
In an adaptive filtering context an algorithm that automatically tunes the forget-
ting factor λ according to the squared error is known as a variable forgetting factor
or VFF algorithm. Various studies such as [55, 71, 41] propose different schemes for
varying λ with respect to the corresponding squared error demonstrate diverse levels
of improvement over a constant λ algorithm. Due to the fact that a great number
of VFF algorithms are variants of the RLS algorithm, it is appropriate to briefly re-
view the classical RLS algorithm used in an adaptive filtering context to establish a
fundamental understanding of the VFF developments in the next section.
5.2 RLS Adaptive Filters Overview
The RLS algorithm is an iterative least-squares scheme that recursively calculates an
updated estimation of a model as new data arrives. The RLS algorithm presented
in this section reviews classical RLS adaptive filters fundamentals discussed in [32].
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where n is number of observable data, ε(n) denotes the cost function ε at incremental
time n, and e(i) is defined as
e(i) = d(i)− y(i) (5.3)
where d(i) is the desired signal and y(i) is the output signal obtained from a transver-
sal filter,
y(i) = wH(n)u(i) (5.4)
where w(n) is the weighting vector and u(i) is the signal input vector. To be consis-
tent with adaptive filtering literature in which the signal inputs and the weights are
assumed to be complex valued [32], variables used in this section are complex number
and the superscript H in (5.4) is referred to as Hermitian transposition. Both vectors
contain the M most recent data of w(n) and u(n) respectively so at time i the input
signal u(i) is defined as
u(i) = [u(i), u(i− 1), . . . , u(i−M + 1)]T
and at incremental time n the weight vector w(n) is defined as
w(n) = [w0(n), w1(n), . . . , wM−1(n)]
T
During the observation interval 1 ≤ i ≤ n the transversal filter contains a fixed length
of data n. An example of a transversal filter is shown in Figure 5.1.
Substituting (5.4) into (5.3) gives
e(i) = d(i)− wH(n)u(i) (5.5)
The optimal value of w(n) for which the cost function ε in (5.2) is minimized is defined
as
Φ(n)w(n) = z(n) (5.6)
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Figure 5.1: Transversal filter [32].
This equation is referred as the normal equation [32] where Φ(n) is the M × M





and z(n) is the M × 1 cross-correlation vector that relates the signal inputs u(i) to





where # denotes complex conjugation.
From [32] the correlation matrix Φ can be recursively updated as
Φ(n) = λΦ(n− 1) + u(n)uH(n) (5.9)
where Φ(n − 1) is the previous correlation matrix Φ at incremental time n − 1.
Similarly, the cross-correlation vector z(n) can be updated as
z(n) = λz(n− 1) + u(n)d#(n) (5.10)
In order to solve (5.6) for w(n) it is required to invert Φ. The correlation matrix
Φ is assumed to be positive definite and its inverse is defined as
P (n) ≡ Φ−1(n) (5.11)
= λ−1P (n− 1)− λ−1k(n)uH(n)P (n− 1) (5.12)
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where P (n) is known as the inverse correlation matrix [32] and k(n) is the gain vector
or the Kalman gain vector [41] that is given recursively as
k(n) =
P (n− 1)u(n)
λ+ uH(n)P (n− 1)u(n)
(5.13)
Rearranging (5.13) yields




λ−1P (n− 1)− λ−1k(n)uH(n)P (n− 1)
]
u(n)
= P (n)u(n) (5.14)
Rearranging (5.6) gives
w(n) = P (n)z(n) (5.15)
Substituting (5.10) for z(n) into (5.15) yields
w(n) = λP (n)z(n− 1) + P (n)u(n)d#(n) (5.16)
Then substituting (5.12) for only the first P (n) term in the right-hand side of (5.16)
gives
w(n) = w(n− 1)− k(n)uH(n)w(n− 1) + P (n)u(n)d#(n) (5.17)
Using k(n) = P (n)u(n) from (5.17) and rearranging yields the recursive update of
the weight vector w(n) as
w(n) = w(n− 1) + k(n)ξ#(n) (5.18)
where
ξ(n) = d(n)− uH(n)w#(n− 1)
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Pseudo-code: The RLS Algorithm
Initialize: P (0) = δ−1I, δ =small positive constant, and w(0) = 0
for each instant time n = 1, . . . do
k(n) =
P (n− 1)u(n)
λ+ uH(n)P (n− 1)u(n)
ξ(n) = d(n)− wH(n− 1)u(n)





P (n− 1)− k(n)uH(n)P (n− 1)
]
e(n) = d(n)− wH(n)u(n)
end for
Figure 5.2: A pseudo-code for the RLS algorithm [32].
or
ξ(n) = d(n)− wH(n− 1)u(n) (5.19)
ξ(n) is referred as the a priori estimation error [32] since its value is calculated from
the previous least-squares estimation of the weight vector wH(n−1)u(n) at time n−1.
Then the a posteriori estimation error is computed as
e(n) = d(n)− wH(n)u(n) (5.20)
The summary of the RLS algorithm is shown in Figure 5.2.
5.3 Variable Forgetting Factor (VFF) Algorithms in Adap-
tive Filtering
Adaptive or variable forgetting factor (VFF) schemes are developed to adaptively
tune the optimal value of λ in each iteration of RLS algorithms and are widely used
in adaptive filters. Due to a great number of studies for VFF algorithms only the
three most often mentioned algorithms are reviewed in this section:
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1. RLS Algorithm with Adaptive Memory [32]
2. Gradient-Based VFF RLS Algorithm (GVFF-RLS) [41]
3. Gauss-Newton VFF RLS Algorithm (GN-VFF-RLS) [71]
These algorithms require selection of various constants determined by the user.
The effect of these parameter values on each algorithm performance is investigated
in Section 6.5.1.
5.3.1 RLS Algorithm with Adaptive Memory
In [32] it is suggested to select the forgetting factor λ so that the gradient of the cost









where E [·] is the expected value of (·) and the a priori estimation error ξk is
ξ(n) = d(n)− wH(n− 1)u(n) [5.19]
In order to find a proper value of λ that optimizes (5.21), [32] takes the partial































ψ(n− 1) + S(n)u(n)ξ#(n) (5.23)
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Then the adaptive exponential forgetting factor λ(n) can be recursively computed
as












where η1 is a small positive parameter and is referred to as the learning-rate parameter
in [32, 29]. However, the detail definition of this parameter is not presented in either
reference. The forgetting factor λ(n) is truncated with λ+ and λ− indicating the
allowable range of the forgetting factor λ(n). The maximum forgetting factor λ+
could be close to unity while the minimum forgetting factor λ− may be obtained
from experiment. This VFF method is referred as the RLS algorithm with adaptive
memory in [32] and its summary is presented in the pseudo code in Figure 5.3.
5.3.2 Gradient-Based VFF RLS Algorithm (GVFF-RLS)
In [70, 41] the gradient-based VFF RLS algorithm or GVFF-RLS is presented. The
forgetting factor λ(n) is computed based on the gradient of the MSE instead of the
gradient of squared error as in (5.22). This study presents an improved mean square
error analyses where the gradient of the new MSE equation is formulated so that
its value becomes positive if the error is large and is negative if the error reaches
steady state. The forgetting factor λ(n) is then recursively computed by minimizing
the gradient of the dynamic MSE equation resulting in improved performance of fast
tracking with small MSE for a variety of signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs).
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Pseudo-code: The RLS Algorithm with Adaptive Memory
Initialize: P (0), w(0), λ(0), S(0), ψ(0), and η1 is a small positive constant
for each instant time n = 1, . . . do
k(n) =
P (n− 1)u(n)
λ(n− 1) + uH(n)P (n− 1)u(n)
ξ(n) = d(n)− wH(n− 1)u(n)






























ψ(n) = I − k(n)uH(n)ψ(n− 1) + S(n)u(n)ξ#(n)
end for
Figure 5.3: A pseudo-code for the RLS algorithm with adaptive memory [32].
The RLS algorithm used in [41] is referred as the time-variable error weighting








The update of the weight vector w(n) and the error signal e(n) are
w(n+ 1) = w(n) + k(n)e(n) (5.28)
e(n) = d(n)− wT (n)u(n) (5.29)
And the desired signal d(n) is described as
d(n) = wT0 (n)u(n) + χ(n) (5.30)
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where w0 is the desired weight vector and χ is a Gaussian measurement noise with
zero mean and variance σ2χ. In [41] the desired weight vector w(n) is assumably time-
varying and is perturbed by a random vector g(n). The update of the consecutive
desired weight vector w0(n+ 1) is
w0(n+ 1) = w0(n) + g(n) (5.31)
where g(n) is assumed to be independent Gaussian vector with zero mean and its
covariance matrix is denoted as G. This study also assumes that u(n), χ(n), g(n) are
mutually independent.




λn−iu(i)uT (i) + λn(n)νI (5.32)
where ν is referred as the initial value in [41] with no further explanation. However,
similar formulation (5.32) appears in [32] where ν is a positive real number called the
regularization parameter, which is added to avoid singularity of Φ(n). The Kalman
gain k(n) and the inverse of the correlation matrix P (n) are similarly formulated as
in the RLS algorithm with adaptive memory [32] (Figure 5.3),
k(n) =
P (n− 1)u(n)





P (n− 1)− k(n)uH(n)P (n− 1)
]
The novelty of this algorithm is attributed to an improved MSE analysis in which
the MSE σ2e(n) is expressed as a sum of the variance of the measurement noise σ
2
χ





= σ2χ + σ
2
ex(n) (5.33)
where σ2ex is the MSE caused by the weight errors w(n)−w0(n). The equation of the
MSE σ2e(n+ 1) is




χ(n+ 1) + Tr{RuuG} (5.34)
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where TR{·} is the matrix trace operation and Ruu is the correlation matrix of the
data vector u(n). The coefficients αn and hn are defined as
αn = 1−
2 [(M + 1) ρ̃n + ρ
2
n]− (M + 2) ρn






[(M + 1) ρ̃n + ρ2n]
(5.36)
where
ρn = 1 + λ(n− 1)ρn−1
ρ̃n = 1 + λ
2(n− 1)ρ̃n−1
Using the dynamic equation of the MSE (5.34) the GVFF algorithm is developed
to optimally adjust λ(n) so that the gradient of the MSE σ2e(n) with respect to the



























− M + 2








































e(n− 1) + (1− β)e2(n) (5.40)
where β is a positive constant selected by the user. The variance of the measurement





χ(n− 1) + (1− κ)e2(n) (5.41)
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where κ > β is also a positive constant selected by the user. Using (5.37) an update










where λ⊕ and λ	 are the upper and the lower bounds of forgetting factor λ. The
upper bound λ⊕ is analytically selected so that the GVFF-RLS algorithm achieves
a minimum steady-state excess mean square error (EMSE). To ensure stability the
minimum value of λ is required to be greater than 2λ	 where λ	 is calculated as
λ	 =
[






(M + 1) ρ̃n−1 + ρ2n−1
] (5.43)
and
D = (M − 2)2 ρ2n−1 − 8 (M + 2)
[




where the scalar M is the M most recent data of w(n). The pseudo-code shown in
Figure 5.4 is the summary of the GVFF-RLS algorithm.
To evaluate the efficiency of the GVFF-RLS algorithm [41] performs simulations
using the GVFF-RLS algorithm in comparison to other VFF-RLS approaches such as
those presented in [69, 54] in identification of a switching system. Simulation results
show that the GVFF-RLS algorithm yields smaller steady-state EMSE and offers
better tracking capability for different SNRs. However, the GVFF-RLS algorithm
seems to be somewhat sensitive to β, κ, and µ which are are experimentally obtained
in these studies.
5.3.3 Gauss-Newton VFF RLS Algorithm (GN-VFF-RLS)
The other often mentioned VFF algorithm in the literature was developed by Song
et al. [71] and is known as the Gauss-Newton variable forgetting factor recursive
least-squares or GN-VFF-RLS algorithm. This method is motivated by a desire to
improve the RLS algorithm with the adaptive memory reviewed in Section 5.3.1
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Pseudo-code: The GVFF-RLS Algorithm
Initialize: P (0), w(0), λ(0), ρ0, ρ̃0, and µ, β, κ ∈ R where κ > β
for each instant time n = 1, . . . do
d(n) = wT0 (n)u(n) + χ(n)
e(n) = d(n)− wT (n)u(n)
k(n) =
P (n− 1)u(n)
λ(n− 1) + uH(n)P (n− 1)u(n)








































2 [(M + 1) ρ̃n + ρ
2
n]− (M + 2) ρn













− M + 2





























e(n− 1) + (1− β)e2(n)
σ2χ(n) = κσ
2
χ(n− 1) + (1− κ)e2(n)
Calculating the lower bound of the forgetting factor λ	
λ	 =
[






(M + 1) ρ̃n−1 + ρ2n−1
]
D = (M − 2)2 ρ2n−1 − 8 (M + 2)
[





Figure 5.4: A pseudo-code for the GVFF-RLS algorithm [41].
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which only works well in the slow time varying environments. The authors proposed
to adaptively compute the forgetting factor λ(n) using a Gauss-Newton-liked method
so that the calculation of λ(n) is obtained by solving the second partial derivative of
the cost function with respect to λ when it equated to zero. Simulation results in
[71] shows improvement of the GN-VFF-RLS algorithm over the RLS algorithm with
adaptive memory [32] and the fixed forgetting factor algorithms by offering smaller
mean square deviation (MSD) with a wide range of SNRs for autoregressive (AR)
parameter estimation.









The desired signal d(n) is described as
d(n) = wH(n)u(n) + ϕ(n) (5.45)
where ϕ(n) is a stationary white noise process with zero mean and variance σϕ. The
error between the desired signal d(n) and its estimation is
e(n) = d(n)− wH(n)u(n) (5.46)
The Kalman gain k(n) and the inverse of correlation matrix P (n) are the same as in
the RLS algorithm with adaptive memory [32] (Figure 5.3),
k(n) =
P (n− 1)u(n)





P (n− 1)− k(n)uH(n)P (n− 1)
]
and the weight vector w(n) is recursively updated as
w(n) = w(n− 1) + k(n)e#(n) (5.47)
There are two main differences between the GN-VFF-RLS algorithm and the RLS
algorithm with adaptive memory in Section 5.3.1: i) the cost function is defined using
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the a posteriori estimation error e(n) instead of the a priori estimation error ξ(n);
ii) the forgetting factor λ is calculated by minimizing the second partial derivative
of (5.44) with respect to λ, denoted as ∇′λ(n), instead of the gradient of the cost
function Q(n) with respect to λ (∇λ(n)) as in (5.22). In [71] the RLS algorithm
with adaptive memory [32] is referred to as the steepest descent VFF-RLS algorithm
while the proposed method is called the Gauss-Newton approach due to the analogous
derivation of the method to Gauss-Newton method in optimization. The ∇′λ(n) term




= (1− η2)∇′λ(n− 1) + η2ψH(n− 1)u(n)uH(n)ψ(n− 1) (5.48)
Although a small positive number η2 in this context is referred as the convergence
rate, its definition is the same as η1 in (5.26). The forgetting factor is recursively
computed as















ψ(n− 1) + S(n)u(n)e#(n) (5.50)

















To evaluate the estimation accuracy the time varying autoregressive (AR) pa-
rameter estimation is simulated using different SNR ranges with a fixed frequency.
The performance of the exponentially windowed recursive least squares (EW-RLS)
algorithm with an optimal fixed forgetting factor, the RLS algorithm with adaptive
memory [32], and the GN-VFF-RLS algorithm are compared in [71]. The GN-VFF-
RLS algorithm results in the smallest MSD for a wide range of SNRs. In tracking
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Pseudo-code: The GN-VFF-RLS Algorithm
Initialize: P (0), w(0), λ(0), S(0), ψ(0), and η2 is a small positive constant
for each instant time n = 1, . . . do
d(n) = wH(n)u(n) + ϕ(n)
e(n) = d(n)− wH(n)u(n)
k(n) =
P (n− 1)u(n)
λ(n− 1) + uH(n)P (n− 1)u(n)





P (n− 1)− k(n)uH(n)P (n− 1)
]























ψ(n) = I − k(n)uH(n)ψ(n− 1) + S(n)u(n)e#(n)
end for
Figure 5.5: A pseudo-code for the GN-VFF-RLS algorithm [71].
capability testing in which the AR parameter estimation is tested at a fixed SNR
with varying frequency, the GN-VFF-RLS algorithm also outperforms the other al-
gorithms to provide smallest MSD. The summary of the GN-VFF-RLS algorithm is
shown in the pseudo-code in Figure 5.5.
5.4 Dynamic Adaptive Forgetting Factor (DAFF) Algorithms
for Visual Guide Control
Due to the complexities of the formulations of the existing VFF algorithms where
their performances rely on a number of constant selections such as η1, κ, and β, a
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novel VFF scheme called the dynamic adaptive forgetting factor (DAFF) method is
developed in this section.
5.4.1 Previous Work on a VFF Algorithm for Uncalibrated Visual Ser-
voing
In literature there are few studies of uncalibrated visual servoing using a VFF algo-
rithm. An interesting work implementing the RLS algorithm with adaptive memory
into a model-free uncalibrated visual servoing algorithm is presented in [29]. This
method combines a classical adaptive least squares (ARLS) algorithm similar to the
RLS algorithm with adaptive memory [32] in Section 5.3.1 into the DGN-PBM algo-
rithm [59] and is referred as an uncalibrated visual servoing using adaptive recursive
least squares (VS-ARLS) algorithm. Since the DGN-PBM algorithm is the RLS al-
gorithm, there exists parameter equivalencies between the two algorithms [29] and is
presented herein as Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: The RLS and the DGN-PBM Parameter Equivalencies [29].
RLS Variable DGN-PBM Variable














ξ(n) ∆f − J̃k−1h̃
The VS-ARLS algorithm can be derived by merely substituting the DGN-PBM
parameters into the ARLS algorithm for forgetting factor calculation and then in-
tegrated into the original DGN-PBM algorithm. One important note is that in the
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original adaptive filtering context such as one presented in [32] d(n) and ξ(n) are
scalars whereas w(n) is a vector. However, for the DGN-PBM algorithm ∆f and
∆f − J̃k−1h̃ are vectors and J̃k is a matrix. The summary of the VS-ARLS algorithm
is shown in the pseudo-code in Figure 5.6.
To evaluate tracking performance of the VS-ARLS algorithm a 6-DOF, eye-in-
hand Puma 560 robot is used in [29] for simulation. The results obtained from the
VS-ARLS algorithm are compared with results from the standard RLS algorithm1 for
static and dynamic tracking. Simulation results show that the average MSE from both
algorithms are nearly the same in static tracking but the VS-ARLS algorithm offers a
lower average MSE than the standard RLS algorithm in the dynamic target tracking.
It is mentioned in [29] that the uncalibrated visual servoing is a highly nonlinear
system that is vulnerable to system modeling and noises. So there exists a trade-
off between using more information to improve noise resistance and minimizing the
image error. Consequently, [29] recommends to explicitly construct a mathematical
model relating the error and noise to the forgetting factor calculation to improve
performance of the VS-ARLS algorithm.
5.4.2 DAFF Method
Although various VFF algorithms show improved results compared to a fixed for-
getting factor, the mathematical formulas are complicated and the performances of
these algorithms are dependent on one or more variables. For example, the adaptive
memory scheme [32], the VS-ARLS [29], and the GN-VFF-RLS [71] algorithm per-
formances rely on the learning rate η1 and η2, while the GVFF-RLS [41] depends on
µ, β, and κ. Due to the complexities of the formulations, the effects of these vari-
ables to these existing VFF algorithms are difficult to determine and have not been
thoroughly presented. As a result, a simpler approach of adaptively calculating the
1It is not clear what exactly is the standard RLS algorithm used in [29], but it is most likely
referred to the DGN-PBM algorithm with a fixed forgetting factor λ.
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Pseudo-code: The VS-ARLS Algorithm





∈ Rm×1; P0 ∈ Rn+1×n+1 ;
λ ∈ (0, 1)





, P0, S0, ψ0, and η1 is a small positive constant
for k = 1, . . . do
∆f = fk − fk−1
hθ = θk − θk−1









































































P̃k−1 − k̃kh̃T P̃k−1
)
Calculate: θk+1












Figure 5.6: A pseudo-code for the VS-ARLS algorithm [29]
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forgetting factor λ is investigated.
It is desirable to achieve fast convergence in transience and high accuracy in
steady-state tracking. To achieve fast convergence a robot is expected to move in the
most direct path from its initial configuration θ0 to reach steady-state tracking. The





roughly represents the memory of the RLS-based algorithm, should be relatively small
(less memory) in the transient state so that the updated forgetting factor λ invokes
more dependence on the current image error, i.e., less past information is included
in approximating the Jacobian Ĵk and the Hessian Ĥk. Moreover, at the beginning
of tracking there is not enough information for uncalibrated visual servoing to quan-
titatively understand the tracking behaviors of the robot in relation to its current
environment. So it is desired to update the Jacobian Ĵk and the Hessian Ĥk based
on the most recent data, i.e., using less memory for calculation. In contrast, λ should
be relatively high, i.e. closer to unity, once the robot reaches steady-state tracking.
The higher λ value results in increasing the memory so that the current Jacobian Ĵk
and the Hessian Ĥk are estimated by averaging down more past information.
Since the image error is typically large in the transient state, especially at the
beginning of the tracking process, and becomes relatively small during the steady
state, it can be hypothesized that the forgetting factor λ should be small (less mem-
ory) when the image error is large during transience, and λ should get closer to unity
(more memory) when the image error becomes small in steady-state tracking. In the
case that the current image error abruptly becomes substantially larger than the past
few errors, which may be caused by sudden changes of the environment or the target
velocity, either changes in direction, speed, or the combination of both, it is hypoth-
esized that the past and current models used to estimate the Jacobian Ĵk and the
Hessian Ĥk no longer represent the actual behaviors of the current system. Thus, the
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calculation of Ĵk and Ĥk should include less memory (smaller value of the forgetting
factor λ). Regardless of cause, the forgetting factor λ is somewhat inversely related
to the current image error norm ‖fk‖.
For an uncalibrated visual servoing system, it is desired to study how λk responds
to the image error norm ‖fk‖. However, the analytical calculation of adaptive λk with
respect to ‖fk‖ is challenging due to the complexity of the mathematical formulation
presented in Section 5.3. For good tracking, the robot is expected to quickly reach
the desired target trajectory. Thus image error norm ‖fk‖, in analogy to a continuous
function in the time domain, could be expected to exponentially decay to zero as the
robot reaches steady-state tracking. This behavior is in fact similar to the response of
a first-order differential dynamic system as shown in Figure 5.7a. In contrast, values
of λk, also in analogy to a first-order system, could be expected to exponentially
increase as shown in Figure 5.7b since λk is assumed to be in reversely related to
‖fk‖. Inspired by these observations, a novel adaptive forgetting factor called the
dynamic adaptive forgetting factor or DAFF method is presented.
The idea is to heuristically select λk based on ‖fk‖ in analogy to the response of









Λk = 1− λk (5.51)
For a large value of ‖fk‖, λk should be small and Λk large. On the contrary, a
small ‖fk‖ should result in large a λk and small Λk. Unlike λk, Λk is adjusted indirect
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(a) Expected ‖fk‖ vs. Time











(b) Hypothesized λk vs. Time
Figure 5.7: The expected ‖fk‖ values for ideal tracking performance and the hypoth-
esized λk values in corresponding to ‖fk‖ with respect to time (s).
to ‖fk‖. Thus the changes of Λk value with respect to ‖fk‖ could be treated in an
analogous way to a first order differential system. Consequently, the input function
F (s) is the image error norm ‖f(t)‖ and the output function Λ(s) is Λ(t) in the time








where τ is a time constant. In fact the input function F (s) is the normalized form of





and fmax is the maximum error norm of all the previous errors f(θ, t),
fmax = max {‖f1‖, ‖f2‖, . . . , ‖fk‖} (5.54)
The normalization of the image error f̌k is necessary to limit the calculated forgetting
factor λk within the allowable range λk ∈ (0, 1]. As a large residual problem is
assumed, fmax = ‖f1‖ is applied.
Due to the fact that all variables used in the switching MBFGS-DB visual servoing
algorithm are available only at a fixed sampling time T , (5.52) is transformed into the
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transfer function of a discrete system, G(z). Using the z-transform analysis with the
trapezoid rule substitution, also known as Tustin’s method or the Binary transform
[24], the transfer function of a continuous time system is approximately converted













T (1 + z−1)
(2τ + T ) + z−1 (T − 2τ)
(5.56)






+ (2τ − T ) Λk−1
2τ + T
(5.57)
where 2τ > T to ensure that Λk is positive.
There exists an optimal range of the forgetting factor λk for which the value of
the forgetting factor λk cannot be too small to achieve steady-state tracking, while
infinite memory where λk = 1 can lead to instabilities and divergence for dynamic
environments [32]. For this reason, the calculation of λk in (5.51) is modified into a
form,
λk = {λmax (1− Λk)}λmaxλmin (5.58)
where λmax and λmin are the maximum and the minimum allowable values of the
forgetting factor λk. Although it is often recommended to choose λmax closer to unity,
there are not many guidelines for determining the minimum value of the forgetting
factor or to properly select the optimal range. The effect of the λ range on tracking
performance is investigated in Section 6.5.1. A summary of the DAFF method with
the DGN-PBM algorithm is shown in the pseudo-code in Figure 5.8.
Besides the selection of the forgetting factor range, the performance of the DAFF
algorithm is also affected by the time constant τ . For a dynamic system analysis, the
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Pseudo-code: The DAFF Method with the Switching MBFGS-DB Algorithm
Given: Rn → Rm ; θ0, θ1 ∈ Rn ; Ĵ0 ∈ Rm×n, P0 ∈ Rn×n, λ ∈ (0, 1)
Initialize: Ĵ0, θ0, θ1, H0, P0, λmax, λmin, and τ
for k = 1, . . . do
∆f = fk − fk−1 ; hk−1 = θk − θk−1
h̃ =
[
















− (T − 2τ) Λk−1
2τ + T




Calculate: Ĵk and P̃k






















Update: the residual Ŝk













k fk − ĴTk−1fk ; gk−1 = ĴTk fk − ĴTk−1fk−1
end if
Calculate H́s,k H́s,k = Ĵ
T
k Ĵk + ϕkŜk
Calculate: θk+1 using the dynamic full quasi-Newton method












Figure 5.8: Pseudo-code for the DAFF method with the switching MBFGS-DB algo-
rithm
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time constant τ determines how quickly the system reaches steady state. Likewise,
a direct interpretation of the time constant τ for the DAFF algorithm should, in
theory, identify how fast λk gets close to steady-state, i.e., reaching λmax. However,
for this application, the output of interest is the time-varying image error fk that is
influenced by accuracy of the Jacobian Ĵk and the Hessian Ĥk approximation, which
are in fact dependent on a proper value of λk. Therefore, the time constant τ used in
the DAFF method does not directly impact the reduction of the image error fk for
this algorithm. In this study τ is heuristically selected so that the value of λk does
not increase too slowly or too rapidly. The effects of the forgetting factor range and
the time constant τ on the performance of the DAFF method are discussed in Section
6.5.1.
5.5 Summary
Since the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm utilizes the RLS method for Jacobian
approximation, its performance is dependent on the forgetting factor λ. Various
VFF algorithms developed for adaptive filtering are reviewed in Section 5.3. Due
to mathematical formulations of existing VFF algorithms that require a number of
parameter selections, a novel method called the dynamic adaptive forgetting factor
(DAFF) method is developed in Section 5.4. The behavior of λk is reviewed in
analogy to the transient response of a first-order dynamic system. In this case, the
input function is Λk ≡ 1−λk and the output function is the normalized ‖fk‖. Unlike
other existing VFF algorithms this method is more simple yet effectively calculates λk
accordingly to ‖fk‖ with only one parameter, the time constant τ . The performance




A theoretical foundation for the various switching algorithms have been presented.
This chapter evaluates the novel uncalibrated visual servoing algorithms as compared
to the dynamic quasi-Gauss-Newton algorithms either with or without partitioning
for Broyden’s method (the DBM-RLS and the DGN-PBM algorithms) with a fixed λk.
Simulation results demonstrate the switching MBFGS-DB with the DAFF algorithm
significantly improves transient and steady-state tracking for the large residual error
case. Furthermore, the control scheme offers better tracking capability in the presence
of measurement and processing noise for a variety of target trajectories using different
robot configurations and degrees-of-freedom.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 6.1 overviews the different
algorithms evaluated in this study. Section 6.2 gives a summary of simulation setups
with a variety of robots and target trajectories. Various switching algorithms are
evaluated for the proposed residual approximations integrated with the DGN-PBM
algorithm for large residual tracking problem in Section 6.3. Since the LMA algorithm
is expected to improve the conditioning of the Hessian approximation, in Section 6.4
it is implemented with the switching algorithms from Section 6.3. All the switching
algorithms utilize the recursive least-squares (RLS) algorithm and its performance
is dependent on the forgetting factor λ. Various variable forgetting factor (VFF)
algorithms reviewed in Chapter 5 are presented in Section 6.5. These are integrated
into the MBFGS-DB algorithm which offers the best tracking performance compared
to the other proposed switching algorithms. VFF improves tracking, especially in
the presence of measurement and processing noise. In Section 6.6 the switching
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MBFGS-DB and DGN-PBM algorithms with various VFF algorithms are compared
with/without implementation of LMA for a cycloidal trajectory tracking using the
PUMA 560 robot with an eye-in-hand camera. Section 6.7 summarized the results.
6.1 Overview
The proposed uncalibrated visual control is built upon the dynamic quasi-Gauss-
Newton algorithms developed by Piepmeier et al. [57, 59] to improve:
1. Large initial error for dynamic target tracking
2. A singular or ill-conditioned Hessian matrix Fθθ = J
T
k Jk + Sk
3. Selection of an optimal forgetting factor λ
The algorithms for improving each difficulty are summarized in Table 6.1.
The DBM-RLS and the DGN-PBM algorithms [57, 59] provide stable and con-
vergent tracking for zero- or small-residual cases where the Gauss-Newton method
assumes that the residual Sk =
∂JTk
∂θ
fk can be neglected. This assumption is true
when the initial robot configuration θ0 is in the neighborhood of the target acquisition
configuration θ∗. Otherwise the residual Sk may be significant and the Gauss-Newton
is less appropriate. Instead, the dynamic BFGS, the DFN-BFGS, and the MBFGS
algorithms approximate the residual Sk is discussed in Chapter 4. These are used in a
switching scheme so the residual Sk is only utilized when the average error norm ‖fk‖
is larger than a specified criterion. Otherwise the DGN-PBM algorithm is employed.
The proposed schemes are referred to as the switching DBFGS-DB, the switching
DFN-BFGS-DB, and the switching MBFGS-DB algorithms.
Two different robots and several target trajectories are used to validate these
switching algorithms for large residual tracking. To study the effect of the residual
Ŝk approximation, a fixed forgetting factor is used without the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm (LMA). Then the performance of each large residual algorithm is compared
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5. Alternating between [λlow, λhigh]
to the DBM-RLS and the DGN-PBM algorithms. Noise is not present in this set of
simulations.
Then the switching algorithms are used with the LMA to improve the condition-
ing of the Hessian approximations. The LMA is well-known for solving nonlinear
unconstrained optimizations problems if the Hessian matrix becomes ill-conditioned
or singular. Though the LMA appears in various forms in the literature, such as
[50, 47], the implementation of [47] is utilized. The switching algorithms with and
without the LMA are compared to the DBM-RLS and the DGN-PBM algorithms
using a fixed forgetting factor without added noise.
Finally various switching algorithms with and without the LMA are investigated
with different VFF algorithms to improve tracking performance, especially in the
presence of measurement and process noise. The robot configurations and camera




Two robot systems are used, a spatial RRR robot and a 6 DOF robot as shown in
Figure 6.1a. The RRR robot model is similar to the robot system described in [25]
and its Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) parameters are summarized in Table 6.2. The first
revolute joint is vertical and the second and third joints are horizontal. The 6 DOF
robot kinematic model used for all simulations is the PUMA 560 kinematics provided
in the Robotic Toolbox by Corke [10].
Table 6.2: The DH parameters of a RRR robot.
i αi−1 ai−1 di θi




3 π 0.4 0 θ3
6.2.2 Camera System
All cameras used in this study have the same intrinsic parameters given in Table 6.3.
The camera transformation matrix for the given intrinsic and extrinsic parameters is
obtained using functions provided in the Machine Vision Toolbox by Corke [11].
In Table 6.3 f is the focal length, cp.px and cp.py are the horizontal and vertical
pixel pitches of the sensor, and cp.u and cp.v are principal point or the image center.
Different camera systems affect tracking performance and two representative cam-
era settings are used:
1. Eye-to-hand camera setting - one or more cameras are fixed at stationary loca-




Figure 6.1: (a)The RRR robot, (b) The PUMA 560 robot.
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2. Eye-in-hand camera setting - one or more cameras are attached to the EE of
the robot and the optical axis is assumed to be coincident (for one camera case)
or nearly parallel (for multiple camera case) with the z axis of the final frame
of the manipulator.
6.2.3 Target Trajectories
Various target trajectories are used:
1. Circular trajectory - a simple translational, circular path generated on either
the X-Y or the Y-Z plane
2. Square trajectory - a more difficult path due to velocity discontinuities at the
corners
3. Cycloid trajectory - a complex trajectory where both direction and speed of the
target are changed over its cycle
4. Helical trajectory - an out-of-a-plane trajectory
Note that these trajectories are all translational. Examples of the RRR robot with
two eye-to-hand cameras and the Puma 560 robot with an eye-in-hand camera are
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shown tracking circular trajectories in Figure 6.1a and Figure 6.1b respectively.
6.2.4 Assumptions
All simulations presented in this chapter are generated under the following assump-
tions:
1. The robot joint positions reach the commanded locations within the specified
time increment.
2. The dynamics of the robot are not considered and is assumed to have no effect
on the tracking performance as long as the first assumption is applied
3. The vision acquisition data at each update represents the changes in features
from the most recently commanded motion.
4. For the eye-to-hand camera setting the target position y∗ is only a function of
time t and is independent of the robot joint angles θ.
5. The EE position y is only a function of robot joint angles θ and is independent
of time t.
For almost all tests a sampling time of ht = 0.05 sec (20 Hz) is used and the
maximum increment of each joint is limited to ±5◦ to ensure reasonably small motion
Jacobian-based control.
6.3 Performance Evaluation of the Switching Algorithms
for Large Residual Tracking
As mentioned in Chapter 4 the dynamic quasi-Gauss-Newton algorithms already work
well for the zero- or small-residual cases. The approximation of the residual Ŝk is only
recommended when the average ‖fk‖ is large so it is implemented into a hybrid switch-
ing algorithm. The approximation of the residual term using the dynamic BFGS,
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the DFN-BFGS, and the MBFGS algorithms become the switching DBFGS-DB, the
switching DFN-BFGS-DB, and the switching MBFGS-DB algorithms respectively.
In addition, the Fu algorithm in [25] (reviewed in Section 4.3.2) is compared
with the switching algorithms. Although a trust region method is used with residual
estimation, only the residual portion is employed for comparison. The method de-
teriorates when the image error becomes small so it is implemented into a switching
scheme.
A summary of the residual Ŝk algorithms are listed in Table 6.4. The switching
schemes are summarized by the pseudo-code in Figure 6.2.
To isolate the residual Ŝk approximation, the forgetting factor λ held constant
and the LMA is not used. Since noise compensation requires a proper selection of
the forgetting factor value, the effect of noise disturbance is deferred so no noise is
added. The initial Jacobian is estimated by successively perturbing each joint by a
small angle.
For all approaches the fixed forgetting factor λ = 0.5 is used despite the hypothesis
made in Chapter 5 that a small value of λ should be applied if image error is large
and a large λ should be employed if the image error becomes small. For this reason,
a mean value λ = 0.5 seems to be a reasonable choice. A study of λ on tracking
performance is presented in Section 6.5.
The critical parameter for switching algorithms is the switching criterion swcrit
which determines when the residual approximation is included. Too great a value
yields slower convergence while too small a value sometimes leads to divergence as
discussed in Section 6.3.3. In this study swcrit is determined by heuristically as a
percentage of the initial error norm f1 which is assumed to be the largest,
swcrit = υ ‖f1‖
The υ = 0.3 or equivalently swcrit is 30% of ‖f1‖ is utilized for all switching
schemes except for the switching Fu-DB algorithm where υ = 0.5 is used to avoid
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Table 6.4: A summary of methods for estimating residual Ŝk: Dynamic BFGS, DFN-
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divergence.
The settling time ts is defined as the time required to move the EE from its
initial configuration θ0 to reach and remain within a given range of the image error
(the cut-off steady-state error). In this study the cut-off steady-state error value is
approximately 1% of the initial average error norm ‖f1‖ and in this particular case
the cut-off are 0.3348 pixels and 0.2883 for camera 1 and camera 2 respectively.
The switching schemes are compared with the DBM-RLS and DGN-PBM algo-
rithms in which the residual Ŝk term is ignored. Two robot systems with different
camera configurations are used:
1. The spatial RRR robot with two eye-to-hand cameras for tracking one feature
point
2. The PUMA 560 robot with an eye-in-hand camera configuration for tracking
four feature points
6.3.1 The RRR robot with a circular trajectory
First, the RRR robot with two eye-to-hand cameras is used to test the switching
MBFGS algorithm for large error residual tracking. A single point target is moving
in the circular trajectory
x = 300 +R sin(ωkT ) mm
y = 500 +R cos(ωkT ) mm
z = 500 mm (6.1)
where R = 100 mm is the radius of the circular path, T = 0.05 s is the sampling
period, k is the iteration number, and ω = 0.45 rad/s is the angular speed. The
starting robot joint angles are θ0 = [60
◦, 70◦, 50◦]T . The two camera configurations





1 0 0 0.4453
0 0.9988 0.0499 0.4307
0 −0.0499 0.9988 −2





1 0 0 0.4453
0 0.9988 −0.0499 0.6307
0 0.0499 0.9988 −2
0 0 0 1

(6.3)
To compare tracking performance of all switching algorithms with the dynamic-
Gauss-Newton based algorithms (the DBM-RLS and the DGN-PBM ) the EE and
feature points in the image plane, the task space view of one camera, and the error
norm of each algorithm are shown in Figure 6.3, Figure 6.4, and Figure 6.5 respec-
tively.
Table 6.5: The RMS error and the settling time comparison of various residual Ŝk ap-
proximation schemes for θ0 = [60
◦, 70◦, 50◦]T , λ = 0.5, and υ = 0.3 for all algorithms.
Scheme
RMS Error RMS Error
ts (sec)Camera 1 (pixels) Camera 2 (pixels)
DBM-RLS 0.0171 0.0183 1.6
DGN-PBM 0.1254 0.1258 2.3
DBFGS-DB 0.0948 0.0954 3.7
DFN-BFGS-DB 0.0870 0.0870 5.6
MBFGS-DB 0.1059 0.1054 1.3
Fu-DB 0.0905 0.0903 5.5
Figure 6.4 demonstrates that the initial EE location is far from the target trajec-
tory to ensure large residual to start. The MBFGS-DB algorithms offers the fastest
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Pseudo-code: The Switching DBFGS-DB, DFN-BFGS-DB, MBFGS-DB , and
Fu-DB Algorithms
Given: Rn → Rm ; θ0, θ1 ∈ Rn ; Ĵ0 ∈ Rm×n, P0 ∈ Rn×n, λ ∈ (0, 1)
Initialize: Ĵ0, θ0, θ1, H0 and P0
for k = 1, . . . do
Calculate: Ĵk using a Jacobian estimation in the DGN-PBM algorithm [59]
































Calculate the switching parameter ϕk




Select algorithms for update the residual Ŝk
ALG 1: DBFGS (switching DBFGS-DB)
ALG 2: DFN-BFGS (switching DFN-BFGS-DB)
ALG 3: MBFGS (switching MBFGS-DB)





k Ĵk + ϕkŜk
Calculate: θk+1 using the dynamic full quasi-Newton method












Figure 6.2: Pseudo-code for the switching DBFGS-DB, DFN-BFGS-DB, MBFGS-
DB, and Fu-DB algorithms
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settling time ts but a higher RMS tracking error compared to the DBM-RLS algorithm
as shown in Table 6.5. One important observation is that all algorithms initially move
the EE away from the desired trajectory due to insufficient information available at
the time for the control system to properly learn about its environment. This is the
nature of uncalibrated visual control since neither the robot kinematics nor the cam-
era models are known. The EE motion on the image space and task space views in
Figure 6.3e and Figure 6.4e shows that the MBFGS-DB algorithm quickly converges
to the desired target compared to other algorithms. This result is confirmed in Figure
6.5 in which the MBFGS-DB algorithm starts moving toward the desired target at
a lower image error norm. Furthermore, the MBFGS-DB method yields the largest
step size and that in fact results in a faster settling time.
6.3.2 The Effect of Partitioned and Non-Partitioned Broyden’s Estimator
for Approximating the Jacobian
The DBM-RLS algorithm in which the non-partitioned (NP) Broyden’s estimator
is used to approximate Ĵk generates better results than the DGN-PBM algorithm
with the partitioned (P) Broyden’s method. The NP-Jacobian estimator residual
approximation in Table 6.5 is compared to the P-Jacobian estimation in Table 6.6.
Results from the switching algorithms using NP-Jacobian estimation are shown in
Table 6.6.
The prefix “NP” is used to distinguish the switching algorithms using non-partitioned
Broyden’s estimator to calculate Ĵk the partitioned are where Jacobian J̃ is utilized.
Figure 6.6 compares the switching MBFGS-DB and the switching NP-MBFGS-DB
algorithms. Results for the other switching algorithms are similar.
The NP Jacobian estimation provides better RMS tracking error with faster set-
tling time for most residual approximations except the switching NP-MBFGS-DB
algorithm where the settling time ts is slightly longer. Since these algorithms provide
similar results, a faster angular speed ω = 0.9 rad/s of the circular target trajectory
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Figure 6.3: The camera space of the RRR manipulator with two eye-to-hand camera
configurations tracks a circular target trajectory moving at ω = 0.45 rad/s. The
forgetting factor is λ = 0.5 and υ = 0.3 for all algorithms except the switching Fu-DB














































































































































Figure 6.4: The task space view showing one camera and one target point for clar-
ity (the others are similar) for the RRR manipulator with two eye-to-hand cameras
tracking a circular target trajectory moving at ω = 0.45 rad/s. The forgetting factor
is λ = 0.5 and υ = 0.3 for all algorithms except the switching Fu-DB where υ = 0.5
is used.
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Figure 6.5: The error norm of the RRR manipulator with two eye-to-hand camera
configurations tracks a circular target trajectory moving at ω = 0.45 rad/s. The
forgetting factor is λ = 0.5 and υ = 0.3 for all algorithms except the switching Fu-DB
where υ = 0.5 is used.
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Figure 6.6: The performance comparison between the switching MBFGS-DB and
NP-MBFGS-DB algorithms (a)-(b) the image plane, (c)-(d) the task space view, and
(e)-(f) error norm of the RRR manipulator using two eye-to-hand cameras tracking a
circular target trajectory moving at ω = 0.45 rad/s. The forgetting factor is λ = 0.5
and υ = 0.3
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Table 6.6: The RMS error and the settling time comparison of various residual Ŝk
approximation schemes using NP-Jacobian estimation for θ0 = [60
◦, 70◦, 50◦]T , ω =
0.45 rad/s, λ = 0.5, and υ = 0.3 for all algorithms except the Fu-DB algorithm where
υ = 0.5 is used.
Scheme
RMS Error RMS Error
ts (sec)Camera 1 (pixels) Camera 2 (pixels)
DBFGS-DB 0.0111 0.0111 1.2
DFN-BFGS-DB 0.0143 0.0144 1.3
MBFGS-DB 0.0130 0.0131 1.6
Fu-DB 0.0110 0.0110 1.2
is tested with the NP-Jacobian estimation. The RMS error and settling time are
summarized in Table 6.7.
Table 6.7: The RMS error and the settling time comparison of various residual Ŝk
approximation schemes using NP-Jacobian estimation for θ0 = [60
◦, 70◦, 50◦]T , ω =
0.9 rad/s, λ = 0.5, and υ = 0.3 for all algorithms.
Scheme
RMS Error RMS Error
ts (sec)Camera 1 (pixels) Camera 2 (pixels)
DBM-RLS 0.0430 0.0430 1.7
DBFGS-DB 0.0427 0.0427 1.8
DFN-BFGS-DB 0.0431 0.0431 1.5
MBFGS-DB 0.0428 0.0428 1.7
Fu-DB 0.0485 0.0486 1.5
Results from Table 6.7 show that all switching algorithms using the NP-Jacobian
approximation generate similar tracking performances. However, for an eye-in-hand
camera configuration the dynamic error term
∂fk
∂t
cannot be estimated using a simple
first order difference as in the eye-to-hand camera case since the moving target features
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y∗ is now a function of both robot joint angles θ and time t. Thus the dynamic term
can only be approximated using the partitioned Broyden’s method. In that case the
switching MBFGS-DB algorithm is necessay. To validate tracking performance of the
eye-in-hand camera case the switching algorithms are tested using the PUMA 560
robot in Section 6.3.4.
6.3.3 The Effect of Switching Criterion
The effectiveness of each switching algorithm is considerably influenced by the switch-
ing criterion swcrit. This value determines when the residual approximation is in-
cluded into the controller. Too great a value leads to an insufficient number of iter-
ations with the inclusion of the residual calculation causing a small step size and a
longer settling time. Too small a value creates redundancy in inclusion of a residual
term that often leads to a longer settling time and divergence in the worse case.
Instability occurs when the robot joint angles θk+1 are calculated using the residual
approximation algorithm for the small image error case. This is because residual
approximation Ŝk is recursively calculated from the previous value Ŝk−1, and the
current Ŝk may not be diminished even if the actual residual is zero or becomes
relatively small. Thus, the estimation of θk is calculated with extraneous information
that does not represent the true nature of the system and results in deteriorated
tracking performance. One solution to this problem is the switching approach in
which the residual approximation Ŝk is only included into the calculation of θk+1 if
the error norm ‖fk‖ is greater than a specified switching criterion,
swcrit = υ ‖f1‖
where υ ≥ 0.
Newton’s method with residual Ŝk approximation has been proposed by Dennis et
al. [17, 19] who suggest updating Ŝk from a scaled ςŜk−1 where ς ≤ 1 (this algorithm
is used in Fu’s method [25] and the switching Fu-DB algorithm.) The scaling factor ς
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Then Ŝk is updated as














k fk − ĴTk−1fk
gk−1 = Ĵ
T
k fk − ĴTk−1fk−1
This strategy is implemented into the NL2SOL algorithm and details are presented in
[20]. This strategy is implemented into the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm shown
in the pseudo-code in Figure 6.7 and is referred to as the MBFGS-DB Scheme 1.
Unlike switching algorithms in which the residual term is either included into
or excluded from the controller, [49] proposed a hybrid method to systematically
calculate a weighted average between the Gauss-Newton (ĴTk Ĵk) and the residual
(Ŝk) terms for Hessian H́k approximation (Section 4.7),
H́k = J
T
k Jk + (1− κk) Ŝk
This hybrid method is only briefly mentioned, without details, in [49] that κk is
updated based on how well the current quadratic model of the objective function Fk
can be trusted. Inspired by this idea, an analogous algorithm is used to readjust the
trust-region size presented in [25] for calculating κk.
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Pseudo-code: The MBFGS-DB Scheme 1
Given: Rn → Rm ; θ0, θ1 ∈ Rn ; Ĵ0 ∈ Rm×n, P0 ∈ Rn×n, λ ∈ (0, 1)
Initialize: Ĵ0, θ0, θ1, H0 and P0
for k = 1, . . . do
Calculate: Ĵk using a Jacobian estimation in the DGN-PBM algorithm [59]









































Update the residual Ŝk

















k Ĵk + Ŝk
Calculate: θk+1 using the hybrid method proposed by [49]












Figure 6.7: Pseudo-code for the MBFGS-DB Scheme 1 using a similar scaling method
presented in [17, 19]
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The value of κk is determined according to the ratio r between the actual reduction
















The actual reduction of the objective function is
∆F = Fk−1 − Fk
while, the predicted reduction is
∆q = Fk − qk+1




Based on the value of r, κk is determined as
κk =

0 if r ≤ 0.25
1 if r ≥ 0.75
0.5 if otherwise
This method is integrated with the MBFGS algorithm and is referred to as the
MBFGS-DB Scheme 2. A summary of MBFGS-DB Scheme 2 is shown in the pseudo-
code in Figure 6.8.
To investigate the effectiveness of these two schemes, they are compared with
the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm. Since the NP Broyden’s method demonstrates
better RMS tracking error with fast convergence compared to the partitioned Ja-
cobian approximation as discussed in Section 6.3.2, both partitioned (P) and the
non-partitioned (NP) Jacobian approximations are tested with MBFGS-DB Schemes
1 and 2.
Since all tests use the MBFGS method to, the “MBFGS” term is dropped. Table
6.8 shows a summary of the algorithms being tested in this section. The RMS tracking
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Pseudo-code: The MBFGS-DB Scheme 2
Given: Rn → Rm ; θ0, θ1 ∈ Rn ; Ĵ0 ∈ Rm×n, P0 ∈ Rn×n, λ ∈ (0, 1)
Initialize: Ĵ0, θ0, θ1, H0 and P0
for k = 1, . . . do
Calculate: Ĵk using a Jacobian estimation in the DGN-PBM algorithm [59]
































Calculate the ratio r between the actual and the predicted




















∆F = Fk−1 − Fk




Calculate the weighting average φk
κk =

0 if r ≤ 0.25
1 if r ≥ 0.75
0.5 if otherwise




k Jk + (1− κk) Ŝk
Calculate: θk+1 using the hybrid method proposed by [49]












Figure 6.8: Pseudo-code for the MBFGS-DB Scheme 2 using a hybrid method similar
to [49]
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error and the settling time ts are compared as shown in Table 6.9. The camera space
and the task space views are shown in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 respectively.
Table 6.8: A summary of the MBFGS algorithm varying in Jacobian approximation
and strategies for Ŝk inclusion using the RRR robot with two eye-to-hand cameras
starting at θ0 = [60










P-Scheme 1 P Scheme 1
NP-Scheme 1 NP Scheme 1
P-Scheme 2 P Scheme 2
NP-Scheme 2 NP Scheme 2
From Table 6.9 the NP Jacobian estimator yields a smaller RMS error compared
to the partitioned one. Although the RMS error and settling time of the NP-Scheme
1 is similar to the NP-Switching algorithms, Figure 6.10 shows that both P- and NP-
Scheme 1 generate EE motion that deviates from the desired target plane. However,
the NP-Scheme 1 causes less deviation compared to the P-Scheme 1. The NP-Scheme
2 gives about the same RMS error but longer settling time compared to others as can
be seen on Figure 6.9. From these results, the switching algorithm either using P- or
NP-Jacobian approximation yields more desirable results compared to the Schemes 1
and 2.
The results of using the RRR robot with two eye-to-hand cameras to track one
feature point of the circular trajectory target suggest that the switching DFN-BFGS-
DB and the MBFGS-DB algorithms are the most effective methods over the other
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schemes. These results are improved if the NP-Jacobian approximation is utilized.
The heuristic selection of the switching criterion υ demonstrates better RMS tracking
error and settling time as compared to the other existing algorithms (Schemes 1 and
2). To further investigate the performance of the switching algorithms a 6 DOF robot
is used in Section 6.3.4.
Table 6.9: The RMS error and the settling time comparison between the switching,
Scheme 1, and Scheme 2 MBFGS-DB algorithms with/without partitioned Broyden’s
method.
Scheme
RMS Error RMS Error
ts (sec)Camera 1 (pixels) Camera 2 (pixels)
P-Switching 0.1059 0.1054 1.3
NP-Switching 0.0130 0.0131 1.6
P-Scheme 1 0.3639 0.3401 1.8
NP-Scheme 1 0.0405 0.0414 1.7
P-Scheme 1 0.1110 0.1101 2.8
NP-Scheme 1 0.0108 0.0108 2.4
6.3.4 The PUMA 560 Robot
A six DOF Puma 560 manipulator with one eye-in-hand camera (using the MATLAB
Robotics and Machine Vision Toolboxes [10]) is used in this section for validating the
proposed switching algorithms with different camera configurations. The intrinsic pa-
rameters of the camera are the same as in Table 6.3. The target consists of four feature
points at the vertices of a 50 mm square. To make the end-effector and target trajecto-
ries visually distinct they are offset by a constant vector [−393.7, 19.9, 142]T mm. The
starting robot joint angles are θ0 = [15.73
◦, 132.5◦,−135.6◦,−4.27◦,−108.75◦, 14.27◦]T
for all tests simulated in this section. The end-effector camera has a 10 mm focal
length and is coincident with the final frame of the robot. The sampling time is
173





































































































































Figure 6.9: The camera space of the RRR manipulator with two eye-to-hand cameras
using (a) P-Switching (υ = 0.3), (b) NP-Switching (υ = 0.3), (c) P-Scheme 1, (d)
NP-Scheme 1, (e) P-Scheme 2, and (f) NP-Scheme 2. A circular target trajectory is



























































































EE motion is out











































Figure 6.10: The task space view showing one camera and one target point using (a)
P-Switching (υ = 0.3), (b) NP-Switching (υ = 0.3), (c) P-Scheme 1, (d) NP-Scheme
1, (e) P-Scheme 2, and (f) NP-Scheme 2. A circular target trajectory is moving at
ω = 0.45 rad/s. The forgetting factor is λ = 0.5
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ht = 50 ms. The initial Jacobian is estimated by successively perturbing each joint
by a small angle.





A circular trajectory has the radius of R = 100 mm with an angular velocity of
ω = 0.45 rad/s and is generated by
x = 600 mm
y = −150 +R sin(ωkT ) mm
z = 400 +R cos(ωkT ) mm (6.4)
where k is the iteration number and T = 50 ms is the sampling period. The target
motion starts from the top of the circle and moves counterclockwise.
For each switching scheme the image view, the task space view, and the error
norm are shown in Figure 6.11, Figure 6.12, and Figure 6.13 respectively. These are
generated by using a fixed forgetting factor λ = 0.5 and υ = 0.3 for all switching algo-
rithms except for the switching DBFGS-DB algorithm where υ = 0.55 is used to avoid
tracking failure. The RMS tracking error and the settling time ts are summarized in
Table 6.10.
The switching MBFGS-DB, DFN-BFGS-DB, and Fu-DB algorithms generate sim-
ilar EE trajectories on the camera and task space as shown in Figure 6.11 and Figure
6.12 and have significantly better RMS error and settling time values over the DGN-
PBM algorithm (Table 6.10). Although the DBFGS-DB gives a longer settling time
176



















































































Figure 6.11: The camera space of the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand
camera configuration tracking four feature points of a circular target trajectory mov-





























































































































Figure 6.12: The task space view showing camera and one target point for clarity
(the others are similar) for the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand camera
configuration tracking four feature points of a circular target trajectory moving at
ω = 0.45 rad/s. The forgetting factor is λ = 0.5 and υ = 0.3 (except the DBFGS-DB
υ=0.55).
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Figure 6.13: The error norm of the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand cam-
era configuration tracking four feature points of a circular target trajectory moving at
ω = 0.45 rad/s. The forgetting factor is λ = 0.5 and υ = 0.3 (except the DBFGS-DB
υ=0.55).
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Table 6.10: The RMS error and the settling time comparison of various residual Ŝk
approximation schemes for tracking the circular trajectory using a fixed forgetting









than the other switching methods, it provides improved tracking performance com-
pared to the DGN-PBM algorithm as shown in Figure 6.13.
Note that for an eye-in-hand camera configuration the image error fk is a function




be estimated using the partitioned Broyden’s estimator. Therefore, the DBM-RLS
algorithm and the switching algorithms using the NP Broyden’s estimator are not
included in this section.
To investigate alternative methods for including the residual Ŝk, Scheme 1 and
Scheme 2 are tested with the residual approximation methods. The image view and
the task space view of the EE motion of the DBFGS-DB, DFN-BFGS-DB, MBFGS-
DB, and Fu-DB using Scheme 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 6.14, Figure 6.15, Figure
6.16, and Figure 6.17 respectively.
With all approaches Scheme 1 fails to converge if λ = 0.5 is used. Therefore, an
alternating forgetting factor method is utilized in which λ = 0.5 is applied during the
transient state and λ = 0.98 is employed if the EE reaches the steady-state tracking.
The forgetting factor λ = 0.5 is applied for all residual approximations with Scheme
2.
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(d) DBFGS-DB Scheme 1




































(f) DBFGS-DB Scheme 2
Figure 6.14: The camera space (left column) and the task space (right column) views
of the PUMA 560 robot tracking four feature points of a circular trajectory using the
DBFGS-DB with Scheme 1 and 2.
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(d) DFN-BFGS-DB Scheme 1





































(f) DFN-BFGS-DB Scheme 2
Figure 6.15: The camera space (left column) and the task space (right column) views
of the PUMA 560 robot tracking four feature points of a circular trajectory using the
DFN-BFGS-DB with Scheme 1 and 2.
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(d) MBFGS-DB Scheme 1








































(f) MBFGS-DB Scheme 2
Figure 6.16: The camera space (left column) and the task space (right column) views
of the PUMA 560 robot tracking four feature points of a circular trajectory using the
MBFGS-DB with Scheme 1 and 2.
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(d) Fu-DB Scheme 1









































(f) Fu-DB Scheme 2
Figure 6.17: The camera space (left column) and the task space (right column) views
of the PUMA 560 robot tracking four feature points of a circular trajectory using the
Fu-DB with Scheme 1 and 2.
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Table 6.11: The RMS error and the settling time comparison of various residual Ŝk




DGN-PBM N/A 22.5085 12
DBFGS-DB
Switching 1.9956 5.5
Scheme 1 TF1 TF
Scheme 2 2.4354 10
DFN-BFGS-DB
Switching 1.4974 1.5
Scheme 1 4.0800 2
Scheme 2 3.9409 10
MBFGS-DB
Switching 1.6401 1.5
Scheme 1 3.1594 2
Scheme 2 1.7570 10
Fu-DB
Switching 1.7874 1.4
Scheme 1 TF TF
Scheme 2 TF TF
Table 6.11 summarizes the results. The DBFGS-DB with Scheme 1, the Fu-DB
with the both Scheme 1 and 2 generate tracking failure (TF). As seen in Figure 6.14,
the DBFGS-DB Scheme 1 initially moves the EE toward the desired trajectory but
fails to follow the desired path and the robot eventually stops. The DBFGS-DB
Scheme 2, on the other hand, converges and follows the target trajectory but its EE
path is not as direct as the switching algorithm.
The DFN-BFGS-DB and MBFGS-DB with Scheme 1 and 2 offer similar tracking
results where Scheme 1 generates a more direct path from the robot starting location
to the target compared to Scheme 2 as shown in Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16. Never-
theless, Scheme 1 has worse tracking accuracy than Scheme 2. The switching scheme
delivers the most desirable RMS error and convergence time over Scheme 1 and 2.
1Tracking failure
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From Figure 6.17 neither Scheme 1 nor Scheme 2 succeed in tracking even though
both methods initially move the EE toward the target. In contrast, the switching
method has the fastest convergence and the smallest RMS tracking errors compared
to Scheme 1 and Scheme 2.
Since the switching DFN-BFGS-DB, DBFGS-DB, and MBFGS-DB algorithms
give similar results a the faster angular speed ω = 0.9 rad/s is used. Table 6.12
summarizes the RMS error and ts of each switching algorithm using λ = 0.5 while
different values of υ are required for convergence. The task space view and the average
error norm are shown in Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19 respectively.
Table 6.12: The RMS error and the settling time comparison of various residual Ŝk
approximation schemes for tracking four feature points of a circular trajectory moving

















The switching DFN-BFGS-DB and MBFGS-DB provide similar results and out-
performs the other algorithms. A more difficult path is then used to investigate the
































































































































Figure 6.18: The task space view showing camera and one target point for clarity
(the others are similar) for the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand camera
configuration tracking four feature points of a circular target trajectory moving at ω =
0.90 rad/s. The forgetting factor is λ = 0.5 and υ is selected to ensure convergence.
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Figure 6.19: The error norm of the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand
camera configuration tracking four feature points of a circular target trajectory mov-




To further investigate the performance of the switching algorithms a more complex
cycloid trajectory is generated in the Z-Y plane of Cartesian space,
x = 600 mm
y = −150 + 100 sin(kT ) + 200 sin(0.25kT + π
2
) mm
z = 400 + 100 sin(kT +
π
2
) + 200 sin(0.25kT ) mm (6.5)
The same PUMA 560 robot with the eye-in-hand camera configuration used for
the circular trajectory is also used in these simulations. The sampling period is
T = 50 ms. The initial robot configuration is also the same as in the circular trajec-
tory with θ0 = [15.73
◦, 132.5◦,−135.6◦,−4.27◦,−108.75◦, 14.27◦]T . To make the end-
effector and target trajectories visually distinct they are offset by a constant vector
[400,−18.09,−141.3]T mm. The forgetting factor λ = 0.5 is used for all algorithms.
Since the switching method employing the heuristic switching value results in
better tracking performance compared to Schemes 1 and 2 in the circular trajectory,
only the switching method is implemented with a variety of residual approximation
algorithms. However, different values of the switching parameter υ are required for
each residual approximation approach to achieve convergence. The camera view, the
task space view, and the RMS tracking error are presented in Figure 6.20, Figure
6.21, and Figure 6.22 respectively.
Table 6.13 reveals that the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm gives the fastest con-
vergence with an RMS tracking error similar to the other algorithms. This result is
clearly seen in Figure 6.21 where the MBFGS-DB algorithm moves the EE directly
to the target plane.
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Figure 6.20: The camera space of the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand
camera configuration tracks four feature points of a cycloid target trajectory. The





















































































































Figure 6.21: The task space view showing camera and one target point for clarity
(the others are similar) for the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand camera
configuration tracking four feature points of a cycloid target trajectory. The forgetting
factor is λ = 0.5 and υ is selected to ensure convergence.
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Figure 6.22: The error norm of the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand
camera configuration tracks four feature points of a cycloid target trajectory. The
forgetting factor is λ = 0.5 and υ is selected to ensure convergence.
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Table 6.13: The RMS error and the settling time comparison of various residual Ŝk
approximation schemes for tracking the cycloidal trajectory using a fixed forgetting

















A faster speed of cycloidal trajectory is also tested,
x = 725 mm
y = −260 + 100 sin(3kT ) + 300 sin(0.3kT + π
2
) mm
z = 220 + 100 sin(3kT +
π
2
) + 300 sin(0.3kT ) mm (6.6)
Only the switching DFN-BFGS-DB and MBFGS-DB are tested due to their sim-
ilar performances that are better than the other algorithms. Due to the complexity
and speed of this trajectory, a smaller sampling period T = 25 ms is used while for
the alternating forgetting factor λ = 0.5 is utilized during the transient portion and
λ = 0.95 is applied during steady-state tracking. These results are compared with
the DGN-PBM algorithm in Table 6.14. The task space view and average error norm
are shown in Figure 6.23.
The switching MBFGS-DB algorithm yields the smallest RMS error with less























(a) DGN-PBM Task Space













































(c) DFN-BFGS-DB Task Space












































(e) MBFGS-DB Task Space























(f) MBFGS-DB Avg Error Norm
Figure 6.23: The camera space (left column) and the task space (right column) views
of the PUMA 560 robot tracking four feature points of a fast cycloidal trajectory.
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Table 6.14: The RMS error and the settling time comparison of various residual Ŝk
approximation schemes for tracking the cycloidal trajectory using a fixed forgetting











algorithms as seen in Figure 6.23.
Helical Trajectory
To verify applicability of the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm for out-of-plane track-
ing a helical path is used with the same exact setup as described for the cycloidal
trajectory, the translational helix trajectory is
x = 600 + vxkT mm
y = −150 +R sin(ωkT ) mm
z = 400 +R cos(ωkT ) mm (6.7)
where R = 100 mm, vx = 5 mm/s is the speed in the x direction, ω = 0.45 rad/s is
the angular velocity, k is the iteration number, and T = 50 ms is the sampling period.
Although vx seems to be small, the helical path can be generated within the robot
working space for a longer period. A faster vx is tested later. The target motion starts
from the top of the helix and moves counterclockwise in the positive x direction.
Tracking performance of the helical trajectory using the switching DFN-BFGS-
DB, MBFGS-DB, and Fu-DB are similar to one another and significantly better
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Table 6.15: The RMS error and the settling time comparison of various residual Ŝk
approximation schemes for tracking the helical trajectory using a fixed forgetting

















than the DGN-PBM algorithm. In fact the helical trajectory tracking performance is
similar to the circular (in a plane) case.
Although the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm does not distinctively outperform
the switching DFN-BFGS-DB or the Fu-DB algorithms, it yields a smaller RMS
tracking error for the faster speed vx = 10 mm/s as shown in Table 6.16. The
resultant task space views of the switching DFN-BFGS-DB, MBFGS-DB, and Fu-
DB algorithm with vx = 10 mm/s are shown in Figure 6.27.
6.3.5 Conclusion
A variety of residual Ŝk approximations improve tracking performance for large-
residual problems. The switching DFN-BFGS-DB and the MBFGS-DB algorithms
converge for a variety of trajectories using two distinct robots and different camera
configurations. However, for the faster and the more complex trajectories the switch-
ing MBFGS-DB algorithm provides the best stability with RMS tracking errors and
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Figure 6.24: The camera space of the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand
camera configuration tracks four feature points of a helical target trajectory. The

















































































































Figure 6.25: The task space view showing camera and one target point for clarity
(the others are similar) for the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand camera
configuration tracking four feature points of a helical target trajectory. The forgetting
factor is λ = 0.5, vx = 5 mm/s, and υ is selected to ensure convergence.
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Figure 6.26: The error norm of the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand
camera configuration tracks four feature points of a helical target trajectory. The



























































































Figure 6.27: The task space view showing one target point for clarity (the others are
similar) for the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand camera configuration
tracking four feature points of a helical target trajectory moving with a faster speed
in x direction. The forgetting factor is λ = 0.5, vx = 10 mm/s, and υ is selected to
ensure convergence.
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Table 6.16: The RMS error and the settling time comparison of various residual Ŝk
approximation schemes for tracking the helical trajectory using a fixed forgetting














convergence times that are either the best or reasonably close to the best. These
performance depends on the selection of the switching parameter υ, which is heuris-
tically chosen in this study. The switching algorithms offer better tracking stability
with smaller RMS error and settling time as compared to Schemes 1 and 2.
6.4 Performance Evaluation of the switching MBFGS-DB
Algorithm with LMA
The switching MBFGS-DB algorithm requires an invertible Hessian matrix for finding
the robot joint angles θk at each iteration. An ill-conditioned or singular Hessian
matrix Ĥk can lead to numerical problems resulting in slow or no convergence.
In robotic tracking applications a singular Hessian matrix Ĥk can occur at a








where hk = θk+1−θk. If Ĥk is singular, there may exist an infinite number of solutions
hk and thus an infinite number of robot configurations giving the same EE location.
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This phenomenal occurs if the robot is at a kinematic singularity configuration where
the robot loses one or more degrees of freedom. This problem may lead to to solutions
with unbounded joint velocities.
To improve upon Hessian ill-conditioning various switching algorithms are imple-
mented with the well-known LevenbergMarquardt algorithm (LMA). The LMA offers
an alternate method for solving nonlinear optimization problems when the Hessian
Hk or Ĥk is not positive definite or becomes ill-conditioning. This method modifies
the Hessian matrix to ensure positive definiteness to overcome this deficiency. Though
this introduces nonphysical artifacts, it can improve effectiveness near singularities.
The idea is to utilize a trust-region strategy for unconstrained optimization where
the Hessian is modified (see Section 2.3),
Hd,k = Hk + µkDk
where Hd,k is known as the modified Hessian matrix, µk is called the damping or the
Levenberg-Marquardt parameter, and Dk is a diagonal matrix.
In this study the Hessian is approximated using the quasi-dynamic Broyden’s
method for Jacobian Ĵk and the MBFGS method for residual Ŝk. The modified
Hessian matrix H́d,k becomes
H́d,k = Ĵ
T
k Ĵk + ϕkŜk + µkDk (6.8)








(θ − θk) +
1
2
(θ − θk)H́d,k (θ − θk) (6.9)
The modified Newton’s method in Section 2.3 is used to solve (6.9) as












where hk = θk+1 − θk satisfies
‖hk‖ ≤ δk (6.11)
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and δk determines the size of the trust region.
The LMA updates µk and Dk for solutions qk satisfing(6.11). There are various
strategies to calculate µk, Dk, and δk [19, 50]. Inspired by the implementation of the
LMA for large residual visual servoing in [25], which updates µk and Dk using Moré’s
approach [47], the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm also follows this approach.
To adjust the trust region δk size according to how well the model qk approximates
the objective function Fk, [25] uses the strategy presented in [23]. The size depends
on the ratio r between the predicted and the actual reduction of image error. The
actual reduction of the objective function is
∆F = Fk − Fk−1 (6.12)
while, the predicted reduction is






The closer r is to unity, the better the approximation of Fk using the current model
qk. The trust region size δk needs to be adjusted as
δk+1 =

0.5‖Dkhk‖2 if r ≤ 0.25
2‖Dkhk‖2 if r ≥ 0.75
‖Dkhk‖2 if otherwise
To isolate the effect of the LMA the fixed forgetting factor λk = 0.5 is used in this
section for all tests.
6.4.1 RRR Robot
The same RRR robot with two eye-to-hand cameras presented in Section 6.3.1 is used
to track one feature point moving in the circular trajectory (6.1) with the starting
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configuration at θ0 = [60
◦, 70◦, 50◦]T . Tracking performance is compared for various
residual approximations with/without the LMA and Ĵk is approximated using par-
titioned (P-) and non-partitioned (NP-) Broyden’s estimators. The RMS tracking
error and the settling time ts of each switching algorithm with/without the LMA im-
plementation are summarized in Table 6.17 for P-Broyden’s estimator and in Table
6.18 for NP-Broyden’s estimator.
Table 6.17: The RMS error and the settling time comparison of the RRR robot
for various residual Ŝk approximation schemes with/without the LMA for θ0 =
[60◦, 70◦, 50◦]T , λ = 0.5, and υ = 0.3. The partitioned Broyden’s estimator is used
for Jacobian Ĵk approximation.
Scheme LMA
RMS Error RMS Error ts
Camera 1 Camera 2
(sec)
(pixels) (pixels)
DBM-RLS N/A 0.0171 0.0183 1.6
DGN-PBM N/A 0.1254 0.1258 2.3
DBFGS-DB
No 0.0948 0.0954 3.7
Yes 0.1254 0.1251 1.6
DFN-BFGS-DB
No 0.0870 0.0870 5.6
Yes 0.1708 0.1703 3
MBFGS-DB
No 0.1059 0.1054 1.3
Yes 0.3023 0.3030 2
Fu-DB
No 0.0905 0.0903 5.5
Yes 0.1540 0.1540 2.5
All switching algorithms (except MBFGS-DB) using the P-Jacobian estimation
with the LMA implementation show improvement in faster convergence, and all have
slightly higher RMS tracking errors. In contrast, the LMA with NP-Jacobian estima-
tion generates worse results for both settling time and RMS error compared to not
including the LMA.
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Table 6.18: The RMS error and the settling time comparison of the RRR robot
for various residual Ŝk approximation schemes with/without the LMA for θ0 =
[60◦, 70◦, 50◦]T , λ = 0.5, and υ = 0.3. The NP Broyden’s estimator is used for
Jacobian Ĵk approximation.
Scheme LMA
RMS Error RMS Error ts




No 0.0111 0.0111 1.2
Yes 0.2449 0.2443 1.6
DFN-BFGS-DB
No 0.0143 0.0144 1.3
Yes 0.2442 0.2436 1.5
MBFGS-DB
No 0.0130 0.0131 1.6
Yes 0.2450 0.2444 2.2
Fu-DB
No 0.0110 0.0110 1.2
Yes 0.2747 0.2735 4
Various starting robot configurations listed in Table 6.19 are used to further eval-
uate performance of the switching MBFGS-DB with/without the LMA as shown in
Table 6.20. The camera and task space views are shown in Figure 6.28 and Figure
6.29.
Table 6.19: Various starting RRR robot configurations.
Position Robot Joint Angles
1 θ0 = [60
◦, 70◦, 50◦]T
2 θ0 = [100
◦, 120◦, 50◦]T
3 θ0 = [100
◦, 120◦, 5◦]T
Implementing the LMA with the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm shows only
small improvement in convergence time for the second starting robot angles in Table
6.19 but it actually degrades the tracking performance for both settling time and the
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(a) Position 1 LMA






















(b) Position 1 No LMA



















(c) Position 2 LMA


















(d) Position 2 No LMA






















(e) Position 3 LMA
















(f) Position 3 No LMA
Figure 6.28: The camera space comparison of implementing the switching MBFGS-
DB algorithm with the LMA (left column) and without the LMA (right column) at





















































































































































(f) Position 3 No LMA
Figure 6.29: The camera space comparison of implementing the switching MBFGS-
DB algorithm with the LMA (left column) and without the LMA (right column) at
various starting RRR robot configurations.
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Table 6.20: The RMS error and the settling time comparison of the switching MBFGS-
DB algorithm with/without the LMA using υ = 0.3 and λ = 0.5 at various starting
RRR robot configurations.
Position LMA
RMS Error RMS Error
ts (sec)Camera 1 (pixels) Camera 2 (pixels)
1
No 0.1059 0.1054 1.3
Yes 0.3023 0.3030 2
2
No 0.1151 0.1147 3.3
Yes 0.1088 0.1087 2.5
3
No 0.1323 0.1319 3.4
Yes 0.1377 0.1374 4.4
RMS tracking error for the other cases. Overall, the results show little advantage
to including the LMA into the switching algorithm for the large residual tracking
using the simple RRR robot. The PUMA 560 robot with an eye-in-hand camera
configuration is used to further investigate the LMA performance.
6.4.2 PUMA 560 robot
The PUMA 560 robot with the eye-in-hand camera configuration described in Sec-
tion 6.3.4 is used to track the circular trajectory in (6.4) switching algorithms with
the LMA. The settling time ts and the RMS tracking error with/without LMA
are summarized in Table 6.21. The camera view, task space view, and the av-
erage RMS tracking error are shown in Figure 6.30, Figure 6.31, and Figure 6.32
respectively. All switching algorithms with the LMA employ the switching crite-
rion υ = 0.3 and the forgetting factor λ = 0.5. The starting robot configuration is
θ0 = [15.73
◦, 132.5◦,−135.6◦,−4.27◦,−108.75◦, 14.27◦]T .
Although the DGN-PBM algorithm with the LMA yields smaller RMS error and ts
compared to the DGN-PBM algorithm with/without the LMA in Table 6.21, the EE
motion in the task space of Figure 6.31a does not follow the desired circular trajectory
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Figure 6.30: The camera space of the PUMA 560 manipulator with the eye-in-hand
camera configuration using various switching algorithms implemented with the LMA
to track four feature points of the circular target trajectory moving at ω = 0.45 rad/s






























































































































Figure 6.31: The task space view showing one target point for clarity (the others are
similar) for the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand camera configuration
using various switching algorithms with the LMA tracking four feature points of a
circular target trajectory moving at ω = 0.45 rad/s. The forgetting factor is λ = 0.5
and υ = 0.3.
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Figure 6.32: The error norm of the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand
camera configuration using various switching algorithms implemented with the LMA
to track four feature points of a circular target trajectory moving at ω = 0.45 rad/s.
The forgetting factor is λ = 0.5 and υ = 0.3.
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Table 6.21: The RMS error and the settling time comparison of various residual Ŝk
approximation schemes using the PUMA 560 robot to track a circular trajectory using



















at all. For the other switching algorithms the inclusion of the LMA yields faster
convergence time while the RMS error is slightly increased, similar to the RRR robot
case. Even though the switching MBFGS-DB and the DFN-BFGS-DB algorithms
with the LMA provide similar tracking performance, in Section 6.3 the switching
MBFGS-DB algorithm is shown as the most effective in handling a different of robot
degrees-of-freedom, camera configurations, and the target trajectory. Consequently
the switching MBGFS-DB algorithm is used to further evaluate the LMA for different
robot starting positions. Table 6.22 summarizes three initial robot configurations used
to track the circular trajectory, including the starting point used to generate results
in Table 6.21.
For all tests the switching criterion υ = 0.3 and λ = 0.5 are utilized. A summary
of the switching MBFGS-DB with/without the LMA algorithm with a variety of robot
starting positions is given in Table 6.23. The image plane and the task space (of one
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Table 6.22: Various starting PUMA 560 robot configurations.
Position Robot Joint Angles
1 θ0 = [15.73
◦, 132.5◦,−135.6◦,−4.27◦,−108.75◦, 14.27◦]T
2 θ0 = [25.73
◦, 132.5◦,−135.6◦,−4.27◦,−108.75◦, 44.27◦]T
3 θ0 = [15.73
◦, 132.5◦,−135.6◦, 15.73◦,−98.75◦, 14.27◦]T
feature point) views of the MBFGS-DB with the LMA algorithm at various starting
positions are shown in Figure 6.33 and Figure 6.34.
Table 6.23: The RMS error and the settling time comparison for the switching
MBFGS-DB algorithm with/without the LMA approach using υ = 0.3 and λ = 0.5
at various starting PUMA 560 robot configurations tracking a circular trajectory.
Position LMA
RMS Error ts










The LMA only marginally improves the settling time while the RMS tracking
errors are slightly compromised.
For the final LMA evaluation the cycloidal target trajectory in (6.5) is tested using
the switching MBFGS-DB with the LMA algorithm at the different starting robot
configurations of Table 6.22. The switching criterion υ = 0.3 and λ = 0.5 are also
utilized for all robot starting positions.
Table 6.24 shows that the RMS error becomes substantial when the LMA is not
included for the second starting robot position. This is due to instability occurring
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(a) Position 1 LMA















(b) Position 1 No LMA













(c) Position 2 LMA
















(d) Position 2 No LMA













(e) Position 3 LMA












(f) Position 3 No LMA
Figure 6.33: The camera space comparison of the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm
with the LMA (left column) and without the LMA (right column) at various start-
ing PUMA 560 robot configurations tracking four feature points of a circular target






















































































































































(f) Position 3 No LMA
Figure 6.34: The task space view showing one camera and one target point for clarity
for the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm with the LMA (left column) and without
the LMA (right column) at various starting PUMA 560 robot configurations tracking
four feature points of a circular target trajectory moving at ω = 0.45 rad/s, υ = 0.3,
and λ = 0.5.
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(a) Position 1 LMA












(b) Position 1 No LMA












(c) Position 2 LMA
















(d) Position 2 No LMA













(e) Position 3 LMA













(f) Position 3 No LMA
Figure 6.35: The camera space comparison of the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm
with the LMA (left column) and without the LMA (right column) at various starting
PUMA 560 robot configurations tracking four feature points of a cycloidal target















































































































































(f) Position 3 No LMA
Figure 6.36: The task space of the EE motion using the switching MBFGS-DB algo-
rithm with the LMA (left column) and without the LMA (right column) at various
starting PUMA 560 robot configurations tracking four feature points of a cycloidal
target trajectory using υ = 0.3 and λ = 0.5.
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(a) Position 1 LMA






















(b) Position 1 No LMA





















(c) Position 2 LMA























(d) Position 2 No LMA





















(e) Position 3 LMA





















(f) Position 3 No LMA
Figure 6.37: The RMS tracking error comparison of the switching MBFGS-DB algo-
rithm with the LMA (left column) and without the LMA (right column) at various
starting PUMA 560 robot configurations tracking four feature points of a cycloidal
target trajectory using υ = 0.3 and λ = 0.5.
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Table 6.24: The RMS error and the settling time comparison for the switching
MBFGS-DB algorithm with/without the LMA using υ = 0.3 and λ = 0.5 at var-
ious starting PUMA 560 robot configurations tracking a cycloidal trajectory.
Position LMA
RMS Error ts










toward at the end as seen in Figure 6.35d for camera space view and is confirmed by
average error norm plotted in Figure 6.37d. From this example, the LMA can help
improving tracking stability.
6.4.3 Conclusion
Despite the fact that the LMA shows little improvement in convergence and tracking
stability in a more complex cycloidal trajectory, this is at a trade-off for increased RMS
tracking error. Overall performance for both RRR and PUMA 560 robot cases yield
similar results of marginal effect implementing LMA into the switching algorithms
for large residual tracking problems. However, the RMS tracking error is significantly
affected by the value of the forgetting factor λ being used. As a result, various
methods are investigated to optimally select λk at each iteration in Section 6.5. Then
the effect of the LMA implementation is revisited as it is used in conjunction of a
variable forgetting factor (VFF) algorithm to improve overall tracking performance.
2Instability occurs at the end of tracking
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6.5 Performance Evaluations of the DAFF Method versus
the Existing VFF Algorithms
Although the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm with/without the LMA implementa-
tion offers an efficient approach to achieve moving target tracking for large residual
problems, this algorithm utilizes the recursive least-squares (RLS) algorithm in which
its performance is dependent on the exponential weighting factor or forgetting factor
λ. Different VFF algorithms presented in Chapter 5 are investigated in this sec-
tion to validate tracking improvement, especially in the presence of measurement and
processing noise. These algorithms are:




5. Alternating between [λlow, λhigh]
Due to the complexity of the GVFF-RLS algorithm [41], which requires the selec-
tion of a number of variables, the algorithm is excluded in this study.
Since all VFF algorithms require the selection of one or more parameters and a
range of applicable λ, the effect of these parameters on each VFF algorithm perfor-
mance is studied to reasonably select acceptable parameter ranges for simulation. A
number of factors such as a target trajectory, robot degrees-of-freedom, and noise
disturbance affects these values. To establish a basic understanding the PUMA 560
manipulator with an eye-in-hand camera tracking four feature points of a circular
trajectory is used for an initial study and is presented in Section 6.5.1. Even though
the obtained parameter values are not expected to be optimal due to the specific
trajectory, a robot degrees-of-freedom, and a limited range of each test parameters,
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this study helps to determine an applicable range for each parameter used in VFF
algorithms. First no noise is added to the simulation and latter the effect of noise is
investigated.
Each VFF algorithm is integrated into the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm so
that λk is adaptively calculated at each iteration with a constant switching criterion
υ for the same testing conditions, i.e., same robot, camera configuration, and target
trajectory, and is presented in Section 6.5.2. A variety of target trajectories including
circular, square, and cycloidal trajectories are used to compare tracking performance.
The effect of measurement and processing noise are studied with different camera
arrangements to improve noise compensation.
The objective of this section is to compare the proposed DAFF algorithm for large-
residual uncalibrated visual servoing with other existing VFF algorithms originally
developed for adaptive filtering applications. Due to the large number of variations
that may affect each algorithm, the study is limited to selected cases to establish
the basic effectiveness of each VFF algorithm on improving tracking performance for
large residual problems.
For simplicity only the name of each VFF algorithm is used. For example, the
DAFF algorithm refers to the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm in which the DAFF
algorithm is utilized for calculating λk using a given υ.
6.5.1 Effect of Parameter Values on Each VFF Algorithm
The objective is to obtain an acceptable range of λk for each VFF scheme. In this
section all evaluations are performed using the same circular trajectory and without
additional noise. All VFF algorithms are implemented into the switching MBFGS-DB
algorithm without the LMA. The switching criterion υ = 0.3 is used for all tests.
The circular translational target trajectory in (6.4) is used to examine transient
and steady-state behavior. The target consists of four feature points at the vertices
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of a 50 mm square. To make the end-effector and target trajectories visually dis-
tinct they are offset by a constant vector [−393.7, 19.9, 142]T mm. The starting robot
joint angles are θ0 = [15.73
◦, 132.5◦,−135.6◦, 15.73◦,−58.75◦, 14.27◦]T for all tests
simulated in this section. The end-effector camera has a 10 mm focal length and is
coincident with the final frame of the robot. The sampling time is ht = 50 ms. The
initial Jacobian is estimated by successively perturbing each joint by a small angle.
Effect of λ on the fixed forgetting factor (FFF) scheme
Since the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm originally applies a fixed value of the
forgetting factor λ, various values of λ are investigated with a circular trajectory.
As shown in Table 6.25 a small value of λ, such as λ = 0.2, generates a high RMS
steady-state error, yet offers a small settling time ts. In contrast, a higher value of
λ yields a smaller RMS steady-state error with a higher ts. Too small (λ = 0.10) or
too great a value (λ = 0.95) of λ results in a longer settling time with greater RMS
steady-state error and thus deteriorates the overall tracking performance.
Table 6.25: RMS error and ts and settling time ts for λ values in the FFF strategy.









Table 6.25 shows that a range of λ ∈ [0.20, 0.90] could be used for tracking a cir-
cular trajectory for the FFF strategy. The forgetting factor range [λmin, λmax] plays
an important role in determining the settling time ts while achieving steady-state
tracking.
Effect of η1 on the VS-ARLS algorithm
Table 6.26 shows the effect of the parameter η1 on the VS-ARLS algorithm. There
exist singularity problems in the Ĵk and Ĥk calculation unless the minimum λ is
greater than 0.6 so a range of λk ∈ [0.60, 0.95] is used. Although varying η1 values
only show little effect on RMS error and no effect on settling time ts (except for
η1 = 0.01), η1 = 0.05 offers the smallest RMS error value. For this value of η1,
different ranges of [λmin, λmax] yield distinct RMS tracking errors and settling time
ts.
Table 6.26: RMS error and ts comparison of the VS-ARLS algorithm for different
values of η1 with λk ∈ [0.60, 0.95].









The overall performance, shown in Table 6.27, is similar for all tested λk ranges.
This study shows that varying η1 values and λk ranges yield only a small affect on
the VS-ARLS algorithm. Therefore any combination is expected to give about the
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Table 6.27: RMS error and ts comparison of the VS-ARLS algorithm with η1 = 0.05
for various ranges of [λmin, λmax].
[λmin, λmax] RMS Error ts (sec)
[0.60, 0.95] 1.0587 1.4
[0.70, 0.95] 1.5279 1.8
[0.80, 0.95] 1.1077 2
[0.85, 0.95] 0.9681 3
same result. However, η1 = 0.05 and λ ∈ [0.6, 0.95] are chosen due to slightly better
performance.
Effect of η2 on the GN-VFF-RLS algorithm
Table 6.28 shows the effect of the parameter η2 on the GN-VFF-RLS algorithm with
λk ∈ [0.85, 0.95] to avoid Ĵk and Ĥk singularities.
Table 6.28: RMS error and ts comparison of the GN-VFF-RLS algorithm for various
values of η2 with λk ∈ [0.85, 0.95].







The RMS error and ts insignificantly differ for varying values of η2. Since η2 = 0.01
generates the smallest RMS error with the fastest ts, it is used to investigate different
ranges of forgetting factor in Table 6.29. For η2 = 0.01, different λ ranges give similar
results. Thus any presented range of λ can be selected. For this study η2 = 0.01 with
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λ ∈ [0.85, 0.95] is selected for comparison with other VFF algorithms.
Table 6.29: RMS error and ts comparison of the GN-VFF-RLS algorithm for various
ranges of [λmin, λmax] with η2 = 0.01.
[λmin, λmax] RMS Error ts (sec)
[0.85, 0.95] 1.0633 2.5
[0.9, 0.95] 0.9657 3.5
Effect of τ on the DAFF method
Table 6.30 shows the effect of τ with λ ∈ [0.2, 0.95]. Even though the RMS error
value and the settling time ts are insensitive to τ , the value τ = 0.1 generates the
smallest RMS tracking error and ts.
Since the DAFF method is dependent on the maximum λ, the range of λ ∈
[0.2, 0.90] is investigated as shown in Table 6.31 .
Table 6.30: RMS error and ts comparison of the DAFF method for various values of
τ with λk ∈ [0.2, 0.95].








To study the effect of the upper bound λk ∈ [0.50, 0.90] and λk ∈ [0.50, 0.95] are
tested with τ = (0.05, 0.10, 0.50, 1) with the RMS error and ts shown in Table 6.32
and Table 6.33 respectively.
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Table 6.31: The RMS error and ts comparison of the DAFF method with various
values of τ with λk ∈ [0.20, 0.90].





Table 6.32: RMS error and ts comparison of the DAFF method for various values of
τ with λk ∈ [0.50, 0.90].





Table 6.33: RMS error and ts comparison of the DAFF method for various values of
τ with λk ∈ [0.50, 0.95].





From these simulation results τ ∈ [0.05, 1] offers approximately the same the aver-
age RMS error and the settling time ts for different ranges of λk. Since the objective of
the DAFF scheme is to adaptively calculate λk based on the current error norm ‖fk‖,
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the widest range of permissible λk should be used. Therefore, the range λ ∈ [0.2, 0.95]
with τ = 0.1 is selected.
Performance evaluation of the Alternating (Alt) method
In the Alternating (Alt) scheme λk = λlow if the error norm ‖fk‖ < ecriterion and
λk = λhigh if ‖fk‖ ≥ ecriterion. In this study ecriterion ≈ 0.01 ‖fmax‖ is selected since it is
reasonably assumed that the steady-state error is approximately 1% of the maximum
transient error. Different sets of [λlow, λhigh] are tested and shown in Table 6.34. The
set [0.50, 0.90] offers the lowest RMS error and the settling time ts.
Table 6.34: RMS error and ts for the Alt scheme between λlow and λhigh.
[λlow, λhigh] RMS Error (pixels) ts (sec)
[0.20, 0.90] 1.0596 1.5
[0.50, 0.90] 0.9873 1.5
[0.70, 0.90] 0.9445 1.7
[0.80, 0.90] 2.3037 2
[0.20, 0.95] 1.3500 1.5
[0.50, 0.95] 1.3133 1.5
[0.70, 0.95] 1.3192 2
[0.80, 0.95] 1.3636 2
Conclusion
The performance of each VFF algorithm is insensitive to variation of parameter
values, thus tracking performance of each VFF algorithm can be reasonably compared
for selected values. Since selecting a minimal value of the RMS error usually yields a
longer settling time ts, proper parameter selection relies on the specified task objec-
tive. In this case the RMS error and ts are equally weighted for their significance to
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achieve fast tracking with the maximum steady-state tracking accuracy. Table 6.35
summaries selected parameter values for each forgetting factor scheme.
Table 6.35: Selected parameters values for each forgetting factor scheme.
Scheme [λmin, λmax] Parameter Value
Fixed λ [0.50, 0.90] λ 0.80
VS-ARLS [0.60, 0.95] η1 0.05
GN-VFF-RLS [0.85, 0.95] η2 0.01




6.5.2 Performance Evaluation of Various VFF Algorithms
The RRR and the PUMA 560 robots are used to track feature points moving in a va-
riety of trajectories to evaluate the effects of the switching MBFGS-DB implemented
with each VFF algorithm, using the parameters in Table 6.35.
6.5.2.1 The RRR Robot
The same RRR robot used from Section 6.3.1 with the two eye-to-hand cameras is
used for tracking the circular trajectory in (6.1) at a angular speed ω = 0.9 rad/s. The
starting robot joint angles are θ0 = [60
◦, 70◦, 50◦]T . The two camera arrangements
are the same as shown in Figure 6.1a in which the locations are described by the
homogeneous matrices in (6.2) and (6.3).
From Section 6.3.2 the NP-Jacobian yields better results than the P-Jacobian
approximation and is utilized with the MBFGS-DB algorithm and υ = 0.3 in this
section. For each of the VFF algorithms the camera space view, the task space
view, and average error norm are plotted in Figure 6.38, Figure 6.39, and Figure 6.40
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respectively. To show the difference in forgetting factors, λk plots are also shown in
Figure 6.40. The settling time ts and the RMS steady-state error of each forgetting
factor are summarized in Table 6.36.
Table 6.36: The RMS error and the settling time comparison for VFF schemes using
the RRR robot with two eye-to-hand cameras tracking one feature point of a circular
target moving at ω = 0.9 rad/s and υ = 0.3 for the no additional noise scenario.
Scheme
RMS Error RMS Error





0.0682 0.0688 2.2λk ∈ [0.60, 0.95]
η1 = 0.05
GN-VFF-RLS
0.0690 0.0689 3.4λk ∈ [0.85, 0.95]
η2 = 0.01
DAFF
0.0842 0.0842 1λk ∈ [0.20, 0.95]
τ = 0.1
Alt
0.1358 0.1317 1.5λk = 0.50 or
λk = 0.90
As seen on the camera space in Figure 6.38 and the task space in Figure 6.39
the DAFF algorithm moves the EE to the desired target in the most direct path and
has the fastest settling time. The DAFF scheme and the Alt algorithm calculate λk
similarly.
The effects of measurement noise
±1
2
pixel uniform quantization noise is added to the target and EE feature points.
Since it is recommended in [57] to select λk  0 to prevent excessive estimation
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Figure 6.38: The camera space of the RRR manipulator with two eye-to-hand cameras
tracking one feature point of the circular target trajectory moving at ω = 0.90 rad/s.























































































































Figure 6.39: The task space view showing one target point for clarity (the other
views are similar) for the RRR manipulator with two eye-to-hand cameras using the
switching MBFGS-DB with various VFF algorithms for λk and υ = 0.3. The robot
is tracking one feature point of a circular target trajectory moving at ω = 0.90 rad/s.
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Figure 6.40: The error norm (top) and the forgetting factor λk (bottom) for the
RRR manipulator with two eye-to-hand cameras using the switching MBFGS-DB
with various VFF algorithms for λk and υ = 0.3. The forgetting factor λk The robot
is tracking one feature point of a circular target trajectory moving at ω = 0.90 rad/s.
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error for high noise levels so λmax = 0.98 is used for all methods. Due to the small
lower bound of λ used in the DAFF method for the no noise case, the range of
λk ∈ [0.50, 0.98] is employed. For noisy target and EE measurements the switching
criterion is adjusted to υ = 0.5 to avoid divergence. NP-Jacobian approximations are
still utilized for all algorithms. Figure 6.41 and Figure 6.42 show the camera space
view and the task space view respectively. The RMS error and ts are summarized in
Table 6.37.
Table 6.37: The RMS error and the settling time comparison for VFF schemes using
the RRR robot with two eye-to-hand cameras tracking one feature point of a circular
target moving at ω = 0.9 rad/s. The switching criterion υ = 0.5 is used when ±1
2
pixel uniform quantization noise is added to the target and EE feature points.
Scheme
RMS Error RMS Error





1.1783 1.1934 2λk ∈ [0.60, 0.98]
η1 = 0.05
GN-VFF-RLS
1.5366 1.6139 4λk ∈ [0.85, 0.98]
η2 = 0.01
DAFF
1.1979 1.1849 1.5λk ∈ [0.50, 0.98]
τ = 0.1
Alt
1.4056 1.4013 1.5λk = 0.50 or
λk = 0.98
Although the RMS error values of all algorithms in Table 6.37, and as seen on
camera space in Figure 6.41, are not significantly different, the EE motion substan-
tially deviates from the desired target plane in the ±z direction as shown in Figure
233











































































































Figure 6.41: The camera space of the RRR manipulator with two eye-to-hand cameras
tracking one feature point of a circular target trajectory moving at ω = 0.90 rad/s.
Various VFF algorithms for λk are implemented with the switching MBFGS-DB with
υ = 0.5 for which ±1
2





























































































































Figure 6.42: The task space view showing one camera and one target point for clarity
(the other view is similar) for the RRR manipulator with two eye-to-hand cameras
using the switching MBFGS-DB with various VFF algorithms for λk and υ = 0.5. The
robot is tracking one feature point of a circular target trajectory moving at ω = 0.90
rad/s for which ±1
2
pixel uniform quantization noise is added to the target and EE
feature points.
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6.42. However, the image errors fk are in a range of ±1 pixel. This result indicates
that the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm does not amplify the noise since uniform
±1
2
pixel noise is added to both target and EE feature points. The significant z
direction deviation is due to the fact that the two cameras are nearly parallel and
primarily provide information for X-Y plane tracking.
Alternatively, the cameras are re-arranged so their optical axes are perpendicular,
one optical axis is pointed into the z direction and the other one is pointed into the
−x direction, as shown in Figure 6.45. The cameras are located by the homogeneous
matrices in an arrangement similar to [25],
T1 =

1 0 0 0.4453
0 1 0 0.5307
0 0 1 −2





1 0 0 0.4453
0 0 −1 2.5307
0 1 0 0.5




Even though the RMS errors in Table 6.38 are not noticeably improved over Ta-
ble 6.37, the errors in the EE motion in the Cartesian space plane of motion are
significantly minimized as seen in Figure 6.44. More cameras may be added and in-
vestigated to improve tracking error, which is beyond the scope of this study.
The effects of additional system noise
To investigate the effects of system noise, ±1 mm noise is added to the EE location in
addition to±1
2
pixel uniform noise added to the EE and target feature points. Initially
the nearly parallel camera arrangement in (6.2) and (6.3) are used for tracking. A
236

































































































Figure 6.43: The camera space of the RRR manipulator with two eye-to-hand cameras
perpendicularly arranged tracking one feature point of the circular target trajectory
moving at ω = 0.90 rad/s. Various VFF algorithms for λk are implemented into the
switching MBFGS-DB with υ = 0.5 for which ±1
2
pixel uniform quantization noise is






















































































































Figure 6.44: The task space view showing one camera and one target point for clarity
(the camera view is similar) for the RRR manipulator with two eye-to-hand cameras
perpendicularly arranged using the switching MBFGS-DB with various VFF algo-
rithms for λk and υ = 0.5. The robot is tracking one feature point of a circular target
trajectory moving at ω = 0.90 rad/s for which ±1
2
pixel uniform quantization noise
is added to the target and EE feature points.
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Table 6.38: RMS error and the settling time comparison for VFF schemes using
the RRR robot with two eye-to-hand cameras perpendicularly arranged. The target
moves in a circular trajectory with an angular speed of ω = 0.9 rad/s. ±1
2
pixel
uniform quantization noise is added to the target and EE feature points.
Scheme
RMS Error RMS Error





1.0541 1.1502 2.5λk ∈ [0.60, 0.98]
η1 = 0.05
GN-VFF-RLS
1.9373 1.8306 6λk ∈ [0.85, 0.98]
η2 = 0.01
DAFF
1.0538 1.1913 1.8λk ∈ [0.50, 0.98]
τ = 0.1
Alt
1.1297 1.2118 2.6λk = 0.50 or
λk = 0.98
summary of the RMS error and ts is shown in Table 6.39. In comparison with Table
6.37 where only measurement noise is added, there is little affect on RMS error value
and ts. The camera space view is shown in Figure 6.46 while the EE deviates from
the desired target plane shown in Figure 6.47 similar to adding measurement noise
only.
When the perpendicular camera arrangement of (6.15) and (6.16) is also used,
there is a similar improvement as the measurement noise only case. A summary of
the RMS error and ts is in Table 6.40. Only the task space view is shown in Figure
6.48 due to the similarity of results.
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Figure 6.45: A perpendicular camera arrangement where one camera is pointed in
the z direction while the other camera is pointed into the −x direction is used with
the RRR robot for noise compensation.
Conclusion
The switching MBFGS with the DAFF algorithm yields the fastest convergence with
desirable RMS tracking error as compared to the other VFF algorithms when the
±1
2
pixel uniform measurement noise is added to the target and robot feature points
and ±1 mm uniform system noise is added to the EE location. However, with the
nearly-parallel camera arrangement, the EE motion substantially deviates from the
desired target plane for all algorithms. This problem is significantly improved when
the perpendicular camera arrangement is used.
For the nearly parallel camera arrangement, only X-Y plane tracking informa-
tion is available thus the EE considerably deviates in the z direction. Rearranging
the cameras so that their optical axes are perpendicular significantly diminishes EE
deviation in the z direction in the presence of measurement and system noise.
240





































































































Figure 6.46: The camera space of the RRR manipulator with two eye-to-hand cameras
tracking one feature point of a circular target trajectory moving at ω = 0.90 rad/s.
Various VFF algorithms for λk are implemented with the switching MBFGS-DB with
υ = 0.5 for which ±1 mm noise is added to the EE location in addition to ±1
2
pixel



















































































































Figure 6.47: The task space view showing one camera and one target point for clarity
(the other view is similar) for the RRR manipulator with two eye-to-hand cameras
using the switching MBFGS-DB with various VFF algorithms for λk and υ = 0.5.
The robot is tracking one feature point of a circular target trajectory moving at
ω = 0.90 rad/s for which ±1 mm noise is added to the EE location in addition to ±1
2



























































































































Figure 6.48: The task space view showing one camera and one target point for clar-
ity (the camera views are similar) for the RRR manipulator with two eye-to-hand
cameras perpendicularly arranged using the switching MBFGS-DB with various VFF
algorithms for λk and υ = 0.5. The robot is tracking one feature point of a circular
target trajectory moving at ω = 0.90 rad/s for which ±1 mm noise is added to the
EE location in addition to ±1
2
pixel uniform quantization noise added to the target
and EE feature points.
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Table 6.39: The RMS error and the settling time comparison for VFF schemes using
the RRR robot with two eye-to-hand cameras tracking one feature point of a circular
target moving at ω = 0.9 rad/s. The switching criterion υ = 0.5 is used when ±1
mm noise is added to the EE location in addition to ±1
2
pixel uniform quantization
noise added to the target and EE feature points.
Scheme
RMS Error RMS Error





1.1790 1.1541 1.5λk ∈ [0.60, 0.98]
η1 = 0.05
GN-VFF-RLS
1.3218 1.2722 3.5λk ∈ [0.85, 0.98]
η2 = 0.01
DAFF
1.0925 1.0802 1.5λk ∈ [0.50, 0.98]
τ = 0.1
Alt
1.2788 1.3244 1λk = 0.50 or
λk = 0.98
6.5.2.2 The PUMA 560 Robot
Circular Trajectory
The PUMA 560 with one eye-in-hand camera tracks four feature points moving in
the circular path as described in Section 6.5.1. The parameters listed in Table 6.35
are used for each VFF algorithm.
The testing setup is similar to Section 6.3.4 is used where the target consists
of four feature points at the vertices of a 50 mm square. The starting robot joint
angles are θ0 = [15.73
◦, 132.5◦,−135.6◦,−4.27◦,−108.75◦, 14.27◦]T for all tests in this
section. To make the end-effector and target trajectories visually distinct they are
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Table 6.40: The RMS error and the settling time comparison for VFF schemes using
the RRR robot with two eye-to-hand cameras tracking one feature point of a circular
target moving at ω = 0.9 rad/s. The switching criterion υ = 0.5 is used when ±1
mm noise is added to the EE location in addition to ±1
2
pixel uniform quantization
noise added to the target and EE feature points.
Scheme
RMS Error RMS Error





1.0480 1.1592 2.5λk ∈ [0.60, 0.98]
η1 = 0.05
GN-VFF-RLS
1.0262 1.4081 5λk ∈ [0.85, 0.98]
η2 = 0.01
DAFF
1.00417 1.0737 2λk ∈ [0.50, 0.98]
τ = 0.1
Alt
1.0542 1.1084 1.6λk = 0.50 or
λk = 0.98
offset by a constant vector [−393.7, 19.9, 142]T mm. The end-effector camera has a
10 mm focal length and is coincident with the final frame of the robot. The sampling
time is ht = 50 ms. The initial Jacobian is estimated by successively perturbing each
joint by a small angle.
The camera space view, the task space view, and the RMS error norm are plotted
in Figure 6.49, Figure 6.50, and Figure 6.51 respectively. λk is also shown in Figure
6.51. The RMS error and ts are summarized in Table 6.41.
From Table 6.41 all methods offer approximately the same RMS error and ts for
circular trajectory tracking when no noise is added to the target feature points.
To study how each algorithm deals with faster tracking, the target speed is doubled
245



































































Figure 6.49: The camera space of the PUMA 560 manipulator with the eye-in-hand
camera tracking four feature points of the circular target trajectory moving at ω =
0.45 rad/s. VFF algorithms for λk calculation are implemented into the switching






























































































































Figure 6.50: The task space view showing one camera and one target point for clarity
(the other views are similar) of the PUMA 560 manipulator with the eye-in-hand
camera tracking four feature points of the circular target trajectory moving at ω =
0.45 rad/s. VFF algorithms for λk calculation are implemented into the switching
MBFGS-DB with υ = 0.3. No additional noise is added.
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Figure 6.51: The error norm of the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand
camera tracking four feature points of the circular target trajectory moving at ω =
0.45 rad/s. VFF algorithms for λk calculation are implemented into the switching
MBFGS-DB with υ = 0.3. No additional noise is added.
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Table 6.41: The RMS error and the settling time comparison for VFF schemes using
the PUMA 560 robot with an eye-in-hand camera tracking four feature points of a
circular target moving at ω = 0.45 rad/s. The switching criterion is υ = 0.3 and no
additional noise is added.





1.0587 1.4λk ∈ [0.60, 0.95]
η1 = 0.05
GN-VFF-RLS
1.0645 3λk ∈ [0.85, 0.95]
η2 = 0.01
DAFF
1.1868 1.4λk ∈ [0.20, 0.95]
τ = 0.1
Alt
0.9864 1.5λk = 0.50 or
λk = 0.90
to, ω = 0.9 rad/s. The RMS tracking error and ts are summarized in Table 6.42.
Table 6.42: The RMS error and the settling time comparison for VFF schemes using
the PUMA 560 robot with an eye-in-hand camera tracking four feature points of
a circular target moving at a faster angular speed ω = 0.9 rad/s. The switching
criterion is υ = 0.3 and no additional noise is added.







Although the performance of these algorithms are similar, the DAFF method gives
the smallest RMS error and settling time.
The effects of measurement noise
Uniform quantization noise of ±1 pixel is added to the target feature points requir-
ing that the parameters in Table 6.35 are updated to those in Table 6.43 to avoid
divergence. The total added noise in the RRR case is ±1 pixel (±1
2
pixel added to
target and EE feature points). Since for the eye-in-hand case noise can only added
to the target feature points, ±1 pixel is added. The switching criterion υ = 0.5 is
used for all algorithms. However, the GN-VFF-RLS algorithm diverges for all ranges
of λ tested so it is not included. The camera space view, the task space view, and
the RMS error with λk plots are shown in Figure 6.52, Figure 6.53, and Figure 6.54
respectively. The RMS error and ts is summarized in Table 6.43.
Table 6.43: The RMS error and the settling time comparison for VFF schemes using
the PUMA 560 robot with an eye-in-hand camera tracking four feature points of a
circular target moving at the angular speed ω = 0.45 rad/s. The switching criterion
is υ = 0.5. Uniform quantization noise of ±1 pixel is added to the target feature
points.





18.9683 3λk ∈ [0.90, 0.98]
η1 = 0.05
DAFF
3.5424 2λk ∈ [0.85, 1]
τ = 0.1
Alt
4.5215 2λk = 0.70 or
λk = 0.98
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Figure 6.52: The camera space of the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand
camera tracking four feature points of the circular target trajectory moving at ω =
0.45 rad/s. Various VFF algorithms for λk calculation are implemented into the
switching MBFGS-DB with υ = 0.5. Uniform quantization noise of ±1 pixel is added
to the target feature points.
The DAFF and the Alt algorithms generate similar results as seen on Figure 6.52
and Figure 6.53. From Figure 6.54 the calculated λk values are similar though the
DAFF algorithm yields more variation of λk with respect to the image error norm
‖fk‖. For the eye-in-hand case the image error of each feature point fk varies within
±5 pixels which is greater than expected. This indicates that the eye-in-hand case is
more sensitive to noise disturbance as compared to the eye-to-hand cameras, possibly





































































































Figure 6.53: The task space view showing one target point for clarity (the others
are similar) for the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand camera using the
switching MBFGS-DB with various VFF algorithms for λk calculation and υ = 0.5.
The robot is tracking four feature points of a circular target trajectory moving at
ω = 0.45 rad/s. Uniform quantization noise of ±1 pixel is added to the target feature
points.
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Figure 6.54: The error norm (top) and the forgetting factor λk (bottom) for the
PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand camera using the switching MBFGS-
DB with various VFF algorithms for λk and υ = 0.5. The robot is tracking four
feature points of a circular target trajectory moving at ω = 0.45 rad/s. Uniform
quantization noise of ±1 pixel is added to the target feature points.
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motion of the EE is more accurate in term of maintaining the EE within the desired
target plane.
A multiple camera case is also investigated for noise compensation. However, it is
not feasible to arrange two eye-in-hand cameras perpendicular to one another. Con-
sequently two nearly-parallel eye-in-hand cameras are used. Although a study of the
number of cameras and arrangements on affecting tracking performance are beyond
the focus of this research, a brief study of two eye-to-hand cameras is investigated.
Two eye-in-hand cameras
Two eye-in-hand cameras are used with the PUMA 560 robot. Each camera tracking
four feature points of a circular target trajectory moving at ω = 0.45 rad/s. The
cameras are placed ±150 mm from the origin along the x axis of the EE frame. The
optical axes are tilted by ±10◦ about the y axis of the EE frame. The switching
MBFGS-DB with various VFF algorithms is tested with uniform quantization noise
of ±1 pixel added to the target feature points. The RMS error and ts are summarized
in Table 6.44 whereas the task space views showing one camera and one target point
are shown in Figure 6.55. The switching criterion is υ = 0.5 for all tests.
The DAFF and the Alt give similar performances that are better than the other
algorithms. One interesting observation is that although the RMS value of the VS-
ARLS algorithm in Table 6.44 is not much higher than the DAFF or the Alt results,
the EE motion does not follow the desired trajectory as seen in Figure 6.55b. Even
though the DAFF and the Alt algorithms using two eye-in-hand cameras gives a
small RMS value improvement over one eye-in-hand case (Table 6.43), they provide
smoother tracking as shown in Figure 6.56.
Square Trajectory
A more difficult square trajectory is used to evaluate each VFF scheme for corner

































































































Figure 6.55: The task space view showing one target point for clarity (the others
are similar) for the PUMA 560 manipulator with two eye-in-hand cameras using the
switching MBFGS-DB with various VFF algorithms for λk and υ = 0.5. Each camera
is tracking four feature points of a circular target trajectory moving at ω = 0.45 rad/s.
Uniform quantization noise of ±1 pixel is added to the target feature points.
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(a) DAFF - Two Cameras


















(b) DAFF - One Camera


















(c) Alt - Two Cameras


















(d) Alt - One Camera
Figure 6.56: The task space in YZ view showing one target point comparison between
the one and two eye-in-hand cameras used for the PUMA 560 manipulator using the
switching MBFGS-DB with the DAFF and Alt algorithms (υ = 0.5) with uniform
quantization noise of ±1 pixel added to the target feature points. Each camera is
tracking four feature points of a circular target trajectory moving at ω = 0.45 rad/s.
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Table 6.44: The RMS error and the settling time comparison for VFF schemes using
the PUMA 560 robot with two eye-in-hand cameras, each tracking four feature points
of a circular target moving at the angular speed ω = 0.45 rad/s. The switching
criterion υ = 0.5. Uniform quantization noise of ±1 pixel is added to the target
feature points.
Scheme
RMS Error RMS Error ts






4.9379 5.0554 5λk ∈ [0.90, 0.98]
η1 = 0.05
DAFF
3.0144 2.8989 2λk ∈ [0.85, 1]
τ = 0.1
Alt
3.0777 2.9405 2λk = 0.70 or
λk = 0.98
The trajectory follows a 200 mm square at 50 mm/s. The target starts from the
upper left corner and moves clockwise on the Y-Z plane. One eye-in-hand camera is
used.
No noise added
The parameter values in Table 6.35 are used for each VFF algorithm. The task space
view showing one target point and the image error norm with a plot of λk are shown
in Figure 6.57 and Figure 6.58 respectively. The RMS tracking error and the settling
time ts are given in Table 6.45. The switching criterion υ = 0.3 is used for all tests.
The error norm plots in Figure 6.58 show that the feature points converge to the
desired locations and are perturbed as the target turns the corners. Along the sides of
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the square trajectory the system exhibits a steady-state convergence. This phenomena
is due to the nature of the Broyden estimator that only updates the Jacobian in the
“direction” of the trajectory. Therefore, the current Jacobian Ĵk cannot adequately
describe the system where a discontinuity occurs until additional path information
is received. In this situation, the forgetting factor λk should be reduced so that the
current Jacobian (and the Hessian) calculation relies more on current information
rather than averaging a number of past values. Once steady-state tracking along the
edges is recovered, the forgetting factor λk is expected to restore its previous value for
steady-state tracking. Only the DAFF method yields the expected behavior of λk as
shown in Figure 6.58d and results in the lowest RMS values of the average transient
errors occurring at each corner as shown in Figure 6.57. Furthermore, the DAFF
algorithm has an RMS steady-state error (the linear path along the square sides) and
ts similar to the FFF and the Alt algorithms which is better than the VS-ARLS and
the GN-VFF-RLS.
The effects of additional system noise
To investigate the effects of system noise, ±1 mm uniform quantization noise is added
to the EE location in addition to ±1 pixel uniform quantization noise added to the
target feature points.
From Table 6.46 the DAFF algorithm gives the best RMS tracking error and the
settling time. Though other algorithms yield similar EE trajectories, the settling
times are much longer. The DAFF and the Alt algorithms also yield the best re-
peatability of convergence. The eye-in-hand camera appears sensitive to noise. The
average image error fk of each feature point oscillates within ±5 pixels even though
only ±1 pixel uniform noise is added to the target features. The oscillation fk range
appears to be approximately the same with uniform quantization ±1 mm noise added
to the EE location in addition to uniform quantization noise of ±1 pixel added to the
258




































































































Figure 6.57: The task space view showing one target point for clarity (the others
are similar) for the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand camera using the
switching MBFGS-DB with various VFF algorithms for λk and υ = 0.3. The robot is
tracking four feature points of a square target trajectory moving at a speed 50 mm/s.
No additional noise is added.
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Figure 6.58: The error norm (top) and the forgetting factor λk (bottom) for the
PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand camera using the switching MBFGS-
DB with various VFF algorithms for λk and υ = 0.3. The robot is tracking four
feature points of a square target trajectory moving at a speed 50 mm/s. No noise is
added.
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Figure 6.59: The task space view showing one target point for clarity (the others
are similar) for the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand camera using the
switching MBFGS-DB with various VFF algorithms for λk and υ = 0.3. The robot is
tracking four feature points of a square target trajectory moving at a speed 50 mm/s.
±1 mm uniform quantization noise is added to the EE location in addition to uniform
quantization noise of ±1 pixel added to the target feature points.
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Figure 6.60: The error norm (top) and the forgetting factor λk (bottom) for the
PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand camera using the switching MBFGS-DB
with various VFF algorithms for λk and υ = 0.3. The robot is tracking four feature
points of a square target trajectory moving at a speed 50 mm/s. ±1 mm uniform
quantization noise is added to the EE location in addition to uniform quantization
noise of ±1 pixel added to the target feature points.
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Table 6.45: The RMS error and the settling time comparison for various VFF schemes
using the PUMA 560 robot with an eye-in-hand camera tracking four feature points
of a square target moving at the speed 50 mm/s. The switching criterion υ = 0.3.
No additional noise is added.
Scheme
RMS Error RMS Error ts








2λk ∈ [0.60, 0.95]
η1 = 0.05
GN-VFF-RLS
1.3779 48.5655 3λk ∈ [0.85, 0.95]
η2 = 0.01
DAFF
0.8075 33.2126 1.5λk ∈ [0.2, 0.95]
τ = 0.1
Alt
0.5176 43.7836 1.5λk = 0.50 or
λk = 0.90
target feature points. As a result, the two eye-in-hand camera case is investigated.
Two eye-in-hand cameras
Since the DAFF and Alt algorithms yield the fastest convergence time with similar
RMS errors compared to the other algorithms in Table 6.46, only the DAFF and Alt
schemes are used for the two eye-in-hand camera case. Uniform quantization ±1 mm
noise is added to the EE location in additional to uniform quantization noise of ±1
pixel added to the target feature points. Table 6.47 summaries the RMS error and
ts. Figure 6.61 shows the task space view, the average error norm, and the λk of the
DAFF and the Alt algorithms.





































































































Figure 6.61: The task space view showing one camera and one target point (left
column), the error norm and λk (right column) of the PUMA 560 manipulator with
two eye-in-hand cameras using the switching MBFGS-DB with the DAFF and the Alt
algorithms with υ = 0.3. Each camera tracks four feature points of a square target
trajectory moving at a speed 50 mm/s. Uniform quantization ±1 mm noise is added
to the EE location in addition to uniform quantization noise of ±1 pixel added to the
target feature points.
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Table 6.46: The RMS error and the settling time comparison of various VFF schemes
using the PUMA 560 robot with an eye-in-hand camera tracking four feature points
of a square target moving at the speed 50 mm/s. The switching criterion υ = 0.3 is
used with ±1 mm uniform quantization noise added to the EE location in addition









3.6644 5λk ∈ [0.95, 0.98]
η1 = 0.05
GN-VFF-RLS
3.5796 5λk ∈ [0.95, 0.98]
η2 = 0.01
DAFF
3.7950 2.5λk ∈ [0.85, 1]
τ = 0.1
Alt
4.6922 2.5λk = 0.70 or
λk = 0.98
The EE motion of two eye-in-hand camera case in Figure 6.60 provides a smoother
trajectory as compared to the one eye-in-hand camera case in Figure 6.59.
6.5.3 Comparison between the settling time ts vs. the cycle time tcyc
In comparison of the settling time ts and the cycle time tcyc required to complete one
cycle of each trajectory, a summary of these quantities are shown in Table 6.48 for
different trajectories and target speeds. Since the sampling time T = 25 ms is required
to achieve tracking a fast cycloidal trajectory in (6.6), to confine the difference to only
target speeds T = 25 ms is used for all tests. The switching MBFGS-DB with DAFF
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Table 6.47: The RMS error and the settling time comparison of the DAFF and the
Alt schemes using the PUMA 560 robot with two eye-in-hand cameras, each tracking
four feature points of a square target moving at a speed 50 mm/s. The switching
criterion is υ = 0.3.Uniform quantization ±1 mm noise is added to the EE location in
addition to uniform quantization noise of ±1 pixel added to the target feature points.
Scheme
RMS Error RMS Error ts
Camera 1 Camera 2 (sec)
(pixels) (pixels)
DAFF
3.2880 3.0011 2λk ∈ [0.85, 1]
τ = 0.1
Alt
3.6061 3.2723 2λk = 0.70 or
λk = 0.98
scheme is used with υ = 0.3 for all cases except the fast cycloidal trajectory in (6.6)
which uses υ = 1.3 to avoid divergence.
The settling time ts is nearly constant for a variety of target speeds and trajecto-
ries. Though visual guided servoing is a nonlinear system, the robot joint angles θk
are solved by the Jacobian Ĵk and the Hessian Ĥk that are approximated using an
affine model of the system. Thus this system can be somewhat described as a linear
dynamic system in which the homogeneous solution is dependent on physical proper-
ties of the system, while the particular solution is based on system inputs. Since the
homogeneous solution determines the transient behavior the settling time ts remains
nearly constant.
6.5.4 Conclusion
The RRR robot with two eye-to-hand cameras, and the PUMA 560 with one and
two eye-in-hand cameras are used to evaluate tracking performance of the switching
MBFGS-DB with a variety of VFF methods for adaptively calculating λk. For the
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Table 6.48: The cycle time (tcyc) and the settling time (ts) comparison of the switching
MBFGS-DB with DAFF method for tracking various trajectories with varying target




ω = 0.01 628.3185 0.8
ω = 0.05 125.6637 0.7
ω = 0.15 41.8879 0.8
Circle ω = 0.45 13.9626 0.8
υ = 0.3 ω = 0.90 6.9813 0.8
ω = 1.35 4.6542 0.6
ω = 1.80 3.4907 0.8
Cycloid (slow) ω = 1 6.2832 1
υ = 0.3 ω = 2 3.1416 1.3
Cycloid (fast)
ω = 3 2.0944 2
υ = 1.3
v = 10 (mm/s) 80 0.8
v = 50 (mm/s) 16 0.7
Square v = 100 (mm/s) 8 1
υ = 0.3 v = 150 (mm/s) 5.3333 0.6
v = 300 (mm/s) 2.6667 1
RRR robot case, the DAFF algorithm provides the fastest convergence with the small-
est RMS error tracking for most cases. However, tracking performance is degraded in
the presence of measurement and system noise. The EE motion in Cartesian space
significantly deviates out of the desired target plane though the RMS errors on the
image space are not substantial. This problem can be improved if the cameras are
rearranged so that both X-Y and Y-Z tracking planes can be seen by each camera.
The DAFF and Alt algorithms yield similar results that outperform other VFF
algorithms for the PUMA 560 robot with an eye-in-hand camera tracking four feature
points of a circular trajectory. DAFF offers slightly lower RMS errors and settling
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times, especially for a faster angular speed and in the presence of added noise. How-
ever, the eye-in-hand PUMA 560 is more sensitive to noise than the RRR robot with
the two eye-to-hand cameras. A brief study using two eye-in-hand cameras shows a
potential for improving noise compensation with smoother EE motion.
For the square trajectory, the DAFF algorithm also offers better RMS errors and
settling times as compared to other VFF algorithms. In addition, it provides a smaller
RMS transient error due to velocity discontinuities at the corners. In the presence of
measurement and system noise, the DAFF algorithm yields a better RMS tracking
error as compared to the Alt method. The two eye-in-hand cameras also help improve
the RMS error while generating a smoother EE motion in the task space.
6.6 Performance Evaluation of the Switching MBFGS-DB
with various VFF algorithm and with/without LMA
Even though the LMA shows insignificant improvement over the switching MBFGS-
DB without the LMA in Section 6.4, those cases only use a fixed forgetting fac-
tor without noise. The DAFF and the Alt algorithms are used with the switching
MBFGS-DB and adaptive λk schemes to test the LMA in the presence of noise. Since
the DGN-PBM algorithm uses the FFF originally, the FFF is also used with the
MBFGS-DB to evaluate the LMA.
In this section the same PUMA 560 robot with an eye-in-hand camera is used
for tracking the cycloidal trajectory in (6.5) with uniform quantization noise of ±1
pixel added to the target feature points. The starting robot joint angles are θ0 =
[15.73◦, 132.5◦,−135.6◦,−4.27◦,−108.75◦, 14.27◦]T for all tests. Due to the trajectory
complexity, using a 6 degrees-of-freedom robot, and using one eye-in-hand camera,
this is the most difficult case, especially in the presence of the measurement noise. A
sampling time T = 15 ms is used to facilitate convergence. The switching criterion
υ = 0.3, the range of λk ∈ [0.85, 1], and τ = 0.1 are used for the switching MBFGS-
DB with the DAFF algorithm whereas λk is alternated between λlow = 0.7 and
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λhigh = 0.98 for the Alt algorithm and λ = 0.98 is applied for the FFF algorithm.
For convenience the switching MBFGS-DB with the DAFF, the FFF, or the Alt
algorithms are referred as the MBFGS-DB-DAFF, MBFGS-DB-FFF, and MBFGS-
DB-Alt algorithms respectively. To validate the feasibility of the switching MBFGS,
the DGN-PBM is also implemented with the DAFF, FFF, and Alt to calculate λk.
Table 6.49: The RMS error and the settling time comparison of the switching MBFGS-
DB algorithm with/without LMA and a variety of the VFF algorithms. The PUMA
560 robot with an eye-in-hand camera is used for tracking four feature points of a
cycloidal target. The switching criterion υ = 0.3 is used with uniform quantization





FFF Yes 5.2830 3
λk = 0.98 No 4.2146 3
DAFF Yes 2.9022 1
λk ∈ [0.85, 1] No 2.5548 1.2
τ = 0.1
Alt Yes 3.3687 1
λk = 0.70 or No 5.2643 3
λk = 0.98
Table 6.49 and Table 6.50 show summaries of the RMS tracking error and the
settling ts for the switching MBFGS-DB and the DGN-PBM with various VFF al-
gorithms and with/without the LMA respectively. For the switching MBFGS-DB
algorithm the DAFF without the LMA gives the best RMS tracking error and the
settling time as shown in Table 6.49. Although the EE trajectories in the camera space
are similar for all algorithms in which the EE initially moves away from the desired
target, the EE motion of the DAFF algorithm with/without LMA gives a smaller
deviation from the desired target points as seen in Figure 6.62. The EE motion in
the task space of the DAFF with/without LMA is similar to the Alt with/without
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(b) FFF No LMA



































(d) DAFF No LMA





























(f) Alt No LMA
Figure 6.62: The camera space of the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand
camera using the switching MBFGS-DB with various VFF algorithms implemented
with the LMA (left column) and without the LMA (right column). The robot is
tracking four feature points of a cycloidal trajectory. Uniform quantization noise of
±1 pixel is added to the target feature points.
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(f) Alt No LMA
Figure 6.63: The task space view showing one target point for clarity (the others
are similar) for the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand camera using the
switching MBFGS-DB with various VFF algorithms implemented with the LMA (left
column) and without the LMA (right column). The robot is tracking four feature
points of a cycloidal trajectory. Uniform quantization noise of ±1 pixel is added to
the target feature points.
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(b) FFF No LMA























































(d) DAFF No LMA























































(f) Alt No LMA
Figure 6.64: The error norm and λk plots of the PUMA 560 manipulator with an
eye-in-hand camera using the switching MBFGS-DB for various VFF algorithms im-
plemented with the LMA (left column) and without the LMA (right column). The
robot is tracking four feature points of a cycloidal target trajectory. Uniform quanti-
zation noise of ±1 pixel is added to the target feature points.
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(b) FFF No LMA

























(d) DAFF No LMA
























(f) Alt No LMA
Figure 6.65: The camera space of the PUMA 560 manipulator with the eye-in-hand
camera using the DGN-PBM for various VFF algorithms implemented with the LMA
(left column) and without the LMA (right column). The robot is tracking four feature
points of a cycloidal trajectory. Uniform quantization noise of ±1 pixel is added to


























































































(d) DAFF No LMA
−0.1 0 0.1











































(f) Alt No LMA
Figure 6.66: The task space view showing one target point for clarity (the others
are similar) for the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand camera using the
DGN-PBM for various VFF algorithms implemented with the LMA (left column)
and without the LMA (right column). The robot is tracking four feature points of a
cycloidal trajectory. Uniform quantization noise of ±1 pixel is added to the target
feature points.
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(b) FFF No LMA

























































(d) DAFF No LMA























































(f) Alt No LMA
Figure 6.67: The error norm and λk plots of the PUMA 560 manipulator with an eye-
in-hand camera using the DGN-PBM for various VFF algorithms implemented with
the LMA (left column) and without the LMA (right column). The robot is tracking
four feature points of a cycloidal target trajectory. Uniform quantization noise of ±1
pixel is added to the target feature points.
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Table 6.50: The RMS error and the settling time comparison of the DGN-PBM
algorithm with/without LMA and a variety of the VFF algorithms. The PUMA 560
robot with an eye-in-hand camera is used for tracking four feature points of a cycloidal
target. The switching criterion υ = 0.3 is used with uniform quantization noise of ±1





FFF Yes 9.6868 12
λk = 0.98 No 4.0848 3
DAFF Yes 2.6756 1.5
λk ∈ [0.85, 1] No 3.1855 1.2
τ = 0.1
Alt Yes 4.9357 1
λk = 0.70 or No 3.8042 3
λk = 0.98
LMA. However, Figure 6.63 shows that the DAFF without LMA yields the most di-
rect path from the initial robot position to reach the desired trajectory and is best
able to follow the target. The λk calculated from the DAFF algorithm is adaptively
changed with respect to the error norm ‖fk‖ but the DAFF without LMA is more
sensitive to ‖fk‖ compared to the LMA as shown in Figure 6.64.
For the DGN-PBM algorithm with various VFF algorithms the EE trajectories
as seen in the camera space move significantly away from the target, shown in Figure
6.65, compared to the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm. The DGN-PBM with FFF
algorithm with/without LMA yields an undesirable motion of the EE moving from
its initial position to the desired target. Though the Alt without LMA gives better
tracking on the Y-Z plane, its motion from the initial robot configuration is not as
direct as the DAFF with/without LMA as seen on Figure 6.66. Figure 6.67 shows the
average error norm and the λk plot of various VFF algorithms with/without LMA
that are similar to the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm. The DAFF without LMA
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yields λk that is more sensitive the image error norm ‖fk‖ than with the LMA.
6.6.1 Conclusion
For all VFF algorithms, both the MBFGS-DB and the DGN-PBM without LMA offers
better EE trajectory than the LMA. The DAFF algorithm offers the best performance
for both the switch MBFGS-DB and the DGN-PBM algorithms and the LMA has
little effect on the performance of DAFF. Overall, the LMA algorithm only marginally
improves tracking performance of a complex trajectory in the presence of noise.
To improve noise compensation more cameras can be added similar to Section
6.5.2.2. An alternative is to combine an eye-to-hand with an eye-in-hand camera,
which is beyond scope of this study.
6.7 Summary
This chapter simulates the proposed switching algorithms with VFF schemes for
large residual tracking. They are also studied with and without implementation of
the LMA for avoiding ill-conditioning of the Hessian approximation. A summary of
the algorithms proposed to improve on the dynamic quasi-Gauss Newton algorithms
is presented in Table 6.1.
The objective is to establish a basic understanding of the proposed algorithms to
improve tracking performance. They are compared with the original DBM-RLS and
the DGN-PBM algorithms using a fixed forgetting factor. Although only a represen-
tative number of simulations are tested, they reveal the potential of the presented
switching schemes with VFF to improving tracking performance with a variety of
manipulator DOF, camera configurations, and trajectories.
Section 6.1 presents overviews of the organization of this chapter. A summary
of the robot systems, the camera systems, and assumptions used for simulations are
reviewed in Section 6.2.
In Section 6.3 a 3 DOF and a 6 DOF robot with a variety target trajectories
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are used for large residual tracking. The proposed residual Ŝk approximations are
reviewed in Figure 6.4. In this section the effect of noise is deferred and a fixed
forgetting factor λ is used.
For RRR robot with two eye-to-hand cameras tracking a circular trajectory target,
the switching DFN-BFGS-DB and the MBFGS-DB algorithms are the most effective
methods. The results are further improved if the NP-Jacobian approximation is
utilized. A heuristic selection of the switching criterion υ demonstrates better RMS
tracking error and settling time as compared to other existing algorithms (Scheme 1
and 2).
Then a Puma 560 manipulator with an eye-in-hand camera tracking is used with
a variety of target trajectories. For a circular trajectory with the fastest angular
speed the switching DFN-BFGS-DB and MBFGS-DB outperform the other switching
algorithms. However, the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm yields the smallest RMS
error with better stability. For the helical trajectory, the switching MBFGS-DB
algorithm provides the best result for the fastest speed.
In Section 6.4 the switching algorithms are implemented with the LMA but with
a fixed λ and no noise. First, the RRR robot with two eye-to-hand cameras tracking
a circular trajectory are used for simulations. Generally, without LMA yields faster
convergence but higher RMS errors for all switching algorithms. For various starting
robot locations, including LMA only shows slightly improvement.
Second, for the PUMA 560 robot using an eye-in-hand camera tracking a circular
trajectory all switching algorithms with LMA yield slightly faster convergence with a
trade-off of slightly increased RMS errors. For different robot starting positions and
trajectories, the LMA only marginally improves on convergence and tracking stability
for a more complex cycloidal trajectory.
In Section 6.5 different VFF algorithms implemented with the switching algo-
rithms are investigated.
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For the RRR robot with a circular trajectory in the presence of noise, the switching
MBFGS with the DAFF algorithm yields the fastest convergence and RMS tracking
errors. However, the EE motion substantially deviates from the target plane for all
algorithms. Alternatively, a perpendicular camera arrangement discussed in Section
6.5 significantly minimizes the out of plane the EE motions.
For the PUMA 560 robot with a circular trajectory the DAFF offers slightly better
RMS error and ts, especially for a faster angular speed and in the presence of noise.
For a square trajectory, the DAFF algorithm gives the best RMS steady-state and
RMS transient tracking errors as the target turns the corners resulted in the velocity
discontinuities. In the presence of noise, the DAFF algorithm consistently offers the
best RMS tracking error. A brief study of using two eye-in-hand cameras shows
a potential for slightly improving RMS errors and smoother EE trajectories in the
presence of measurement and system noise.
In Section 6.6 presents the effect of the LMA implemented with the switching
MBFGS and the DGN-PBM for various VFF algorithms using the PUMA 560 robot
tracking a complex cycloidal trajectory. In the presence of noise, the DAFF algorithm
gives the most desirable performance when implemented with either the switching
MBFGS-DB or the DGN-PBM algorithm in regardless of LMA inclusion. For all
cases, the switching MBFGS-DB-DAFF without the LMA generates the smallest
RMS error and the fastest convergence. The LMA algorithm only marginally improves
tracking performance of a complex trajectory with the presence of noise. A similar
two eye-in-hand cameras may be used for noise compensation.
6.7.1 Conclusion
Considering the various robot degrees-of-freedom, camera configurations, trajectories,
and target speeds the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm with the DAFF method for
adaptively calculating λk most consistently outperforms the other proposed switching
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and VFF algorithms. As compared to the original DGN-PBM algorithm with a
fixed forgetting factor, the switching MBFGS-DAFF algorithm improves tracking
performance for large residual problems while the DAFF algorithm significantly offers
better tracking accuracy with fast convergence, especially in the presence of noise.
Although the LMA seems to marginally improve tracking performance in the presence
of noise, this is only a limited case being studied and a more thoroughly investigation
should be pursued. Multiple cameras and camera arrangements significantly improve
tracking performance, especially in the presence of noise. These simulation results
indicate the effectiveness of the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm with the DAFF





This study investigates visual servoing with adaptive forgetting factor algorithms
for large residual problems. Various novel residual approximations are introduced,
namely the dynamic BFGS (DBFGS), the modified BFGS (MBFGS), and the dy-
namic full Newton method with BFGS (DFN-BFGS) algorithms. Since residual ap-
proximation is utilized only when a large error occurs, or a switching algorithm
is introduced that is a combination of the (full) Newton method and the dynamic
quasi-Gauss-Newton algorithm in [57, 59]. Unlike other approaches in [17, 49], the
algorithm includes or excludes the residual approximation based on a heuristically
selected switching criterion υ.
The switching algorithm performance is dependent on a proper selection of a for-
getting factor λk. Consequently, a novel adaptive forgetting factor called the Dynamic
Adaptive Forgetting Factor (DAFF) is developed which is a heuristic approach to ap-
proximate λk with respect to the image error norm ‖fk‖. Compared to a number
of existing Variable Forgetting Factor (VFF) algorithms from adaptive filtering area,
the DAFF method is shown to consistently provide the best RMS tracking errors and
convergence times in the presence of noise.
For a variety of robot DOF, camera systems, and trajectories investigated in
simulation, the switching MBFGS-DB with DAFF algorithm is shown to offer superior




This study built on the work by Piepmeier et al. [57, 59], Fu et al. [25], and Hao et al.
[29]. Piepmeier et al. introduced dynamic quasi-Gauss-Newton algorithms with two
implementations, with or without partitioning for Broyden’s method (the DBM-RLS
and the DGN-PBM algorithms respectively), that are shown to provide stable and
convergent tracking in uncalibrated visual servoing. However, they are limited to
only the zero- or small-residual cases where the Gauss-Newton method is applicable.
Consequently, Fu et al. introduce a residual approximation integrated with the DGN-
PBM algorithm with a trust region and the LMA to track a static target for large
residual problems. This work pointed the way to the development of the MBFGS
and DBFGS residual approximations. Hao et al. propose an algorithm to adaptively
calculate λk to be integrated with the DGN-PBM algorithm. Simulation results
show a potential to improve tracking performance motivating the DAFF method
development. While the proposed algorithm relates to the aforementioned work, the
switching MBFGS-DB with DAFF algorithm is distinct from that work due to the
following attributes:
• The switching MBFGS-DB with DAFF algorithm is provides stable uncali-
brated visual servoing tracking for large residual problems with a moving target
that had not been previously addressed.
• The DAFF algorithm effectively adapts λk with respect to the image error norm
‖fk‖ and results in significant RMS error improvement in the presence of noise
for large residual problems.
In addition this thesis make the specific contributions that differentiate it from
the previous work:
1. A theoretical development of the DBFGS and the MBFGS algorithms to recur-
sively approximate residual Ŝk term.
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• The implementation of the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) al-
gorithm to approximate the residual Ŝk with a dynamic quasi-Gauss-Newton
method resulted in the DFN-BFGS algorithm for large residual problems.
• The the DBFGS and the MBFGS methods for approximating the residual
Ŝk are derived.
• Convergence analysis of the MBFGS in analogy to the BFGS algorithm in
[8] is presented.
2. A fundamental basis for applying a switching algorithm for large residual track-
ing problems.
• A switching method combining a residual Ŝk approximation with the dy-
namic quasi-Gauss-Newton algorithms with or without partitioning for
Broyden’s method is developed. To determine a proper switching mecha-
nism, a switching criterion is heuristically selected.
• Various switching algorithms including the switching MBFGS-DB, the
switching DFN-BFGS-DB, and the switching DBFGS-DB algorithms are
investigated.
• Implementations of Scheme 1 and Scheme 2, alternatively combining the
dynamic quasi-Newton and dynamic quasi-Gauss-Newton methods, for
large residual problems are investigated.
• Implementation of the residual approximation presented in NL2SOL [17,
25] with the proposed switching method (the switching Fu-DB) for large
residual tracking problem is studied.
3. A fundamental development of the novel DAFF algorithm to adaptively calcu-
late λk
• A novel DAFF method to heuristically select λk is developed.
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• Implementation of the VS-ARLS, the GN-VFF-RLS, and the VFF algo-
rithms (originally presented in an adaptive filtering context) with the pro-
posed switching algorithms are investigated for large residual problems.
4. Simulation validation of the proposed switching algorithms with DAFF method
• The switching MBFGS-DB algorithm is found to effectively improve RMS
tracking error and settling time ts compared to the DBM-RLS and the
DGN-PBM algorithms originally applied with a fixed forgetting factor for
large residual problems.
• Implementation of the LMA with the various switching algorithms and
VFF schemes shows only little improvement.
• The DAFF method is found to outperform the other existing VFF algo-
rithms in the presence of noise by offering the best RMS tracking errors,
convergence times, and stability.
To put the above contributions into context, a summary of this thesis is presented
in Section 7.2.
7.2 Summary
Chapter 1 discusses the motivation that leads to the objective of this research, the
literature review of uncalibrated visual servoing, and organization of this study.
Chapter 2 reviews the theoretical background of Newton and quasi-Newton meth-
ods for solving unconstrained optimization problems. Since in this study visual ser-
voing is formulated as a data driven nonlinear optimization problem, a quasi-Newton
method is used for finding a solution. A variety of Newton and quasi-Newton methods
and techniques are used to improve various difficulties present in the methods.
Chapter 3 presents a dynamic Broyden’s method to estimate a compound Jaco-
bian proposed by Piepmeier et al. [57, 59, 60]. The important contribution of these
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algorithms is their novel development of an uncalibrated visual servoing algorithm
using a robot manipulator to track a moving target without an a priori model of
either the robot or the camera. The algorithm is used to generate robot joint com-
mands via a dynamic quasi-Newton method that solves a nonlinear least squares
problem. This chapter reviews the fundamental development of the dynamic Broy-
den’s method using recursive least-squares estimation (DBM-RLS) for a stationary
camera and the dynamic Gauss-Newton algorithm with partitioned Broyden’s method
(DGN-PBM) for an eye-in-hand camera. A few major limitations of these algorithms
are discussed including a) initial large errors, b) utilizing a fixed forgetting factor, c)
ill-conditioned Jacobian matrix. This thesis addresses a) and b) in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5 respectively. A brief study of the LMA for solving c) is investigated in
Chapter 6.
Chapter 4 presents derivations of the DBFGS, the DFN-BFGS, and the MBFGS
for approximating the residual S for large residual problems. A major disadvantage
of the DBM-RLS and the DGN-PBM algorithms are their applicability to the zero-
or small-residual cases. This is the nature of the Gauss-Newton based algorithm that
neglects the residual Sk in the Hessian H matrix. For large residual problems, the
residual Sk is not negligible. Despite the fact that the residual Sk is usually difficult
to analytically determine, various algorithms are used to solve large-residual cases.
Since the goal is to approximate the Hessian matrix, one solution is to approximate
the whole Hessian (the DBFGS algorithm) and the other solution is to approximate
the residual Ŝk (the MBFGS and the DFN-BFGS algorithms) by assuming that J
T
k Jk
is already available. The derivation of the DBFGS algorithm is analogous to the
BFGS derivation for the whole Hessian approximation Ĥk. The major significance of
the DBFGS is due to the inclusion of the time-dependent term, ∂fk
∂t
ht, in the secant
equation used to approximate Ĥk. Unlike the DBFGS algorithm, the DFN-BFGS
and MBFGS methods attempt to only approximate the residual Ŝk. The DFN-BFGS
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method is derived by applying the BFGS algorithm to estimate the residual Ŝk, while
the MBFGS algorithm is derived by modifying a denominator of a term in the DFN-
BFGS formula. This modification basically enforces the curvature information of the
function Fk into the residual Sk approximation. In addition, for the case that Ŝk is
relatively large compared to the term JTk Jk, the MBFGS method is the same as the
DFN-BFGS method. Otherwise, the MBFGS method generates distinct results from
the unmodified BFGS method.
Since the DBFGS and the DFN-BFGS algorithms use the BFGS method, which
provides superlinear convergence under reasonable assumptions, a convergence proof
is only required to validate the MBFGS algorithm. The convergence analysis of the
MBFGS algorithm is studied in analogy to the convergence analysis of Broyden’s class
formula presented in [8]. The novel MBFGS algorithm assumably yields superlinear
convergence if the specified assumptions hold.
A hybrid between the DGN-PBM algorithm and a proposed residual approxima-
tion is developed and is referred to as the switching method. The switching method
is a heuristic approach to switch from using the full quasi-Newton method (inclusion
of Ŝk into Ĥk where Ŝk is estimated using a proposed residual approximation) to the
quasi-Gauss-Newton method (neglect Ŝk or the DGN-PBM algorithm). Switching
occurs if the image error norm ‖fk‖ is less than the switching criterion υ, which is
heuristically selected. The switching methods presented for residual approximation
schemes are the switching DBFGS-DB, the MBFGS-DB, and the DFN-BFGS-DB
algorithms.
Chapter 5 discusses the derivation of the DAFF algorithm, a heuristic method for
adaptive λk calculation. The selection of λk is critically influences tracking perfor-
mance so λk must be properly selected. As a result, various existing variable forget-
ting factor (VFF) algorithms, widely studied in RLS adaptive filtering, are discussed.
However, these algorithms are complex, require a number of constant selections, and
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do not appear effective for uncalibrated visual servoing, hence, the DAFF method is
developed.
Due to the difficulty in obtaining λk analytically, a heuristic method is explored.
By observation, the image error is typically large in the transient state, especially
at the beginning of the tracking process, and becomes relatively small during steady
state. Since the inverse of 1 − λ roughly represents memory, it can be hypothesized
that the forgetting factor λ should be small (less memory) when the image error is
large during transience. On the contrary, λ should get closer to unity (more memory)
when the image error becomes relatively small in steady-state tracking. Thus, the
image error norm ‖fk‖ and λk are somewhat inversely related. This behavior of λk
is in analogy to a step response of a first-order differential system. An analogous
transfer function for which the input function is the image error norm and the output
function is the inverse of the memory is developed that ultimately leads to the DAFF
algorithm.
Chapter 6 first discusses the proposed switching algorithms, the switching MBFGS-
DB, DBFGS-DB, and DFN-BFGS-DB algorithms, on improving tracking perfor-
mance for large residual problems in simulation. A RRR robot with two eye-to-hand
cameras and a PUMA 560 robot with an eye-in-hand camera tracking a variety target
trajectories are used. For all tests the starting robot position is located far away from
the desired target to ensure a initial large error, no noise is added, and a fixed λk is
used. The results are then compared with the DBM-RLS and the DGN-PBM algo-
rithms. The switching DFN-BFGS-DB and the MBFGS-DB algorithms are the most
effective methods with NP-Jacobian approximation for the RRR robot case. How-
ever, for the PUMA 560 robot case the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm provides the
best results in terms of RMS errors, ts, and stability for a complex trajectory or a
fast target speed.
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The different VFF algorithms presented in Chapter 5 are investigated to vali-
date tracking improvement. Due to parameter selection required for each algorithm,
their variation is investigated with the PUMA 560 robot using an eye-in-hand cam-
era tracking a circular trajectory. The performance of each VFF algorithm is in fact
insensitive to the variation of parameters so the tracking performance of each VFF
algorithm can be reasonably compared. The switching MBFGS with the DAFF al-
gorithm consistently yields the fastest convergence and the smallest RMS tracking
errors in the presence of measurement and system noise for both the RRR robot
with two eye-to-hand cameras and the PUMA 560 with an eye-in-hand camera. This
consistency is also true for a variety of trajectories and target speeds. However, the
EE motions substantially deviate from the desired target planes for the RRR robot
case. This problem can be minimized if the cameras are arranged perpendicularly.
Although the PUMA 560 robot case does not have much of a deviation problem, it
is more sensitive to the noise disturbance compared to the RRR robot case. Since
the perpendicular camera arrangement is not applicable for the eye-in-hand case, two
nearly paralleled eye-in-hand cameras are used. This camera arrangement generates
smoother EE trajectories.
The effect of the MBFGS-DB and the DGN-PBM with various VFF algorithms
on two implementations, with or without the LMA, is studied. The DAFF gives the
best performance as compared to other VFF algorithms for both MBFGS-DB and the
DGN-PBM and the LMA has little affect on DAFF performance. In fact the LMA
algorithm only marginally improves tracking performance for all tested cases. The
switching MBFGS-DB-DAFF without the LMA generates the smallest RMS error
and the fastest convergence.
In summary, the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm with the DAFF method con-
sistently yields the best results for a variety of robot degrees-of-freedom, camera
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configurations, trajectories, and target speeds. The DAFF algorithm is shown to sig-
nificantly offer the best overall tracking accuracy and convergence, especially in the
presence of noise. The number of cameras and the camera arrangement are shown to
significantly affect noise compensation. Although the cases studied in this situation
are limited, these results validate the effectiveness of the switching MBFGS-DB al-
gorithm with the DAFF scheme to improve tracking performance for large residual
problems in the presence of noise.
7.3 Future Work
Although the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm with the DAFF method is shown to
improve tracking performance, there exists a few issues on further improving the
effectiveness of this novel algorithm.
One issue is to further improve the Jacobian approximation Ĵk. The proposed
residual Ŝk approximations are derived with an assumption that Ĵk is available and
approximately represents the actual Jacobian Jk. Since Ĵk is used to approximate
Ŝk, this quantity is critical and directly affects how well Ŝk is approximated. Two
promising methods have been proposed by Farahmand et al. [22]. In the K-nearest
neighborhood method Jacobians are calculated from sensor data using a recursive
least squares method. It is also estimated from a database of previously stored Jaco-
bians which are “nearest” to it in configuration space which are used for a weighted
interpolation. Using heuristics the best estimate is taken and a decision is made if
the stored Jacobian should be updated. In the second method the tip location data
is stored as the robot moves in the workspace. To determine the Jacobian at any
given state, a hyperplane is fit to the stored location data. Good results have been
reported for both methods using an industrial robot.
In the presence of noise tracking performance significantly degrades. The higher
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DOF robot with an eye-in-hand case is shown to be very sensitive to noise distur-
bances. Though the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm with the DAFF method offers
the best RMS error and settling time, the EE motion oscillates at least in the range of
the added noise in the best cases, i.e., the RRR robot with two eye-to-hand cameras.
As a result, a noise filtering algorithm such as a Kalman filter may be implemented,
which is routinely used in a variety applications such as adaptive filters, system iden-
tification, or sensor fusion. In fact the RLS algorithm can be cast as a special case
of the Kalman filtering [32] and the relationship between them is discussed in [32].
Since the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm with the DAFF method utilizes the dy-
namic Broyden’s method to recursively approximate Ĵk, there exists a possibility to
augment the Kalman filter into the Jacobian Ĵk approximation.
Due to the potential of using multiple cameras for noise compensation, multiple
cameras and camera arrangements can be further investigated to optimally improve
tracking. Since the perpendicular camera arrangement for the RRR robot cases con-
siderably minimizes the EE deviation out of the target plane, one or more eye-to-hand
cameras may be added to the eye-in-hand PUMA 560 case to improve tracking per-
formance.
Experimental verification of the switching MBFGS-DB algorithm with the DAFF
method is required for a practical validation. This study does not address singularity
avoidance or the situation where the target exits the robot workspace or camera view
and must be considered for experimental realization.
The switching MBFGS-DB algorithm with the DAFF method significantly im-
proves on difficulties encountered in large residual tracking problems. This work is
the first successfully developed uncalibrated visual guided control to handle large
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